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Bates brings fresh perspective

Faust speaks on the
benefits of liberal arts

New AD hopes to
maximize student

BY SAM COSTANZO
Asst. News Editor
Drew Gilpin Faust, president of Harvard
University, was honoredas thefirst recipient
of Boston Colleges SesquicentennialMedal
in a ceremony on Wednesday
BC President Rev. William P. Leahy, S.J.,
said in his introductionthat Faust?s scholarly

development
BY GREG JOYCE
Heights Editor

career has brought ?a

The search is finally over?Boston College
has its new athletic director. Fifty-three days after GeneDeFilippo announcedhisretirement as
AD, University PresidentRev. WilliamP. Leahy,
S.J., announced on Tuesday, Oct. 9, that Brad
Bates is the new AD on the Heights.
?There?s nothing I?m going to say today
that is going to be sufficiently profound and
memorable.But what will be memorable,and
continues to be, is the extraordinarytalents and
leadershipof theBoston College students,? Bates
said. ?I really look forward to getting to know
themand working with them.?
Until today?s decision, Bates had been the
AD at Miami University in Ohio since 2002.
Prior to that, Bates worked at Vanderbilt for
17 years, serving as the senior associate AD

heights

?In our need to know facts we forget
the fact that we are all interpreters who
need not just information, but meaning,?
she said.
Even research universities rely heavily
?

on the often-serendipitous union of fact
and curiosity, Faust said. According to her,
this tension is essential to the advancement
of universities and, in turn, of the students

that attendthem.
?The scholarship that has served as the
beating heart of research universities is
founded on curiosity,? she said.
Faust noted that BC?s fundamental prin-

See Faust, A4

ern world.
Faust, a

Civil War historian, noted that
aftertheCivil War a generationofreformers
founded the first research universities and
pushed for a greaterfocus onrationality and
practical education.
In this new worldof education, she said,
the teaching of character and the development of broader thinking skills were often
ignored.
?Fact andvalue were no longer so easily
aligned,? she said. ?In Boston, this argument
played out between Boston College and
Harvard in a battleof wordsthat wouldhave
done the Beanpot proud.? Harvard allowed
its students to create a curriculumbased on
their own interests, while BC focused on
molding character through a set program
of study.
Although Harvard has since adopted a
more focused curriculum, Faust said, the
debate over the benefits of a liberal arts
education continues today.

See Bates, A4

/

worldof distinction to

the academic setting.?
In her remarks, Faust focused on the
value of a liberalarts education in the mod-

before he left.
?I want to thankFather Leahyfor this exceptionalopportunity, and to publicly acknowledge

Daniel lee

Harvard president awarded
first sesquicentennial medal

editor

Daniel lee / heights

editor

Drew Faust, president ofHarvard University

(above), spoke in Robsham yesterday evening.

Brad Bates, former AD at Miami University in Ohio, was introduced as Boston College?s new AD at a press conference on Tuesday.

GLC hosts events for annual
National Coming Out Week

UGBC hosts
discussion on
dining issues

BY BRIGID WRIGHT
Heights Staff

This week, the GLBTQ Leadership
Council(GLC) is hostinga series of events
to celebrate National Coming Out Week
(NCOW). The events are designed to create awareness of the GLBTQ community
on campus and offer support for those

Dining Services admins

explain changes to system
BY BRANDON STONE
Heights

Staff

On Tuesday, UGBC hosted a panel of
Boston College dining officials to answer
questions about the changes made to BC
Dining Services (BCDS) for the 2012-2013
school year. The event, titled ?It?s Grill
Time: State of the Heights with BC Dining,? took place at 6 p.m. in the Murray
Function Room. The goalof the event was
to create an event through which students

matt liber

NBC legend, rising star take
the stage in Robsham Theater

could raise their questions and concerns,
thereby helping BC officials to make more
student-friendlypolicies. Last year, a similar panel on concerts helped bring back a
fall concert for this year.
The event beganwith a presentation by
Helen Wechsler, director of BCDS, who
enumerated the features of BCDS that
make it distinct, before explainingwhy this
year?s changes were necessary.
Notably, accordingto Wechsler, BCDS
is one of only three self-sustaining din-

BY MARY ROSE FISSINGER
Heights Editor

ing operations in the greater Boston
area. Self-sustaining means that BCDS is

ics in the Newsroom,? which functioned
as a casual public interview of Brokaw on
an array of topics relevant in American

funded entirely by money spent directly
by students on their meal plans. No fund-

See Dining, A3

/ heights staff

Tom Brokaw (left) and Luke Russert discussed politics and the media in Robsham on Tuesday.

who are exploring their sexuality.
Many of the events are socially oriented, allowing studentsandfaculty members
to network and find support on campus.
Others are more educational, with lectures, panels, and discussions offering
information about different struggles the

GLBTQ community faces.
On Tuesday night, GLC?s freshman
outreach program sponsored a ?Gayme
Night,? where students and faculty members got the chance to play board games

and network with a supportive community. Wednesday night, a panel of experts
and membersof the GLBTQ community
discussed youthand teen GLBTQ suicides
and therole religion plays in them.
Joshua Tingley, GLC president and
A&S ?l3, described tonight?s event, Guess
Who?s Gay, as the keynote event of the
week.
?Since [Guess Who?s Gay] was created
as an event, it?s been done over and over
again year in and year out,? Tingley said.
?It is really an event meant to break down
stereotypes.?
The event is audience interactive,
where a groupof students stand behind a
curtain as they are asked questions. The
questions range anywhere from ?What?s
your favorite TV show?? to ?What?s your

See NCOW, A4

credit,? joked Russert at the beginning
of his introductory speech, in which he
spoke about the ways Boston College had

On the stage of a packed Robsham
played into his development as a man and
Theater on Tuesday,NBC News journalists as a journalist. He asserted that BC had
Tom Brokaw, H ?9O, and Luke Russert, BC forced him to look at situations from many
?OB, had a conversation about the current different perspectives instead of confinstate of the media in America, the presiing himself to conventional wisdom, and
dential election, and the dutiesof our genthat here hehad learnedself-sacrificeand
eration. As part of the Chambers Lecture
the necessity of being active rather than
Series, The Winston Center for Leadership apathetic.
andEthics sponsoredthe event, titled ?EthHe then segued into the media focus

today.
?I see a lot of undergrads here. I hope
you weren?t forced to come to this for class
news

of the event.
?We live in a media age where speed is
put above all else a mediaagebased on
speedabove truth,? he said. He denounced
?

See Brokaw, A4

Elizabeth will stand with President Obama
to create opportunities for students.
REGISTER TO VOTE BY OCTOBER 17
at ElizabethWarren.com/Register

Paid for by Elpbeth for MA.
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The GLC hosted a discussionof issuesfacing GLBTQ youth, and therole religionplays in them.

Text CAMPUS to 90975
to find out how you can help elect President Obama and Elizabeth Warren.
Get breaking campaign updates and info on how to
make sure your voice gets heard on Tuesday, November 6.
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Today
Time: 6:30 p.m.
Location: Room 116
Stuart Hall

BC lawyers win court ruling in pursuit of changing deportation laws
On Sept. 27, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals
ruled that regulations that prevent already deported immigrants from seeking reconsideration
of their cases are unlawful. A team of lawyers from
Boston College?s Post-Deportation Human Rights
Project sucessfully argued against the post-deportation regulations. This case, Garcia-Carias v.
Holder, concerns Wilmer Alberto Garcia-Carias, a
man who came to the United States from Honduras
when he was 10 and was deported in his 20s. Garcia-Carias was deportedbecause he was considered
an aggravatedfelon based on a first-time drug possession conviction. After Garcia-Cariashad already
been deported, the Supreme Court ruled that drug

Saturday

Time: 9 a.m.
Location: Outside Lyons Hall
Sponsored by the Volunteer & Service
Learning Center, the eighth annual 5k
run in honor of Welles Crowther, BC ?99,
a 9/11 hero, will take place Saturday.

possession should not be considered an aggravated

ContemporaryPhilosophy Workshop

felony. This ruling meant that Garcia-Carias could
have sucessfully fought his deportationhad he not
been prevented from doing so by the post-deportation regulations. Garcia-Carias? case was arguedby
PDHRP supervising attorney Jessica Chicco and BC

Saturday
Time: 10 a.m. 5 p.m.
Location: Room 121 McGuinn Hall
-

This all-day workshop will include lectures from prominent scholars about
the philosophical relationships between
liberalism and the public sphere.

Law alumnus Ronaldo Rauseo-Ricupero.

preliminary data from the fall of 2011 shows that
enrollment in colleges and universities across the
U.S. dropped last year after years of growth. The
data used in thereport was gatheredfrom the more
than 7,000 colleges that receive federal student
aid under Title IV of the Higher Education Act. In
2011, 18.62 million undergraduates were enrolled
in these institutions, a lowerfigure than the 18.65
million undergraduatesenrolled in 2010. Graduate
school enrollment fell from 2.94 million students
in 2010 to 2.93 millionstudents in 2011.

LOCAL NEWS
Body found in Charles River confirmed to be Brighton man
Jonathan Dailey, a graduate student at Boston Ar-

chitecturalCollege from Brighton, was found dead
in the Charles River on Tuesday. At about 7:25 a.m.,
a Boston University rowing coach spotted his body
in the river. Forensic odontologistsused dentalrecords to confirm thatthe body was Dailey. A cinder
block was chained to the body when it was found.
Dailey, who was 23 years old, had been missing since
Oct. 2. State police will continue to investigate the
circumstances surrounding Dailey?s death.

FEATURED STORY

Sweet Dreamzzz campaign helps students sleep tight
BY PARISA OVIEDO
For The Heights
?I wish you would spend one
third of your lives in a state of
hallucination and paralysis,? said
Roxanne Prichard,Ph.D., in front
of an audience of about 200 Boston Collegestudents while talking
about sleep as part of the ?Sweet

Dreamzzz? campaign. The new
campaign, part of the Office of
Health Promotion?s initiative for
the year, strives to ?identify barriers of sleepingwell and develop
coping strategies that really work,?
according to their website.
Prichard, an associate professor of psychology at the University of St. Thomas in Minnesota,
has a background in neuroanatomy and circadium rhythms, in
addition to a specialization in

college students? sleep habits.
Through her down-to-earth
humor and friendly demeanor,
Prichard engaged the audience
in an interesting conversation
that included interactive and
informative quizzes and Ryan

Gosling memes.
The lecture hall was nearly
filled before the event even began, and a stream of students
lingered by the railings of the
classroom hoping to find seats.
The first 150 students to arrive
were given blue cards with a
questionnaire and a colored
ticket. Depending on the color

cycle, and thus the more hours of
sleep received the more non-REM
stages the brain can use to process
informationfrom that day.
Furthermore, whether or not
someone is a morning or a night
person affects sleep drastically.
Collegestudents oftenfind themselves staying up later at night,
because, as Prichard jokingly
pointed out, nobody wants to
drink mimosas at 7 a.m. Between
the ages of 18 and 21, the brain is
still undifferentiated, unsure of
whether or not it finds the morning or the night more suitable.
By age 25, however, the brainhas
differentiatedand adapteditself to
eitherone of these times of day to
function at its highest level. Many
collegestudents choose to evolve
into ?night owls,? which, Prichard
Maggie burdge / heightS editor
said, means that they are more
Roxanne Prichard, a specialistin the sleep habits of college students, talked about the science and benefits of sleep.
likely to suffer from various disof the ticket, the students could of students, her research finds, get numer of college students, 19.4 eases, disorders, addictions, and
more than eight hours of sleepper
percent, reported academic sufcollect a different ?sleep-enhancweakened immune systems.
?You are physically able to
ing prize? at the endof the session. night, even though most people fering as a result of sleep.
need 8.5 hours of sleep.
Prizes varied from fleece blankets
Yet there was more than digsleep. You just need to take the
to eye masks to ear plugs.
Ever heard a student say that its involved in Prichard?s lectime to do it,? Prichard said. She
As the event began, Prichard they can stay up later because they ture?there was also the science outlined steps students can take to
first askedtheaudience how many can simply catch up on sleep over behind sleep. Sleep is divided improve their sleeping habits and
days in the past week they woke the weekend? Prichard surprised into three general stages: awake, regulate their circadiumrhythms,
the audience and countered that, REM, and non-REM. REM sleep includingtracking sleep(Prichard
up feeling well-rested.Unsurprisingly,fewstudents were ableto say in reality, only 30 to 40 percent of is the stage in which people have suggests a sleep application for
thatthey awokewell-restedfive to lost sleep can be restored. Such vivid dreams that tend to be il- smart phones called?Sleep Tracseven days of the week. Prichard
loss of sleep may directly result logical or emotional. Non-REM, ker?), knowing environmentalcues
hadcalculatedthat the mean total in poor academic performance, the deepest form of sleep, is when that keep people awake, warning
sleep time of a college student is increased anxiety and stress, and a person endures what Prichard the brain 45 minutes before the
only 7.02 hours a night,including other various negative affects. nicknames ?sleep drunkeness.? The desired sleep time by ?unplugnaps andresting. Only 11 percent For example, a surprisingly large body rests during your non-REM ging,? and more. n

POLICE BLOTTER

VOICES FROM THE DUSTBOWL
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?If you could pick any celebrity to be our new
athletic director, who would it be and why??

Friday, october 5
9:16 a.m. An officer filed a report
regarding a suspicious person off campus.
-

11:58 p.m. An officer filed a report
regarding a confiscationof property at
the Mods.
-

student at Alumni Stadium who was
transported to a medical facility by an
ambulance.
a

?I want to say Kim Jong-il
but he is dead.?
?Brendon Anderson,
A&S ?l5

4:59 p.m. An officer filed a report
regarding a fire at 66 commonwealth
-

Avenue.

Sunday, october 7

Saturday, october 6
2:05 a.m.
An officer filed a report
regarding an assault and battery in the
Hillside Parking Area.
-

12:04

a.m.
officers filed a report
regarding a noise complaint at an off
-campus address on lake Street.
-

2:21

transported to a medical facility by an

An officer filed a report
regarding medical assistance provided
to a non-student at Gonzaga Hall who
was transported to a medical facility by

ambulance.

an

12:47 a.m. An officerfiled a report regarding medicalassistance provided to a
student off campus who was transported
to a medical facility by an ambulance.

Monday, october 8

12:20 a.m. An officer filed a report
regarding medical assistance provided
to a student at Fenwick Hall who was
-

-

1:15 a.m. An officer filed a report
regarding medical assistance provided
to two students at Fitzpatrick Hall who
were transported to a medical facility
by an ambulance.
-

2:25 a.m.
An officer filed a report
regarding a fare evasion at the lower
parking lots.
-

2:44 a.m. An officer filed a report re-

garding medical assistance provided to

a.m.

FOUR DAY
WEATHER FORECAST

Department of Education data shows
college enrollment dropped in 2011

ON CAMPUS

Welles remy Crowther red Bandana 5k run

3

UNIVERSITY

A new U.S. Department of Education report of

Come see moderatorPaula
Ebben, BC ?B9, from WBZ-TV
News discuss the upcoming
election with four of Boston
College?s most popularpolicital science professors.
Professors Dennis Hale, Marc Landy, Kay Schlozman, and David Hopkins will participatein a lively
bi-partisian discussion.
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?Sacha Baron Cohen because
he is fit.?
?Laura Newman,

ambulance.

-

?Brad Pitt because of his
work in Moneyball?
?Zach Lupica,
A&S ?l4

3:23 p.m. An officer filed a report
regarding a suspicious circumstance at
-

Weather Service
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A&S ?l5

12:02 a.m. An officer filed a report
regarding a fire alarm at Stayer Hall.

Source: NatioNal

CORRECTIONS

Vanderslice Hall.
8:34 p.m. An officer filed a report
regarding vandalism at 90 St. Thomas
More road.
-

?Source: The Boston College
Police Department

?Will Ferrell because he is in a
lot of sports movies.?
?Julia Casselbury,
A&S ?l6

Please send
corrections to
editor@bcheights.com
with ?correction?
in the subject line.
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A standard

State of the Heights
explains diningchanges

annoyance

for students

Dining, from A1

a floweryand subjective letter of

recommendation, the SAT yieldsa
single number. This score could be
used to evaluate any college student
across the country. In my mind, the

couldn?t be better.
This past Saturday I took the
LSAT, which is used as criteria for
admission to law school. I went to
bed before midnight and rose before
sunrise, neither of which I had done
system

since Pluto was still considered a
planet. I arrived at Boston University and went through the routine
security procedure of leaving my
cell phone behind, sealing my pencils in a plastic bag, submitting my
fingerprints, getting a retinal scan,
enduring a strip-search, and signing
a loyalty oath affirmingthat I am
not a Communist. The test itself
consisted of six sections that took
nearly five hours. After completing this grueling task,I ordered a

gluttonous feast at McDonald?s that
likely lowered my life expectancy.
Then I returned home and began
the long wait for my test results.
As the Chicken McNuggets and
double cheeseburgerswaged war
against my digestive system, Ipondered the usefulness of standardized
tests. At first, I concluded that they
are a necessary means of evaluating a huge surplus of applicants.
Nearly 3 millionstudents apply to
college every year. Motivational
speakers may say that every person
is special,but honestly, who cares?
If I were a college admissions officer,
I would get sick of reading essays
about how hiking up a mountain

strengthened one applicant?s
character or how participating in
community service helped another
applicant understand how peopleof
all backgrounds are alike. It would
be so much easier to gather up all
the applicationswith SAT scores
below a certain minimum level and
toss themaside. Standardizedtest
scores act as a sieve to weed out

la carte program, and the decilonger accept mandatory dining dollars at Hillside Cafe.
According to Wechsler, all three
choices stemmed rising costs, but
the change regarding Hillside has
particularly prompted negative
sion to no

-ing comes from tuition dollars
and BCDS must pay rent expenses
to BC for the space used in each of

MATT PALAZZOLO
SAT, ACT, LSAT, MCAT,
GMAT?standardized tests have
more acronyms than a baseball box
score. Throughoutmy early life I
was a strong supporter of standardized tests. To me, they were the
great equalizer.High school had an
endless array of variables, yet across
the United States, everyone took
the exact same SAT. Rather than

tion of three minimarts, a modified
a

CHrissy suCHy / fOr THe HeigHTs

The State of the Heights: Dining panelists helped students understand various changes to diningoptions at BC this year.

Symposium explores education?s
role in modern democratic society
BYKATE WALSH
For The Heights
?We are here so that students, faculty, community
members, teachers, and education leaders will have the
chance to exchange ideas in a
way that is true to our democratic spirit,? said Maureen
Kenny, professor in the Lynch
School of Education (LSOE) to
her audience last Friday at the
symposium on ?Education and
its Role in Democratic Societies.? The daylong event kicked
off the first Boston CollegeSesquicentennialandLSOE public
lecture series. Kenny teaches a
graduate class that focuses on
the same topic.
The conference came in the
wake of the heated presidential
debate, whereboth candidates
discussed the importance of
educationwhilealso criticizing
the other candidate?s approach.
Unlike the presidential candidates, however, the leaders at
the symposium all agreedupon
one fact: the current education system is not sufficient
enough.
Kenneth Howe, professor
at the University of ColoradoBoulder, argued that the current federal education policy
?is an obstacle to citizenship
education and is pushing us
away from citizenship education.? He went on to criticize
the standardized tests and

federal education reform that
the ?No Child Left Behind Act?
put into law in 2002 during the
Bush Administration.
Angela Valenzuela, associate vice president for Education Equity at the University
of Texas, reemphasized that
standardizedtests are counterproductive and take awayfrom
the spirit of democraticeducation. ?At its best, citizenship

nation?s schools to create
dialogues of diversity that will
foster understanding and acceptance in young children.
our

Joel Westheimer, a univer-

sity chair in democracy and
education at the University
of Ottawa, followed by asking
the symposium, ?What exactly
would be different about education in a democratic nation
than in an authoritarian nation?? He went on to discuss the
significance of children asking
?We want kids to questions and thinking critilearn how to read, cally. ?In a democracy, asking
questions is far moreimportant
but also to learn what than getting answers,? he said.
Westheimer also spoke of
is worth reading.?
the challenges standardized
tests have brought to education in the UnitedStates. In his
-Joel Westheimer
Democracy and education opinion, a democratic education is one in which the stuchair at the University of
dents engage in dialogue and
Ottawa
participate in the community.
?We want kids to learnto read,
education is not something that but also to learn what is worth
you do, but the way you live,? reading,? he said. ?We want
she said. Valenzuela spoke of them to know what the numher hard work in Texas to halt bers add up to.?
the STAR initiative that would
At the end of the first panel,
devote approximately 45 days Kenny emerged to congratulate
to testing each year.
the speakers and invite audiBoth Howe and Valenzuence members to ask more
ela highlighted the importance questions. As excited hands
of racial diversity in educaflew up and the microphone
tion. ?Blacks and Latinos in passed around the room, one
American schools are more thing was certain: answers
segregated than ever,? Howe from the panel members
said. He emphasized how imwould not be found on a scanperative racial integration is in tron sheet. n

the dininghalls.
?We work to be part of the BC
mission, by serving the community as well as the student body,?
Wechsler said. To that end, BCDS
employs over 250 full-time employees to whom it pays more than a fair
living wage, guarantees a full work
week, and grants health benefits.
Not only that, but BCDS holds at
least one drive per year through
which it donates large amounts of
food directly to the Boston Food
Bank.
Wechsler also discussed thefactors that necessitateda changein the
dining plan. ?We were facing rising
food costs, a need for upgrades, as
well as trying to contain the mandatory board rate,? Wechsler said.
BCDS was attempting to face those
challenges while still maintaining
a high quality selection of food as
well as the distinctive commitment
to social justice. Efforts had been
made in thepast to limit cost without making drastic changesthrough
methods such as reduced management labor, containing operating expenses, and negotiating competitive

food purchasing bids.Despite these
efforts, by this year the costs were
rising to thepoint that fundamental
changes neededto bemadein order
to preserve the core elements of
BCDS, Wechsler said.
The changes included the addi-

outcries.

?Hillside Cafe was only ever
meant to serve 1,200people per day,
and it was serving over 4,000 daily
untilthis year,? Wechsler said. ?It was

?We work to be part
of the BC mission,
by serving the community as well as the
student body.?
-Helen Wechsler,
Director of BCDS
untenableandunsafe in the back.?
By switching many of the products previously offered in the dining halls to the minimarts, which
are operated by a separate retailer,
both BCDS and students are able
to get a lowerprice on theproducts
offered there.
?We try to ensure that there is
enough money for a student to eat
a balanced, nutritional, and wellrounded diet throughout the year,?
Wechslersaid. n

"A MUST-SEE
FILM!"
-Sean Hannity, FOX NEWS
AYN RAND'S EPIC NOVEL OF
A WORLD ON THE BRINK
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unqualified applicants, and if you
are rejected,

then it?s all your fault.
Later that day, though, I had
a change of heart. My roommate
and I got into a surprisingly vicious
argument about who

deserved to
win the AL MVP award in baseball.
He brought up a widelyaccepted
baseball statistic, (WAR, for those
who care) pointed out that one player had a vastly higher number than
the other candidate, and smugly
asserted that the first playerclearly
deserved to be MVP. Ireplied
by calling him a stats whore and
asserted that you cannot evaluate
a playerby using a single number.
What if he inspired his teammates
and led a surprising comeback to a
playoff spot? Aren?t there intangible

LAMA TENZIN SHARES HIS JOURNEY

qualities that determine the value of
a player?

As hebellowed out an angry
response that I paid absolutely no
attention to, my thoughts returned
to the LSAT. Was there a connection between my baseball argument

and the law school application
process? Is it practical that a single
three-digit standardized test score
determines the entire pool of lawyers in the United States? Shouldn?t
law schools put more emphasis
on personal essays and interviews,
which can reveal major insights
into a person?s character and career

ay
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M
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skills, rather than theresults of one
test? As thought-provoking as these
questions are, they?re ultimately

October

meaningless to me. In three weeks I
will get my LSAT score. This number will determine whether I will
be an elite corporate lawyer in five
years, or begging my CSOM friends
to let me work part time cleaning
their offices. In a country with a

wxui
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A portion of the proceeds benefit Cops for Kids with Cancer

high input of law school applicants
and a low output of legal jobs,
standardized tests are a necessary

The scariest Haunted House ecperieace in Massachusetts.

evil that I must endure.
Kylie

Matt Palazzolo is a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomescomments at news@bcheights.com.
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Lama Tenzin, a Tibetan Buddhist monk, is the co-founder of the Girls Institute for Technologyin India. On
Tuesday, he spoke abouthow to live compassionately and led a mediation with members of the BC community.
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After a six-week search, Bates selected as new Boston College AD
Bates, from A1
how privileged I feel with your
trust,? Bates said. ?My gratitudewill
be demonstrateddailyin upholding
the enormous responsibilityI have
to you, our students, faculty, alums,
staff, and fans.?
Leahy talkedabout the criteria

a lot of individuals involved in
terms of staff and employees,but

also the complexities today of
intercollegiateathleticsin a changing conference world. And then
there?s a significant aspect of this
job involved in fundraising and
how to do that, how to work with
other units at a place like Boston
College. I don?t think someone can

first projects to find out how to fix

that problem.

?Just like

any sport, you

will

assess it at the end of the year,?
Bates said. ?You?ll look at a body

of work ratherthan the emotional
roller coaster of every week.And
quite honestly, I?ve been an outsider looking in. Until you really
immerse yourself in the program,
that went into the search for the
just walk in and do that. It?s very you don?t really know what?s going
new AD, and said that the most
important to have prior experience on. I?m really looking forward to
talking with Frank and getting to
important factors were finding in those various areas.?
someone who wouldfit with BC?s
The search committee was know the team.?
culture, someone with a level of composedof Leahy and Vice PresiMiami is largelyknown for its
experience to lead a largeathletic dentof Human Resources Leo Sulsuccessful men?s hockey program,
department, and someone who livan, in addition to administrators as the Red Hawks reached the
NCAA tournament every year
had good chemistry with Leahy and membersof the faculty.
and important administrators
?This has been a fascinating from 2006-2012, including apat BC.
process,? Bates said. ?I was honored pearances in the Frozen Four in
?With those criteria in mind, to meet with some outstanding 2009 and 2010. BC played Miami
we went to work,? Leahy said. representativesof Boston College.
during the semifinalround of the
?And I am delighted that I can tell Andy Boynton, Pat Keating, Bob 2010 Frozen Four, beatingthe Redyou today that we have a thoughtTaggart, Peter McKenzie, Father Hawks 7-1 en route to a national
leader,
a
an
person,
proven
ful
Jack Butler, Jim Husson, Trustee championship.
individual who has significant ChairKathleen McGillicuddy,for?I?m looking forward to workexperience in athletics, someone mer chairsChuck Clough and Jack ing with such an outstanding
Connors, and certainly Jan Lent collection of coaches, and let me
who not only understandsbut supports our commitment at Boston
and Leo Sullivan, who embody pick on Jerry York for a second,?
College to excellence in athletics the greatest attributes at Boston Bates said. ?Unfortunately for me,
and academics.?
College. These incredible leaders I have seen how good of a coach
Accordingto Leahy, the process modeled an ambitioned passion Jerry York is, and I?m very much
started shortly after DeFilippo?s and vision for Boston College that looking forwardto him becoming
announcement, and the decision
was contagious and inspiring.?
the all-time winningest coach in
to hire Bates was made last week
In additionto his time at Miami college hockey history.?
afterthe committee had narrowed and Vanderbilt, Bates has a football
Taking over for interim AD
down its search.
background, having walked on to John Kane, who replaced De?By two weeks ago, we knew the Michigan football team while Filippoon Oct. 1, Bates made sure
who we were focusing in on,? Leahy he was attending school there. to thank his two predecessors for
said. ?Last week, we had reached Bates played for legendary head laying the groundwork and leading
the decision.?
coach Bo Schembechler. That BC athletics to where it is today.
?I also want to thank Gene
football experience may factor
Leahy explainedthat in an everchanging world of college athlet- into Bates? first major task as AD, DeFilippo for the foundation he
ics, hiring an athletic director with as he will have to evaluate the BC
has established,? Bates said. ?In an
a lot of experience was one of his
in
a
program
age where we look students in the
football
the midst of
top priorities.
difficult stretch. The Eagles have eye and we talkaboutcommitment
?This is a complex position,? won justfive of their last 17 games, and dedication,yet watch coaches
Leahy said. ?Not only are there and it will likely be one of Bates? and athletic directors hypocriti-

cally jump from one school or
another after a year or two, Gene
has exemplified loyalty. Also, much
thanks to JohnKane. It?s never easy
to lead during adverse times, and
certainly his presence is not only
making my presence that much
easier, but I really look forward to
working with him as a colleague
and a friend.?
From 2011-2012, Bates was
the president of the 1A Athletic
Directors Association. At Miami,

during the most recent Graduation
Success Rate calculation in 2011,
Bates? student-athletes achieved
an overallrate of 89 percent, nine
points higher than the national
average. He cited this, in addition
to the coaches he hired as some of

his major accomplishments while
at Miami.

?I was fortunate enough to hire
people a lot smarter and more

talented than me, and

they made
Bates said.

look really good,?
?Beyond that, the one variable that
I wouldlook at is that we certainly
grew facilities, we had competitive
success, we moved the needle in
terms of championships in some
of the most fiscal sports, as well as
a lot of theOlympic sports. We set
me

a school record for championships
a couple ofyears ago.
?All those things are great.

They?re all grounded in maximizing student development. The true
measure for us, in a lot of ways,
is how your students?what the
quality of the experience they?re
having at the institution. We
were able to significantly elevate
our graduation rates there in our
time.?

Bates? main emphasis during
his press conference was how
excitedhe was to start interacting

with BC?s student athletes, and
how he hoped to maximize their
development during their time in

Chestnut Hill.
?Our overarching goal is to
maximize student development,?
Bates said. ?The way you do that
in intercollegiate athletics is you
graduate your students and you
have competitive success. At the
forefront of everything that we?re

going to focus on willbe the policy
question, ?How does this help our
students grow? How does this
maximize student development??

?Essentially, what we are doing
taking this athletic curriculum
and these athletic classrooms,
and sure we?re developing better
is

athletes to be competitive and
win championships, but if that?s all

we?re doing, we?re fallingfar short
of the power of a Boston College
student athlete experience.? n

DAniel lee

/
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Director of Athletics Brad Bates was introduced by University President Rev. William P. Leahy, S.J. at a conference Tuesday.

Sesquicentennial speakers series
starts with a lecture on academics
Faust, from A1

?Education has longbeencritical
for participation in society
and
the well-being of individuals and
nations,? Faust said.
This is even more important
today, she said, in light of the fact
that 84 percent of jobs now require
?

ciples of scholarship, justice, and
service are just as important today
as they were 150 years ago.

?Boston College has opened visand possibilitiesfor tens of thousands of individuals,and challenged
them to think of the goodthey can
do in their lives,? she said.

mATT liber
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Brokaw and Russert discussedtopics as varied as thepresidential debateandtheir opinions on the future of journalism.

Journalists discuss news ethics
Brokaw, from A1
the emerging trend of sacrificing
accuracy in order to break the
story first.
?I believe, as a journalist,it?s our

ethical duty, for those of us who
still believe in non-partisan news,
to educate and inform the viewer
or the reader or the listener, and
letthemmake their own decision,?
he said.
Russert then moved to the
center of the stage to sit next to
Brokaw in a pair of leather armchairs and ask him a series of questions about American mediaand
politics, as well as the intersection

of

the two.

One of Brokaw?s major messages was the responsibility of the
reader in this day and age to figure
out what is reliable andwhat is not.
?There?s more opinion out there
now, and there?s more places you
can go to get it,? Brokawsaid. ?You
have the opportunity with a key-

stroke to goanywherein theworld
thatyou want to to get information.
You can?t be a couch potato anymore. You?ve got to work harder
at it, and sort out what works for
you, what is reliable.?

celebrated the fact that Facebook
and Twitter have made audible the
voices of very intelligent people
who would not have otherwise

of it now because of the ease with
which peoplecan get theinformation,? he said. ?It does polarize because thereare interests out there,

been heard.
?We?re going to be using all
these instruments to get access to
information, to what is going on.
The problem is too many people
just put their head down and

across the political spectrum,
across the economic spectrum,
who want to do that?they want
to isolate you.?

?I do think [the
campaign] has been
great for the country,
and here?s why: So
much that we have
taken for granted has
disappeared beneath
our feet.?
-Tom Brokaw
NBC News Journalist and
H ?9O

mended Russert on his Twitter
?play-by-play? of the presidential
debate in Denver last Wednesday.

?He was the John Madden of
tweeting,? Brokaw said. He also

at least a bachelor?s

Modern universities must ask
themselves not only what the education they provide is for, but also
whom their education is for, Faust

recipients who will be honored with

said.
?The challenge now is to deliver
on thepromise educationrepresents
and to make sure it is available and
affordable,? she said.
Faust notedthat women makeup
more than halfof bachelor?s degree
recipients in theUnited States today
and that minorities represent one
third of both Harvard?s and BC?s
freshman classeses.

When asked about therole prihave in supporting
public universities, Faust said that
the most important commitment
of any university is to focus on the
broad goals ofeducationrather than

larized before, Brokaw once again
pointed to the constant availability

of varied news sources as one of
the culprits.
?There is much more awareness

the award this year.
A brief question and answersession followed theofficial ceremony.
vate universities

economic gains.
?An education that wears out and
has a shelf date,? she said, is more of
a luxury than an educationthat supports learning for its own sake.

and are looking to the
American liberal arts education
system as a possible source for
solutions.
?We will waste something that
has beensuch a strength for American education,? she said.
Faust was also askedhowshe justoo narrow

tifies the cost of her recent expansion
of Harvard?s arts programs to those

who consider getting a degree as a
purely financial gain.
?The arts are a critical part of
learning and cognitive development,? Faust said. From engineers
to artists, she said, people have
increasinglyshown a desireto make
new things.
?The capacity for interpretation
and reinvention lies at the heart of
liberal arts,? Faust said. ?Innovation
means imagining a world different

than the one we inhabit.? n

Brokaw and Russert also discussed the recent presidential
debate, and the campaign race
in general. Brokaw expressed
his belief that the race will come
down to the ?independent married
couple? that is not sold on either
candidate?the deciding factor
willbe who can win over the voters

like them.
DAniel lee heighTs ediTOr
?I do think [the campaign] has
(above
left)
will
Sesquicentennial
throughout
Faust
was
awarded
the
first
of
three
Medals
that
be
awarded
the
great
country,
been
for the
and
here?s why: so much that we have
takenfor granted has disappeared
beneath our feet,? he said. ?The
idea that you could buy a house,
/

and it would be the most secure
investment if you sent your child
to college it would be worth the

GLC aims to support with NCOW

?

price because he or she could get

job when they got out. That has
turned out not to be the case. The
country is extraordinarily wary,
and with very good reason. So
they?re watching this [campaign]
in away, and I don?t remember
them ever being so tuned in and
demanding specifics. So I think
big ideas will be the test between
now and the first Tuesday in November.?
Whenasked the final question,
concerning political apathy in the
United States right now, Brokaw
took the opportunity to urge the
students at BC, andthatentire gen-

NCOW, from A1

a

they?re more interested in what
they have to say than in what?s
going on on the screen or right in
front of them.?
He discussed how the news has
He once again urged people to
always been partisan, but what has spend time deducing whether or
changed is the frequencyand avail- not news sources are legitimate,
ability of the news, meaning it falls and not pay undue attention to
on thereader to discernfor himself
anonymous bloggers. ?If you?ve
got something to say, you need to
the best way to get it.
He did, however, acknowledge havethe courage to put your name
social media as a real and potenon it,? he said.
When asked if he believed that
tially beneficial addition to the
world of newsgathering. He comthe country had ever been this po-

degree.
After her speech, Leahy presented Faust with the Sesquicentennial Medal. Faust is thefirst of three

tas

Faust said that many university
administrators abroad are, in fact,
concerned that their programs are

eration, to step up to the plate.
?The test is whether or not your
generation has within it the determination to change the world,?

he said. n

ideal car?? The audience then
guesses the sexuality of the contestants, whoreveal themselvesafter
voting is complete. The objective
of the event is to inform and educate through entertainment.
?[Guess Who?s Gay] is a fun
way to engage a large BC audience, while breaking down the
stereotypes associated with LGBT
identifying individuals,? said Erica
Hendricks, vice president of GLC
and A&S ?l4.
?Thanks to historical sources
and the media, there is a kind of
archetype of ?the gay person? that,

really put themup therefor people
to test.?
On Friday afternoon, the event
Opening Boston?s Closet serves
as part of the closing ceremonies
for the week. The open-mic style
event will feature students and
allies connected with the GLBTQ
community sharingstories of their
own coming out or those of close

friends and relatives who have
come out to them. The official
closing ceremony will be held on
Friday night in conjunction with
Nights on the Heights, which is
scheduled to have a Support Love
photo shoot, music, food, and
special activities.
The goal of the GLC and the
compiled for NCOW is to

as individuals, we use whenever
we hear that label,? Tingley said.
?What this event really does is

events

challenge those stereotypes and

campus.

and support for
the GLBTQ community on BC?s

create awareness

?National Coming Out Week
isn?t only about making sure that
people who might be nearing the
process of coming out have a community to reach, but also showing
that there is a broad community
outsideof GLC,? Tingley said.?The
biggest community on this campus
is our community of allies.?
The closing ceremony is in-

tended to provide an outlet and
highlight those people who have
committed to showing their support for the GLBTQ community.
All students are encouraged to not
only attend the events but also to
purchase the Support Love t-shirts
at them.This year?s Support Love
t-shirts feature a hot pink color,
and the GLC has custom-made a
BC Superfan Support Love shirt
especially for the community this
year. n
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Help

wanted

Help

Help

Earn up to $1,200/ month and
give the gift of family through
California Cryobank?s donor
program. Convenient Cambridge
location. Apply online: SPERMBANK.com.

Newton SKI/BOARD Shop
seeks P/T SHOP-Experienced
sales and backshop staff. Flexible hours, informal atmosphere,

some ski/equipment privileges,
indoor plumbing. Email Centreski@aol.com.

wanted

Used bicycle wanted. Mild to
moderate use preferred. A bright
paint color is desired. Willing to
pay variable price but will also take
it off your hands for free. Please
contact carljones@yahoo.com if
interested.

Check out the B-Line at
theb-line.tumblr.com

Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row
there are 9 slots, some of which are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to
9. You must follow theserules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
The number should appear only once on row, column or area.
·

·

·

·
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FREE Wifi service available on board
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

?The Heights? welcomes
Brad Bates to AD helm

Unless you choose to do great things with it, it makes no
you are rewarded, or how much power you have.

difference how much

-Oprah Winfrey (1954-), talk show host and philanthropist

We encourage Bates to carefully evaluate our athletic
program as a whole and develop necessary relationships
A new erain Boston Collegeathletics began on Tuesday, as Brad Bates
was introduced as the University?s next
athletic director (AD). The change is
a positive one for BC, as Bates brings
a wealth of experience to his new office in Conte Forum. Among his biggest accomplishments while he was
the AD at Miami University in Ohio
was achieving a graduation success
rate of 89 percent, nine points higher
than the national average. Bates also

?Now that they have received the letter, students
are better-informed, and
can be prepared to decline to comment on the
subject if

oversawa successful hockey program
there, as the Red Hawks have reached
the NCAA tournament every year
since 2006.
Bates knows that his first priority as
AD is to developrelationshipswith his
coaches and student athletes, in order
to not only build trust but alsobe able
to fully evaluate a team?s standing.
Among Bates? major responsibilities
this semester is the evaluation of the
football program. The Eagles are in
the midstof a challengingstretch, and
there has been a clear decline in the
success of the team since 2009. The
Heights encourages Bates to immerse
himself in the program, see what?s
working and not working, and figure
out how to best get the program back
on track. Bates saidon Tuesday that he
planned on doing just that, and wanted
to evaluate a ?body of work rather than
the emotionalroller coaster of every
week.? This careful evaluation will be
an essential part of Bates? first few
months in Chestnut Hill, and should

be seen as his most important task,
besides developing relationships.
In addition, The Heights wouldlike
to suggest that Bates look at a few
otherkey areas of interest where students, alumni, and fans have been eager to see change. One of theseareas is
establishing a better relationshipwith
the surrounding communities. This
relationship could go a long way for
the bettermentof the athletic department for various reasons. There have
long been plans to build a new baseball and softball field on the Brighton
campus, but those have been stalled
without the approval of the Brighton
community. Another area in which
positive community relations will be
important is in improving the game
day experience during the football
season. Tailgating restrictions are
heavy at BC, and that is in part due
to the community that surrounds the
school. Maybe there is no easy fix,
and it?s likely more complicated than
many realize, but The Heights hopes
that Bates will at least dive head first
into the possibility of improving community relations.
We ask that Bates also look into
exploringways to improve athleticfacilitieson campus, which couldbenefit
both students and fans. In his introductory pressconference on Tuesday,
Bates focused on the importance of
maximizing student development.
Improving facilities around campus
could be one way to do that.
The Heights welcomes Bates as the
newest memberof the BC community,
and we hope that the coming years
will be a period of great growth and
success for the athletic department.
There will undoubtedly be many challenging decisions to make as AD, but
we hope that he always makes these
decisions with the students? best interest in mind. His aspiration for the
maximizationof student development
is such an important aspect to any
college administrator, and we hope to
see him following through on that goal
during his time as AD.

Be mindful of peers when
expressing opinions

SuzAnne Severence/ HeigHTS illuSTrATiOn

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Student questions legitimacy of BC Cable
In response to the article ?BC Cable Options
Held Back by Cost, Not Lack of Support? by Austin
Tedesco, I submit that the most cursory look at any
one of Boston College?s numerous and prolific bank

only afford ESPN HD, but could probably afford to
transmit it in solid gold wires wrapped in caviar if it
wanted. I think we deserve a better reason from Mr.
Harrington.

accounts would lead even a non-accounting major

like myself to the following conclusion: BC

Andrew

Meigs

A&S ?l3

can not

With Fisher v. UT-Austin and NCOW, consider both sides
of the argument before posting on social media
In light of National Coming Out
Week (NCOW) and the current
Fisher v. University of Texas at Austin
case, The Heights reminds Boston
College students to be mindful and
considerate of their peers when expressing opinions on these events.
NCOW and Affirmative Action are
both controversial subjects. While we
encourage students to discuss these
events both on and off campus, we
also remind them to be thoughtful
when making polarizing statements,
and to keep in mind their opinions
couldbe offensive or hurtful to their
fellow peers. We also encourage students to take the time to hear others?
opinions. Through conversation,BC
students can gain an understanding
of different perspectives and learn
from their classmates, professors,
and peers.
The Heights also hopes that stu-

dents use the recent BC Ignites
Forum as an example of a successful dialogue on the topic of race on
campus?a topic that has long been
ignored or avoided on the BC campus. We encourage students to attend
other events like BC Ignites and to
continue the educated discussion on
importanttopics such as race, sexuality, and social inequality.
We also remind students to make
sure they are well informed on both
sides of an argument before they
express an opinion on such controversial topics. We urge those students
interested in posting on Facebook,
Twitter, or a blog to first fully understand the argument or topic at hand.
It is important to be knowledgeable
before expressing an opinion, and we
hope students strongly consider the
impacts their statements can have
on others.

Have something to say?
Send a letter to the editor.
opinions@bcheights.com
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TWC makes every film that is good

Thumbs
Up
New blood in Yawkey- On
Tuesday, the schoolannounced
that our new athletic director
would be Brad Bates, former
AD for Miami University in
Ohio. With his impressive list
of accomplishments, includ-

ing a high graduation rate
for student athletes and the
management of a successful
Division I hockey program, we
believe that Bates is just the
right person for the job. Here?s
to new beginnings

and hope for

our football team.

Besides Elaine from Seinfeld, everythe film The English Patient.
It swept the Academy Awards in
1996, winning nine of its 12 nominations, and a plethora of others at the
BAFTA Awards and GoldenGlobes.
one loved

But the Best Picture win was a first
for Miramax, a production company
started 10 years before by Bob and
Harvey Weinstein. It would be the first
of many successful enterprises the

brothers would get their hands
would eventually lead them to
start The Weinstein Company (TWC).
Today, if I see a movie and walk out
satisfied with giving away two hours
two

on, and

Bates? head full of glorious
hair- On a less serious note, our
new AD?s hair is awesome. It?s
like the hair of an ?Bos music
video dancer and the hair of
Albert Einstein had a baby. We
can?t wait to see it bouncing
around campus in all its glory.

time- With the
colder temperatures and the fall
harvest comes one of TU, TD?s
favorite drinks:applecider. Although we sadly can no longer
get our fix at the ChocolateBar
due to the new minimarts and
Stokes construction (but seriously, with the amount of campus staples we?ve had to give
up, this building better be on
par with the Taj Mahal), we?re
looking forward to another fall
full of caramel-y and apple-y
goodness. Now, for one of the
biggest questionsof our generation: Should we drink our apple
Apple cider

ciderwarm

CLAY VENETIS

or cold?

to a dark bunker in the middle of the

city, I can bet they had something to
do with it.
Miramax was started by the Weinsteins as an independentproduction

house bent on funding films that
would never get backing from giants
like Universal or Paramount. It was
probably in these early years, sifting
through the dross of backyard films,
that theybecame expert sniffers. The
brothers made a name for themselves

by finding, adapting, and distributing
independent foreign films to American audiences. They got to them first,
a skill highlyregarded by production
houses today. Books are barely finished before Warner Brothers is at the
author?s doorstepwith a sweet offer
for the movie rights to its title. Excuse
this digression, but content rights
wars are starting to mirror patent wars

between Apple and Samsung.
The Weinsteins? sedulous searching
was rewardedin 1992 when a film of

theirsreceived a best picture nomination. Their films would continue to get
this nod every single year until 2004.
In that timespan, with the help of Disney, who acquired their company in
?93, they would produce myriadwinners like Shakespeare in Love, Chicago,
and Gangs of New York.
But in 2005, the brothers left
their Disney overlords (this is unfair,
because it is often noted that the
Weinsteins enjoyed great freedom
there) and started TWC. In complete
control, the brothers sniffed like never
before. Three of the last four Oscars
for Best Picture went to TWC movies:
The Reader, King?s Speech, and The
Artist. I can only imagine the conversation that transpired between these
two in regards to funding this last one.
?Hey, Bob. You up??
?Sure, Harvey. But it?s three in the

morning.?
?I know. I got somethinggood.?
?What is it??
?Jean Dujardin is on board. The
French love him. He?s like Clooney
over there.?
?Great. What?s the project,
though??
?It?s a love story in the golden age
of Hollywoodfilm. It?s going to be in
black and white.?
?Alright, well, we?ll talk in the
morning.?
?Bob.?
?Yes, Harvey??
?It?s silent.?
TWC gambled and won big.
Their pockets are deep and they can
afford to take chances with scripts.
The best actors are promised interesting, cutting-edge roles and a sure shot
at attention from the Academy. This
allows them to read an under-the-radar script, find someone who wants
to shoot it, and promise that person a

shortlist of the most in-demandtalent.
Like a diligent horse-racing
gambler,they pick winners to make
up for therisks that do not pan out.

Bob and Harvey are surely on fire with
their seven-yearrun, but this does
not mean everything they produce is
golden. Piranha 3D. Enough said. Actually, not enough said. This movie did
horribly on the domesticmarket but
surprisingly well on the international

The forgotten
virtue

stage. Even their s?t is speckled with
some unexpected diamonds.
And when they choose well, the au-

dience wins. Paul Thomas Anderson,
who just released The Master under
the TWC spotlight, deserves this
funding because he pushes the craft
forward. Actors can confidentlybreak
out of safe roles for a spell. They can
still be an old baseball curmudgeon?s
daughter who can scout players just
as well as the boys in movies sure to
please the blue hairs of America. But
they can also play brilliantroles like
a cult zealot who shows off her naked
pregnant body. (Keeping toeing the
line, Amy Adams). Independentlyminded composers get an international stage to showcase their unique,
often unsettling work. And small-time
writers and directors gain hope knowing TWC is in the gutters looking to
make gold dust into multi-million

dollar nuggets.
If you do not believe me, and think
the Weinstein Company does not
make everything that is good based on
their incrediblerecord of the past four
years alone, then think back on a few
of the films that have stuck with you.
Now check to see if Miramax, TWC,
or Dimension had anything to do with
them. The Cider House Rules had the
Weinsteins behind it. Life is Beautiful

enjoyed their help as well. Many of
us here at Newton University might
even say Good Will Hunting holds that
special place in our hearts.Bob and
Harvey accept your thanks.
Clay Venetis is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

MATTHEW AUKER
It?s been a consistent sloganthroughout
the campaign season coming out of the Republican camp: ?Are you better off now than
you were four yearsago?? What?s followed
hasbeen both sides throwing out ambiguous
and sometimes misleadingfigures assessing
various sectors of the economy thathave
improved or worsened over the course of the
Obamapresidency in even the most marginal
of ways. What is consistentlyignored, however, is thefact that it can take yearsfor good,
sound, effective policiesto manifest themselvesinto successful economic progress.
This kind of nitpicking over facts?that
when put into the broad schemeof things are
close to irrelevant?is extremelyunhealthy.
It?s unhealthy because it contributesto the
growing levelof impatience among Americans for short-termresults from our elected
officials. This, in turn, encourages themto
pursue shortcuts in their policymaking that
may be responsive to what their constituency
wants at the time,but are not conducive to

stable growth in the long term. It?s a continuous cycle of ?what can I do to ensure my
reelection,? and thisattitude does not bode
wellfor long-termeconomic stability. Journalist and authorDavid Simon summed it
up perfectlywhen he appeared on Real Time
with Bill Maher early in September:

?That businessof four yearsbeing the
metric for anything? We have a political culture that everyone plants annuals, they plant
pretty flowers that come up the next spring.
What we need is a political culture where

somebody plants a f?kin? olive tree, which
doesn?t even give you an olive for seven years.
That?s how you fix an economy When that
olive tree becomes an orchard.?
The ?are you better off after four years?
dispute is just a narrow exampleof a more
blanket criticism of our society, which is
...

A newsports dawn? Usually, we
would Thumbs Down football?s
embarrassing performance

this weekend, but

now we

Winter is coming

do

not have to because we have

anothersport that captures our
attention. And the best part?
This sport doesn?t make us
shake our headsin anger. That?s
right, men?s hockey hasstarted.
Bring on the ??Sucks to BU?
cheers, the secretly delicious
Kelley Rink pizza, and many
sweet victories.

Thumbs
Down
Mother Nature and her quick
changes Don?t get us wrong,
we love autumn. The leaves,
the boots, the crisp air, yada
yada yada. It just seems that
when we went home for the
-

weekend on Friday, it was still
summer, but when we returned
Monday, it was fall. Some of
the trees around the Reservoir
have even lost most, if not all,
of their leaves. It?s like the
transition to fall was Mother
Nature ripping off a band-aid
on her unsuspecting subjects:
We knewit was coming, but just
weren?t sure when, and when it
did happen, it was quick but left
our skin stinging.

So. Much. School. The time
between Columbus Day and
Thanksgiving Break is the longest period of consecutive
school we have at BC. Not to
mention, this stretch encom-

passes midterms, a significant
chunk of the horrible flurry of
work before finals, a four-day
Hallo-weekend, and two football games, including Notre
Dame. Thelast two don?t sound
depressing, but imagine how
much you will need a day off

when the multiple costume
parties and freezing cold tailgates on Shea take tolls on your
body and mind. Stay strong, my
friends. We are at school for the
long haul now.

Tragedy in the Charles

-

Two

bodies have been found in the
Charles River over the last few
days. Although it is undetermined what the causes of death
havebeen, we are saying a prayer
for all those involved and their
families.We hope everyonestays
safe during this troubling time.

Like Thumbs Up,Thumbs Down?
Follow us @BCTUTD

you get overly excited the first time
that you can see your breath (and you
exhale up toward the sky the entire
walk to the dining hall), that you tell
everyone ?It?s SNOWING!? when

PATRICIA QUINTERO
It?s starting to get cold outside,
and I?m reminded that one of the big
reasons why I decided to leave Puerto
Rico and come to the States for college was that I wanted to experience
life with the vagaries of seasonal
changes. In Puerto Rico, it?s always
summer. Always. Coming from a land
of eternal summers, I thought that
seasonal changes and colder weather
just meant that I would get to wear
cute scarves and boots, beanie hats
and trench coats, and that everything wouldbe new, beautiful, and
fabulous. I was in way over my head,
and about to become the victim of a
billion seasonal faux pas like wearing
Uggs in 60-degree weather to complaining about how ?freezing? I was
as soon as the temperature dropped
down to the 50s. Oh, cute littlefreshman me: When it?s February and
you?re convinced you?ve permanently
lost some sensation in your face,
you?ll be throwing parties for 50degree weather. As if freshman year
wasn?t alreadychallenging enough, I
was also blessed with what was being hailed as one of the coldest and
snowiest winters we?d had in a while.
About 20 colds and 30 lost scarves
later, I can tell you that experiencing
the seasons at Boston College for the

first time has been quite the rollercoaster ride.
Looking back at my freshman year
and my first experiences with colder
weather, I can?t help but think of my
younger self condescendingly, almost
like a ?summerchild? in Game of
Thrones: oblivious of what?s about to
hit you. To be a summerchild(in this
new-to-seasons context) means that

Lecture Hall BY PAT HUGHES

there are actually just some flurrying
little specks outside. It means you fall
in love with yellow and orange trees,
just to have to face the reality that
they ?die? a couple of days later (?It?s
not dead!? your friend keeps telling
you?but it looks pretty dead to you).
It also means getting completely disorientedand depressed when you get
out of class at four in the afternoon
and it?s dark outside.The first few
times, you?re convinced some crazy
end-of-the-world, time-shiftingfunny business is going on. Also, it turns
out your wardrobe doesn?t change
nearly as much as you thought it
would, and you find yourself struggling to find what to wear under all
the many, many coats, sweaters, and
scarves your mom made you buy for
The Cold. You grudgingly have to
start catching on that you should be
dressing in lighter layers because if
you go to BC and you?re stuck with a
heavy sweater, chances are that you?re
going to start baking in it 20 minutes
into class.
It?s really not all bad. If you can
listen to your parents on the phone
noting that their December nights
have been getting significantly colder
(by which you know they mean that
it?s 72 to 74 degrees at night instead
of 81) without losing it, you can begin to see that being a ?summerchild?
also means you learn to appreciate

what seasons have to offer and not to
take anything for granted. You?ll walk
along the sidewalkkicking piles of
goldenleaves or crushing ice blocks
as if you were five because, in a sense,
you are. You?re experiencing these
things for the first time. You see snow
for the first time! Snow is beautiful.
But sweet summerchild, while it may
look magical the first couple of times
that you watch it fall, it somehow

loses its magical properties after it?s
been lying around in piles for two
months. Also, it?s wet. If you?ve been
familiar with wintertime for most
of your life, this might seem like a
no-brainer?but it?s actually not that
obvious. I really wasn?t aware that
making snow angels like thekids did
in all those animated Christmastime
movie specials would entail getting
my jeans completely soaked. Plan

accordingly so that you?re not stuck
walking around in the freezing cold
with your pants soaked and your hair
wet (a completely hypothetical situation, obviously).
It?s funny that our entire second
semester is referred to as the ?spring
semester? and, in talking about the
different seasons, I?ve barely touched
on spring. That?s because ?spring
semester? is a lie. At least it is if,
like me, you were taught in school
that spring was when all the flowers
wouldbloom and the trees would
get green again. Think again. Spring
semester is really more of a winter semester with a little spring on
the side. The lovely spring that you
learned about in books doesn?t really
fully arrive until May, at which point
it just seems to be mocking you. It?s
pretty and lovely outside, but you are
drowning in cram sessions for finals
or packing up your room wondering how the hell you fit this stuff in
here in the first place. The fact of the
matter is that just when it seems BC
is at its prettiest?with the flowers
blooming,really nice weather, new
grass put in, and birds starting to
chirp again (weird, you hadn?t noticed they stopped)?it?s sadly time to
leave. But in a few months, you get to
come back and start it all over again,
hopefully with some new knowledge
under your belt and some vitamins to
wardoff the colds.
Patricia Quintero is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

that we as humans have the detrimental and
quiteegocentric habit of viewing ourselves
as merely thefinal product of history. We

tend to overlookthe fact that we are the
result of broadsocial, cultural, and historical
movements andforces that are playing out as
we live and will continue to play themselves
out based on how we manipulate them.But
it?s manipulationnot in the conscious sense
ofknowing where our collective actions will
take us. Instead, it is an intangible misunderstandingthat our actions as societies
have effectsthat will play out decades, even
centuries, down theroad.
Although this phenomenonplays itself
out over time while we give little thought to
it in our daily lives, we can see examplesof it
when we step back and examine the state of
the globaleconomy.The U.S., for instance, is
in dire needof alternateenergy sources. We
are a country that relies on a rapidlydepleting
petroleum supply for everythingfrom heat
to transportationto plastic, yet insteadof
taking a proactiveapproach to addressing the
problem, the U.S. hasinsteadlanguished in
its quest for an alternative.There is no quick
fixfor this. So rather than trying to tackle the
issue? issue thatwouldrequire more than
a six-year term in the Senate to come close to
resolving?
politicians take the easy path
to reelection and point fingers at the opponent with the hope of distracting the electorate. Andwho can blame them?It works.
Moving to a narrative larger in scope, we
can turn to history and look at theRoman
Empire?s declineover four centuries. Historians largely labelthe cause of this as the
weakeningof thepolitical, social, and military
institutions that hadmade the Empire so
great over thefirst 500 years.But my point
is that, while this decline was happening, the
Roman?s had little idea that they were in the
midstof a centuries-longdisintegration.To
them, they were the most advanced society
ever, and thoughts of any civilization coming
close to their power were relegated to thefar
edges of the future. Yet all the while, their
power was slowly fading until it was too late.
Let me be clear.This is not an argument
that America is in decline.That?s an entirely

an

our

different topic. What I?m saying is thatin our
pursuit of results in theshort term, we com-

pletely overlook the broadhistoricalinfluences?innate in the human experience?that
both affect us and are molded by us.
It?s an arrogant state of mind, and one
that seems to encompass most of the western
world.This idea that we are simply the
summation ofall the technological,social,
and cultural forces interwoven to become
the society we know today fails to take into
account thefuture. We are not the finished
product of history, to put it bluntly. We?re
just momentary blips in the narrative of everevolvingsocietal change. And while it may
be an inconvenient truth for us to realize,
it is imperative that we do.How else are we
supposedto break the cycle of impatience
directed at our leaders? How else will they
feel secure enoughin their positions to plant
the olive tree needed for stable progress?

Matthew Auker is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.
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At Ernst & Young, you'll have the
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single reviews

Adele

album review

The grammy-winning icon pens
The new ?bond? Theme, page B3

rick roSS

Keeping with the current

The miami maybach music group rapper
sTays scheming on his ?black bar
miTzvah? mix Tape,

?StAr WArS? nerd
why

a series of movies changed

The way i waTch film, page B4

THE SCENE
RuMMK

EDITORS?

DIARY

With ouffiime as arts editors rapidly
coming to its conclusion, we decided
to do a little experiment and track
3ur interactions with pop culture over
the course of a week. Below are the! 1
results, which include a fair share of
Rick Ross, some 'Teen Mom,' and a
whole lot of indulgent food.
.L

t/

'

See IfKi Culture Diary, B6
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hard to be a
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SCENE AND HEARD

BY: ALLAN GUZMAN

rapper

BRENNAN CARLEY
Four years ago, I entered my first
New York City nightclub just days after
my 18th birthday, excitedat theprospect of seeing my first 18-plus concert
without parental accompaniment. In the
years that have passed, I?ve seen countlessshows across the country, and I can?t
evenremember whatlife was likebefore

my show-goingdays.
One thing I?ve learnedto appreciate about concerts is howthe bestlive

transformwhatever venue they?re
granted into something transcendent
of time and space. At that first concert,
acts

I saw TheKills in a grimy club in Williamsburg, before the boroughbecame

the butt of allthose hipster jokes, and
before sitcoms like 2 Broke Girls came to
town. That night felt like something of
a transformative occasion: I was newly
18, on my own in a borough unfamiliar
to me, and felt like I?d been transported
into the era of grungy,take-no-prisoners
rock of the CBGB days.Although lead
singer Alison Mosshart was fighting a
cold that night, it made the event even
more affecting.
I?ve also managedto see live acts in
larger venues turn the spaces into massive celebrations, some with theatrical,
over-the-topperformances, andothers
with minimalshowsthat stand on their
own as holy, hallowed sets. AlthoughI
wouldn?t necessarilylisten to her most
recent album again anytime soon, Lady
Gaga manages to turn even her weakest
songs into explosive,crowd-stopping
numbersin arenas that can seat upwards of 20,000 spectators.
What?s been most interesting to
me, however, has been seeing so-called
?legacy acts? in concert. That labelincludes artists likeThe Allman Brothers,
Elton John, John Mellencamp, and?debatable, perhaps?Jay-Z.
Yes, after nearly 15 years of groundbreaking recordsand memorablesingles, I would lump Jay-Z in that lifetime
achievement category that reserves few
spots for rap acts. Rap as a genre, after
all, is only severaldecades old, one of the
newest genresin the music world that
has yet to become as respectedby every
generation as rock or country music
when,in Jay-Z?s case anyway, his music

1. ?GREY? GETS A WRITER

2. R-STEW REUNITE?

The much talked-aboutfilm adaptationof the best-selling
Fifty Shades of Grey novel is moving forward now that
producers have hired a writer. Kelly Marcel, who is best
known for her work with the TV show Terra Nova, will
pen the script. Marcel also wrote the screenplay for the
upcoming film Saving Mr. Banks, which stars Tom Hanks
and Emma Thompson. With a writer secured, it?s now

It looks like the relationship is not ready to die.
A number of sources have confirmed that the
Twilight actors have met several times and are
now officially back together. This, of course, is
after Stewart admittedto having a shortaffair with
Snow White and the Huntsman director Rupert
Sanders. Furthermore, Pattinson, who was on
the verge of sellingthe L.A. home he and Stewart
shared, has reportedly withdrawn his decision.

time to look for a director and a cast.

4. DEVITO DIVORCES RHEA
couple Danny DeVito and Rhea Perlhave separated after 30 years of marriage.
Their relationship was widely regarded as one
of Hollywood?s most enduring ones, so naturally
the split came as a shock to many of the couple?s
friends and colleagues. Sources claimthat it was
DeVito?s womanizing demeanor that caused
tension in the relationship, which inevitably
led to the split.
Veteran
man

3. ?BIRDS? ON the DARK SIDe

5. BARON COheN RetURNS

Can?t get enough of the incredulouslypopular mobile game Angry Birds? Are you also a Star Wars
fan? Well, this may be a match made in heaven for

Master of satire Sacha Baron Cohen is developing a
new film idea that, as expected, is nothing short of
controversial.The Dictator star is planning on starring
in a film tentatively titledTheLesbian. The premise? A
spoof on the same-sex marriage of Gigi Chao, daughter
of HongKong playboyand tycoon Cecil Chao. Gigi?s father reportedly offereda $65 million dowryto any man
who could woo and marry his daughter. Whether The
Lesbian would have the success of Borat is unknown,
but it?s certain to draw attention.

you. Lucasarts and developerRovio have officially
confirmed that the space opera-themed game will
feature memorable Star Wars characters and locations. And as if that wasn?t enough, there will be
accompanying merchandise released later. You
can expect to combat the bad empire piggies on
Nov. 8.

AN EYE ON CULTURE

tells stories as rich and diverse as those

of JohnnyCash.
That also raises the interesting issue
of olderrappers and their disappearance
after reaching a certain age. Remember
when Missy Elliott was in the prime
of her career, with smashes like ?Supa
Dupa Fly? and ?Work It.? She was getting playedon both pop and rap radio

@KimKierKegaard (Humor)

stations, and her music videosracked
up millions of hits in the days when
You Tube was just a fledgling website
fighting to make noise on the Internet.
Then, all of a sudden, she disappeared?-

and when she did return, she didso to
no fanfare at all.
We seem, as a society, to get awfully
tiredof our rappers after only a couple
of years. Lil Wayne is nothing more than
a critical and cultural joke,the only buzz
surrounding his most recent mixtape?
The Dedication 4?granted to Nicki
Minaj?s verse about Mitt Romney. Onehit wonderslike Petey Pablo fade away
into nothing. Jim Jones is onlyrelevant
today because of his role on VHl?s Love
and Hip-Hop, and Cam?ron looks crusty
nextto Rick Ross in Minaj?s videofor ?I
Am Your Leader.?
It?s not necessarilythat these rappers
have become irrelevant?even Lil Kim
haters canrespect herearlier work,
whether or not she actually wrote any of
her rhymes. Mase makes an appearance
on Cruel Summer andmakes me yearn

for the days whenhis name would?ve
actually caused a stir in hip-hop.
It just strikes me as odd that we
seem content to toss aside aging rappers
as if they don?t still have a story to tell.
Rock and country, as genres, value their
elders. The Beach Boys just wrapped
up a hugely successful summer tour, for
instance, and they?ve been around as
long as our parents have.
Jay-Z has done the seemingly impossible: maintainedand even enhanced
his rap career as heentered his 40s.
His eight sold-outshows at Brooklyn?s
new Barclays Center stand as pillars of
his achievements. When I saw Hova

rock the TD Garden last November, he
seemed hungry. Otherrappers surely
take note of Jay?s success, but it?s how
they follow that path that matters. Rap
can became a genre with legacy acts, but
we as the consumer must be more careful with who we toss aside.
Brennan Carley is the Arts & Review
Editor for The Heights. He can be
reached at arts@bcheights.com.

phOTO cOurTesy Of gOOgle images

This sure-to-be-classic animated movie is yet another exampleof why Tim Burton is one of our generation?s most masterful directors.

?Frankenweenie? is another sterling Tim Burton gem

?I?m amazed by how
much tlme & effort
you guys put Into
you Incredlble
tumblr pages, as tho
you wereunaware
of your Impendlng
destructlon.?
@rob delaney (rob

delaney,

comedian)

TAYLOR CAVALLO
Saturday night around 9 p.m., I tweeted ?Frankenweenie is another Tim Burton masterpiece.? #truth. Quite frankly,
truer words have never been

spoken.

While I have recently learned that
the Box Office salesof Frankenweenie
didn?t reflect my extreme enthusiasm for
the movie (bringing in only $ll million
in its first weekend), I have to be frank
again, I really don?t care. The film is

another great, heartwarmingstory by the
incredibleduo of Tim Burton and musical composer Danny Elfman, another
notch in their belt that I applaud. This
time, Burton pulls on the heartstrings
evenmore than usual by centering his
story on an adorable, loyal dog that is

truly man?s best friend to the elementary
school aged Victor Frankenstein.
I have to admit though, that lam
extremelybiased. I am a Burton fanatic.
Something on another Burton note I neglected to tweet about that night was my
mad dash to the Best Buy next door to
purchase The Nightmare Before Christmas on DVD, one of my top five favorite
movies of all time. The new movie just
got me in the moodfor the old stuff. As
soon as I got home, I made some green
tea and got cozy with Jack Skellington.
I must have watched our Nightmare
on VHS at least 200 times when I was
a kid. Whenever I tell people how obsessed I was with the movie as a child,
they?re mystified about how I wasn?t
scared by it. Perhaps that says a lot about
me as a person and it may have very well

been the first of my strange interests
(now I have many),but regardless, I was
in love.
With time to reflect on the love, while
still in love, I have come to understand
why I fell so hard for Burton and the
Halloween Town crew. The story sheds
a new light on the misunderstood bunch

The Pumpkin King and Existentialism,?
describing how Skellington is expressing
his own freedom despite his facticity.
Silly? Maybe. But I?d like to think Sartre
wouldbe proud.
Burton is a creative genius. Clearly
all of his movies have some overarching themes and consistencies that some
people may find overdone or cliched,

and shows that there?s more to them
than screams. The world that Burton
but he has undeniablyproduced amazcreates is unbelievable, not only through
ing films during his career: Sleepy
Hollow, Beetlejuice, Corpse Bride,
the extreme detailof the clay-mation
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory,
figurines and eerie yet charming setting,
but also the story itself. While the plot
Mars Attacks!, and of course, Edward
Scissorhands, one of the saddest movis seemingly bizarre and random, Jack
ies of all time in my book. Profoundly
Skellington?s desire to break free of his
impacted and somewhat disturbed by
ghoulishreputation and embark on a
new lifestyle filled with tinsel, presents,
his upbringing in suburban California (Scissorhands finally makes sense,
and applepie speaks to something in all
of us: a desire to reach for something
right?), Burton oftenretreated into
unattainable, only to realize that you had
himself, journaled,and doodled on the
you
what
wanted all along.
back of homeworkand on tables, which
While I don?t have many soundtracks were all exhibitedat the MoMA in NYC
on my iPod, the Nightmare soundtrack is
in 2009. Many of his films are drawn
a staple. I don?t need to be in a cerfrom ideas he birthed during childtain ?mood? to listen to the somewhat
hood.
seasonal, mostly cartoony songs. I listen
Burton is filled with and certainly
to them as if they?re real songs, because
doesn?t shy awayfrom the dark quirkiness that exists in all of us, yet he has
they are. Even though essentiallya puppet is singing, the music is incredible.
a coveted understanding of the human
condition, and that is somethingtruly inElfman?s lyrics are perfectly emotive and
poignant without being too over the top
credible.Channel your inner quirky side
and cheesy (adjectives I wouldhave to
and disregard the box office numbers
attach to some musical scores). Honestly, and movies reviews. Go see FrankenI?ve beenknown to shed a tear or two
weenie.
while listening to and watching the film.
My senior year of high school, I
used the clay-mation Skellington as the
Taylor Cavallo is an Editor for The
Heights. She can be reached at arts@
subject for an important philosophy
bcheights.com.
paper simply titled, ?Jack Skellington:

?I bet after
soundgardenplayed

?spoon

man?

they?d

bust out some yogurt &
use thelr muslc spoons
to enjoy a healthy
snack! #rockfun.?
@prescHool

gems (prescHool

gems,

Humor)

??ln all of my hearts
and In all of my bralns
I want a ralnbow
butterfly.??
@stepHenatHome(stepHen

colbert,

?tHe colbert report)

?somewhere, rlght

now, obama just
thought of a snappy
comeback to mltt

romney.?

submit your favorite
tweets of tHe weeK

for consideration at
artseditorsll@gmail.com.
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The Boss throws himself a mighty fine ?Bar Mitzvah?

CHART TOPPERS

BY TAYLOR CAVALLO
Assoc. Arts & Review

1 One More Night
Maroon 5
2 Gangnam Style
Psy
3 Some Nights

leased by G.0.0.D Music, including ?Mercy? and ?Clique,? while

also exploring perhaps lesser
recognized songs outside of the
rap crowd, like ?Bands? and ?Us.?
The larger than life leaderof the Despite the fact that these tracks
MMG crew seems to produce his are seemingly ripped off from
own albums, mixtapes,and collabother artists, Ross doesa great job
orative intra-crew projects quicker making each track his own while
than we can keep up with it all. still allowing the recognizable and
This past July saw the release of noteworthy aspects of the original
MMG Crew?s Self Made 2 mixtape, songs to remain on his mixtape.
and later that month, Ross? own
The tracks that boast the best
albumGodForgives, I Don?t leaked collaborative effort would have
prematurely. Regardless, listeners to be ?Birthday? and ?Bands.?
have been getting a lot of Ross? Ross necessarily chose to leave 2
Chainz?s catchy and truly fantaspowerful baritone voice lately.
The newest installmentto Ross? tic original chorus and Kanye?s
repertoire, The Black Bar Mitzvah, short verse from the old favorite
emphasizes him as a solo artist. ?Birthday Song? in his rendition,
Although it?s easy to see Ross as and manipulates the hypnotic,
simply a rapper one collaborates snare drum-infused beat to make
with, not an artist in his own right, it a stronger focal point of his
cOurTesy Of mayßach music grOup
some (including myself) would
track. ?Bands? is simply a wonOnly months after therelease of his ?God Forgives, I Don?t,? Rick Ross returns to the scene with this hot mix tape.
strongly disagree with that claim. derful example of Ross? ability to
This mixtape came at just the weave himself into a song, while track very naturally. Another newly released official remixes of the original songs should be open
to hearing what Ross has created
right time?the largely successful somehow reorienting the focus mixtape similar to this one, Sorry the original songs.
If there?s one thing that this in another mixtape installment.
Self Made 2 featured just as much around him, andhis alwayscatchy, 4 The Wait, by Lil Wayne, released
Of course, the ?M-M-Maybach
during the summer of 2010, seems mixtape shows, it?s Ross? uninput from lesserknown members clever verses include subtlereferof the crew as it did from Ross. Bar ences to the song title or previous to be lacking this natural flow derstanding of the rap industry Music? call is thrown all over Bar
Mitzvah shows that Ross has still verses existing in the initial song. between Wayne and the already itself. Selecting these tracks in Mitzvah. But, then again, what
A perfect example of this?? Bands existent verses and beats?someparticular proves that the rapper would a Ross creation be without
got it on his own.
Choosing the songs he did for a make her dance / Mills a make thing, perhaps inexplicable, is is on top of his genre?s game?it it? While some may see Ross? inthis mixtape was somewhat of me move??reflects a seamless missing. Whatever that ?je ne shows a certain consciousness credible turnover rate of albums
a bold move for Ross. He chose
harmonizing between Ross and sais quoi? may be, Ross certainly of the scene and admiration for and mixtapes as an easy way to
the songs rap fans are currently Juicy J.
has it, and commands it, on this his fellow rapping peers. Fans of makemoney with littlethought or
All of Ross? new verses added mixtape. He maintains the ethos Ross will be excited to hear his care put into them, The Black Bar
gawking over, including some
choice tracks from the generally on to these already successful rap of the song and it sounds as if his personal style superimposed on Mitzvah is a happy contradiction
songs seem to exist within each new tracks and verses are simply these rap favorites, and fans of to that claim. n
unimpressive Cruel Summer reIf there?s one rapper who is
constantly working, it?s Rick Ross.

SingleS

fun.
4 We Are Never Ever

Getting Back Together
Taylor Swift
5 Blow Me (One Last
Kiss)

Pink

6 As Long As You Love
Me

Justin Bieberfeat.

Big Sean
7 Begin Again
Taylor Swift
Top

AlbumS

1 Babel

Mumford & Sons

2 Uno!

Green Day
3 Push and Shove
No Doubt

4 The Truth About Love
P!nk

Source:Billboard.com

Barbra Streisand, may your gripping vocals never ?Release Me?
BY KYLIE RQLINCIK
For The Heights

the enchanting, potent poetry of years. I distinctly picture each
the world?s creamiest, dreamiest cramped song shuffling about
hot cocoa. It?s like Christmas, or restlessly in Streisand?s pristine,
Barbra Streisand ?messing up?
24-karat gold trash bin of gemlike
any other timeless and perfect,
in a recording studio is like an unlife-affirming festival of tinsel mistakes crooning in Broadway
blemished, wonderland of vibrato and light. Streisand?s latest album style, ?Please, Barbra, just release
that swells into chilling whirls of is comprised of just such outme already!? Appropriatelyenough,
pitch and style, while simultanetakes?the oldest of which have the album, released Oct. 9, 2012, is
ously warming your soul with remained vaulted up for over 44 titledRelease Me, and it contains 11

of these discarded vocal delights
left over from past albums.
The first track, ?Being Good
Isn?t Good Enough,? underscores

(titled Back To Broadway),?Home?
from The Wiz and?How Are Things
In Glocca Morra? / Heather On
The Hill? from Finian?s Rainbow /
Brigadoon, are included among this

originally intended for the 1967
Simply Streisand. It boasts the
sort of luscious, jazzily-orchestral
backdrop that is so uncommon in

the modern music industry. ?If It?s
Meant to Be,? an inventive runcareful selection of songs. ?Home?
laden, one-takevocal written by her
rouses with a vigorous tension between utter control and dramatic longtime friends and collaborators
release, while ?How Are Things In Alan and Marilyn Bergman, was
Glocca Morra?,? arranged by Tony recorded just last year. Although
Award-winner Rupert Holmes, the recordings span four decades,
issues a dreamy cascading flurry they present a fantastic consistency
of poeticallyrics carried by vocal in vocaltone, agility, and interpretative gifts, lending themselves as
prowess. Bothare stirring reminders
from themusical Hallelujah, Baby!, of why Streisand is one of the biggest tribute to an unparalleled and truly
as a result of whateverminiscule voices in showbiz.
dynamic career.
A particular highlight is the
flaw it allegedly contains, didn?t
Release Me paints a magical?make it onto The Broadway Album. tender, achy Randy Newman song and if I may once again insist,
In the song, Streisand blazingly ?I Think It?s Gonna Rain Today,?
Christmas-like?landscape of the
delivers the lines, ?Gotta fly and if which was recorded in New York in varied pop scenes Streisand?s artI fall / That?s the way it?s gottabe /
1971 during sessions for Streisand?s
istry and interest have graced over
There?s no otherway for me / Being landmark album Stoney End. And her 50-year career: from Broadway
to A Star is Born to Jimmy Webb and
good just won?t be good enough after languishingin theprivate mu/ I?ll be the best or nothing at all.?
sic vaults for years, this piece, with Randy Newman, her professional
So, considering she is not exactly only Newman on pianofor delicate, landmarks are stunningly reprea vagabond living in obscurity, we
expressive accompaniment, is an sented. Musing about the album,
are encouragedto concludethat this
exquisite example of Streisand?s Streisand has said, ?The thing I?m
eight-time Grammy Award winner natural, heart-swelling talent as an happiest about is that I still have
great affection for all these songs.
and onlyperformer to havenumber actress in song.
one albums in five consecutive deThe earliest material, ?Willow They appealed to me at the time
cades is, in fact, the best.
Weep For Me,? arranged by Ray and still do. Listening now, I actuTwo tracks intendedfor the1993 Ellis, who is noted for his legendally think to myself,?The girl wasn?t
sequel to The Broadway Album ary work with Billie Holiday, was half bad.?? n
the vexing perfectionism that pre-

vented these pieces from making
the original cut. Due to the teeniest flaw in the vocal or the mix,
Streisand had stowed them away,
but now, at age 70, is accepting and
open enough to heed the wisdom
of hindsight and appreciate their
worth.Recorded in 1985, thisgoose
bump-inducingcrescendo of a song

?

cOurTesy
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The ?lost recordings? of Barbra Streisand emergein a glorious new album, ?Release Me,? which marks a return toform.

Goulding?s ?Halcyon? possesses a certain maturity that ?Lights? lacked
BY TESS EDWARDS
For The Heights
The popular English artist
Ellie Goulding (best known for
her first single, ?Lights?) released
her second album, Halcyon, this
week, on Oct. 9.
Halcyon, meaning ?a time of
peace,? is anything but mellow,
and Goulding fans won?t be disappointed.Maintaining her electro-pop style,with some modern
flavors, Goulding?s newest release
has a maturity that wasn?t present
in her first album. There are a few

elementsthat willkeep thisalbum
from achieving award-winning
status, however.
It?s a little darker (no pun
intended) than Lights. Goulding,
who admitted in an interview
with BBC News that she has battled depression for years, pours
her heart into this album. Many
of the lyrics are sad, but songs

like ?Anything Could Happen,?
released in August as a single,
lighten the album (although the
music videofor that track is quite
tragic).The lyrics are deeper than
the dance-pop sound would imply, with an uplifting outlook on
life. Although, of course, thereare

some great love-themedballads
for the teen girl?s heart. Lyrics like
?without your love, I?m getting
somewhere,? makes this album a
good source for workout-playlist

material.

effect (not that there?s anything
necessarily wrong with that).
The song ?Hanging On? would
have been better without the

While many aspects of the
album are very similar to Lights,
Goulding has been doing her
homework since her last release,

chord progressions, and themes
throughout the album. No two
songs soundthe same.
Although not outstanding,

isn?t likely to win over new fans
with the new tracks, although it
is possible that her style is coming
back. Although, if she didn?t im-

featured artist Tinie Tempah,
whose rap bridge is distasteful,

and the result is a fresh sound,
with more ?stuttering,? (repeating accented words or syllables in
rapid succession) various rhythms,

Halcyon was far from disappointing. This fall, Goulding will likely
be one artist that will stand out

press you with her cover of Elton
John?s ?Your Song? on her last
album, she doesn?t offer you much
better in this album.

While Lights was more of a mix
of styles, Halcyon is consistent,
delving deeper into the electronic
side with voice distortions, selfharmony, and skipping beats,
while maintaining enough variation that the listener can discern
one song from another.
Luckily, Goulding doesn?t need
an auto-tuner to hit the high notes.
While she has a great voice, with
a unique style, she?s not afraid to
modify it. In the song ?Anything
Could Happen,? it sounds like
she?s even deepenedher own voice
electronically to sing a male part.
Ellie does a good job of mixing
her natural voice with a dance

out-of-place, and generally unwanted. Ellie Goulding?s music is
anything but crude, so Tempah?s
rant is very unexpected. Lately,
however, many pop songs have
similarrap-breaksby otherartists,
a tactic that was famously mocked
in ?Friday? by Rebecca Black, and
used by top artists like Lady Gaga
and Rihanna.
For those who are already

backdrop.

top-charts want. She?s shied

among all the new releases. She

fans of Goulding, this album
will be great for freshening up
homework playlists. In her second album, with the security of
a top-hit under her belt, Goulding clearly expresses the music
that she wants to, not what the

style clashes away from the current trend of
with thebackground. The opening over-repetition, but stuck with
song, ?Don?t Say A Word,? sounds the dance-beatsand singing style
out of place with a ?wailing womof ?Lights,? which will likely land
an? opening (which her unique a few more of her songs on the
voice carries surprisingly well). In top charts this time around?and
?Only You,? the vocal background she?s already landed a spot on the
isreminiscent of ?Lonely? by Akon, soundtrack of Now Is Good, starwith a chipmunk-sounding voice ring Dakota Fanning.
Other times, her

cOurTesy
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Ellie Goulding?s second album demonstrateswhy Prince William andKate Middletonasked her tosing at their wedding.

RADIO SINGLES BY MARY AUSTIN WILLIAMS
Adele
?Skyfall?

Taylor Swift

?i Knew You Were Trouble.?
Soulful adele?s first post-21 single,
?Skyfall,? is the theme song of the latest
James Bond film of the same title, which
hits theaters Nov. 9. a femme fataleinspired piece, the song boasts a secret
agent-worthy orchestral arrangement
and a powerful chorus thanks to the
British songstress? amazingly wide vocal

range.

The latest from Swift?s album Red (out oct.
22), ?i knew you Were Trouble.? covers
the same emotional ground we?ve come to
expect from a singer who documents failed
relationships in the vast majority of her
songs. These familiar themes, however,
take a dramatic departure from her
traditional country roots, giving this single
a heavily pop-infused sound.

The Wallflowers
?Love is A Country?
The real perk ofbeing a Wallflower? Being able
to take a five-year hiatus and return with an
album that sounds just as good as the first. The
son of music legend Bob Dylan, Wallflowers
front man Jakob Dylan?s brassy voice shines
through in ?love is a country.? if you missed
the band?s 1996 quadruple-platinumalbum,
Bringing Down theHorse, here?s your chance to
check out some great music.
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KEEPING WITH
THE CURRENT

STAR VALUE BY LUIZA JUSTUS

Teen star Rickards distinguishes herself from peers Home in a
In recent years, teen stars have been in very high demandby some and under the awfully harsh scrutiny of others.Young actors work their way to popularityby playingroles
that appealto teen audiences, and these ?stars? are arguably very similarin one way or
another. They are (most of the time, anyway) an embodimentof poor acting skills,
unrealisticallygoodlooking, andway too old for theirrole. However, thereare some
rising stars who are exemptfrom thesestereotypes. AshleyRickards, the20-year-old
who plays the quirky JennaHamilton on MTV?s hit show Awkward.,shows thatit is
possible to play a regular teenage girl without setting impossible standardsfor young
viewers. Her comicalfacial expressionsand theflat tone of voice she employswhile
playingan authentic highschool girl(not overdressed or toomade up, either) hilariously illustratethe true issues thatkids gothroughduring this very, well, awkward,
phase of their existence. The young actress not only impresses with her genuine
performance,but also with her remarkableintellectand philanthropy. A member
of Mensa, Rickards graduatedhigh school at age 15, and is involved in a cause
against humantrafficking. Quite a list for a collegeapplication.

galaxy far,

far away
DAN SIERING
A couple weeks ago, I revisited one
of the timelessclassics in American
cinema: Star Wars Episode IV: A New

Hope.
For as long as I can remember,
Star Wars has been near and dear to

my heart. If you?ve been a close folPhOTOs

cOurTesy
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know thatrecollection of childhood

FASHION FORWARD

memories is not my strong suit. But
what I did vividlyrecall is watching

the original threefilms over and over

Patience is a crucial fashion virtue, too

again in my family room. Sitting in
my pajamas, eagerlylooking up at the
TV, I must have watched those VHSes
around 100 times collectively and
knew every line of every film.
I used to cheer when Han Solo and
Leia escaped Darth Vader?s clutches
on Hoth, cringe when Han Solo got
frozen in carbonite, and cry when my
favorite character, Boba Fett, fell into
the Sarlacc pitt (don?t worry, there
will be more on this later).
But my passion for the Galactic
Civil War didn?t just stop with watching the movies. I had drawers full
of toys, from a Millennium Falcon
replica to action figures of every
major, and virtually every minor,
character in the films. My favorite
toys were the countless plastic head
busts of characters that folded open

Hidden wardrobe gems can be found amidst messy saleracks

THERESE TULLY
College has more perks than I can count. I
could write a love letter to college?l love the
way you allow me to slack off, the way you have
amazing professors, how you cook me food because I can?t cook for myself, how you let me live
with all my friends. I love your endlessly supply
of hot coffee that I can purchase with Monopoly
money, how you inspire me. But the hardest part
of being a college student, other than struggling
out of my bed for my 10 a.m. class three times a
week, is being broke. No full time jobs, and the
ones we do scrounge up, pay so little it?s pretty
pathetic. Grunt workfor little pay leavesmy
bank account a bit lackluster at times. And with
other expenses, like textbooks(oh wait, I?m an
English major, I don?t buy those), trips to CVS

(who knew shampoo and conditioner could
end up costing so much!), and those late night
Che-Chi?s splurges (the day they start accepting
dining hall money, I will cry tears of joy),really

make a sizeabledent.
So what?s a girl to do when the latest fall fashions hit therack? Either wait for the standard
Parents? Weekend shopping trip, or find away to
bargain hunt around the city. Bargain hunting is
surely a skill set unto its own that really should
be taught in a freshman lecture class. Sometimes, the best place to start is at secondhand
stores. There are tons of Second Time Around

scatteredaround the city and surrounding
neighborhoods.Look for great bargains here,
and always remember, this is secondhand clothing, so a little bargaining is allowed. I recently
found a gorgeous cobaltblue Theory top on
a trip with a friend to Coolidge Corner?s own
Second Time Around. The problem with this
beloved garment was that the hem was coming
stores

undone in the back, a minor issue that could be
easily fixed (by my friend, of course, you think I
can sew!). When I pointed it out to the sales girl,
she said she could give me a better deal on the

already ridiculously discounted piece.
Although the secondhand scene, from
Goodwill to the Garment District, can produce
some rare gems, it can be a long, difficult, and
frustrating process. Taking the time to sort

lower of these columns (and I know
there are many of you out there), you

through hundreds of pieces, and finding that
special one that is in decent condition and in
your size can be like finding a needle in a haystack. So option two wouldbe hitting the sales.
This is what the Internet is for! Who has time
to trek all over the city on a Saturday following
the sales? Not me, that?s for sure, though I would
love to. Instead, subscribe to the emails of all of
your favorite stores. Although it may be annoying to sort through them all, it can be worth it.
Asos.com and piperlime.com both send me sale
emails regularly, and I find some great things
there.It?s a time commitment for sure, but no
one said being a savvy shopper was easy. Some
pieces, you just need to spend a bit more money
on: a great pair of jeans thatfit you like a glove,
or a versatile coat, to name just a few. But some
trendier pieces each season are not worth putting down major dough for. Trends come and go,
and it isn?t a worthwhile investment to splurge
the big bucks on peplum tops and patterned
pants, they just won?t be in vogue forever. Asos.
com is a great source for sales. They always have
a 70 percent off section, and though I hesitate
to share this little nugget of info with you all for
fear we will all be wearing matching cheetah
print peplum tops next weekend, I care about
you enough to let you in on the secret. For what
is trending now, this is the place to turn. Use the
?Save for Later? feature to compile a list of your
favorites, and you can check on them easily to
see what items have beenreduced and which are
still just out of your poor college kid reach.
Another option is just looking to more
inexpensivestores. This past weekend, I hit up
Forever 21. Though not my favorite store, if you
can stand to pick through the racks, it is another

depict a pivotal scene from one of
the movies that were always scattered
across my floor. It was here that I
to

could deviate from the script a bit and
make up my own fan fiction innovative plots. I could makeLuke accept
Darth?s offer to join forces with the

Dark Lord at the pivotal battle at the
end of Empire, or have Boba Fett beat
everyone up at the execution scene
at the beginning of Return of Jedi (I
wasn?t kidding when I said he was my
favorite). But I quickly learned that
what I made up in my head was never
better than what was on screen.
I?ve grown older?many of my passions and interests have, obviously,
changed. But Star Wars seems to have
the knack of sticking on my list of
favorite movies and favorite things in
general. So, at the ripe age of 22, I?m
still an avid Star Wars geek. But I?m
fine with it because I know I?m not
the only one out there.
Many people have studied, ana-

great placeto find trendy pieces that will last
a season or so. When I saw the cutest heels in
this season?s color, ox blood, and they were the
last pair, and they were in my size, I knew I had
to have them. Yes they are from Forever 21, and

lyzed, and marveled at the success of
the fantasy film series. For me, the
most amazing aspect of Star Wars
is that a 33-year-old USC film grad
could formulate an obscure world and
cast of creatures in such away that a
broad audience could generallyaccept
it. How did he do it? Well, it is mostly

they probably aren?t made well, and they make
my feet actually cry out in pain?l still wore
them the entire weekend(yes, my feet have
bruises).
We all like a challenge. Seeing how many

breakfast potatoes you shove on your plateon a
Saturday morning, and bargain hunting too. So
work those sales. With a bit of effort, you can find
the clothing of your dreams at great prices, too.
And remember, buy the cheap shoes, they will
hurt, but when they get ruined, you won?t be so
upset right?

Therese Tully is an Editor for The Heights.
She can be reached at arts@bcheights.com.

due to the fact that it?s a story that
we have read and seen many times

While it may be tempting to shop at high end stores that boast
shocking pricetags, there can be some great, trendy pieces found
in less expensive stores, such as the popular Forever 21 or H&M.

before.
At its core, it?s simply a story of
good vs. evil. There?s a hero and a bad
guy that are so apparent that a 3-yearold could spot it, an easy-to-follow
plotline, and a grandiose music score
that lets you know how you should
feel in each scene. While the details
of the story are obscure, the main
themes of Star Wars are anything but

obscure.
This concept of consistency
throughout our favorite stories is by
no means my own original thought.
Philosopher Joseph Campbell

originallyproposed the theory in
his infamous book The Hero with a
Thousand Faces. There are consistent
pieces of a hero?s journey, allowing
people to easily relate to the story and
use it as means to reflect on their own
lives. It?s a concept that allows directors and writers to let theirfantastical
ideasflourish as long as they anchor
them with key story elements. Many
directorshave done it well,but, in my
mind, no one has grasped the idea
better than George Lucas.
As for my love for Boba Fett, it?s

something that I really can?t explain.
Maybe it?s his skills as a bounty
hunter that make him my favorite
character in this galaxyof characters,
or perhaps it?s his menacing demeanor and voice.
But, to be perfectly honest, I think
it was his jetpack that really sold me
in the end.

alex manTa / heighTs

Dan Siering is theAsst. Arts &
Review Editor for The Heights. He can
be reached at arts@bcheights.com.
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POPCULTURE DIARY
by Brennan Carley

Arts & Review Editor

by Taylor Cavallo

Assoc. Arts & Review Editor

BY Dan Siering
Asst. Arts & Review Editor

My Wednesday nights are
I spent the majority of my day listening to
Miguel?s new album, Kaleidoscope Dream, on
constant repeat. It?s a brilliantlittlealbum with
all these intricate and dizzying nooks and crannies
that take you in such unexpectedplaces with its

Wednesday

unconventionalR&B.
After Heights production, I
went to MAs for my 22nd birthday?since I missed out for my
21st?and was greeted by the
jukeboxblasting a Waka Flocka

Flame song. I ended my night
dancing to ?Gangnam Style?
as the skuzzy stragglers in

the bar hit the road.

Thursday

Today is officially my birthday, so obviously
the geniuses over at Hulu decided to bestow
upon me the pilot episode of Nashville. There?s
something special about Nashville, and it?s not
the plot, the writing, the camerawork, or even
the songs. No, her name is Connie Britton,

and she strides onto the screen with her hair
glimmering under the stage lights of the Grand
Ole Opry.
Later in the day, I marathoned some episodes of New Girl before jumping into the city
for a doubledate at Eastern Standard, where
I indulged in some guilt-free foie gras and
cavatelli (and a couple of delicious drinks).

Friday

Today, in terms of all things culture, was a
big day for me. I got a home cooked birthday
meal(a burger and sweet potato fries) courtesy of our Metro editor. Later that night, I
found myself spinning some Diplo and Major
Lazer tracks at an off campus apartment, then
a healthy dose of ?Lemme See? by Usher and
Rick Ross at a Mod birthday party. I found my
way to another Mod that was packed with people, but the DJs were playing truly awesome
music. I heardDada Life?s ?Kick Out The
Epic? and a house mix of ?Gangnam Style?
along with Blood Diamonds and Grimes? col-

devoted to producing this glorious
publication (you?re welcome),
and music is always an essential part of production nights,
especially at the Arts desk.
While there?s always a wide
variety of music, since Dan,
Brennan, and I have such
different tastes, there are also a
lot of overlaps. This particular
Wednesday I was hooked on

Simon & Garfunkel for some
reason, and chose to play, via

You Tube, some of their
classics: ?April, Come She Will,? ?Scarborough Fair,? and
?I Am a Rock,? to name a few. We decided that ?Bridge
Over Troubled Water? would kill too much of the mood.

Thursdays are my free day of the week (no
class!). While I delude myself into thinking I?ll get
all the work done that?s lined up for the weekend
and the following week, it usually doesn?t happen.
I do most of my work, but I?m always tempted to
use this time to relax and catch up on, or repeat,
some of my favorite TV shows. It?s my down time.
One of my favorites to watch is A&E?s Intervention. Some find the show too disturbing and
sad to watch, but I think the show presents an
interesting insight into the world of addiction, not
only tracking the development of the intervention
itself, but also exploring each addict?s past. Ironically, I?m addicted.

Every morning I wakeup to a playlist on my iPodthat
varies depending on my mood. I tend to make anew playlist each month with a pithy title, filled with a combination
of new songs I like, old ones that I?ve been listening to
again, remembered,or can?t get out of my head. Some
selects from my current playlist are as follows:
?Ride? Lana del Rey
?Pop That? ? French Montana
?

?Martians vs. Goblins?

?

The Game; Tyler, the Cre-

ator;Lil Wayne

One of my early birthday presents this week
from a close friend was an OddFuture mix CD.
I had heard a lot about this rap group since
joining The Heights, but frankly, was confused
about who they were. The CD was an assortment of hand-selectedtracksfrom Odd Future
by a true connoisseur. Songs included ?Real
B?h,? ?Rella,? and ?Sam (Is Dead).? Tyler, the
Creator made a few more appearances on the
mix CD with some solo tracks such as ?Yonkers? and ?Splatter.? While the group was certainly aggressive, it showed a unique artistry
on their part, and I could see myself becoming
a fan in the future (pun intended).

In one of my film classes, this week we
watched JohnFord?s 1956 film The Searchers,
starring John Wayne. Set during the Texas-Indian war, Wayne plays the role of a headstrong,
loyal, and devoted ex-military man who has to
choose between loyalty to his country or his

family. The film, which my professor claimed
to be his favorite movie of all time, exemplifies the Western genre, and despite its antiquity, boasts eye-catching cinematography and
scenes picturing beautiful, vast landscapes of
the desolate Old West. The film is definitely
a staple of American film, and is certainly a
must see.

Ah, the best day of the week. Oct. 5, or to those in my

immediatecircle, my birthday. To celebrate the special
day, I wentout for a nice dinnerwith my girlfriend to
Hungry Mother right on the outskirts of OneKendall
Square. This Southern home cooking fusion restaurant is
eco-friendly and delicious. I orderedfried chicken with
a jalapenoglaze on top of grilled vegetables, including
squash, a personal favorite. Theside orders of corn bread
and gritsreally emphasized the comfortfood aspect of
the restaurant. A maple walnut tart ended the meal on a
high note.

?
?She Wolf (Falling to Pieces)? David Guetta
?I And Love And You? ? TheAvett Brothers

laboration, ?Phone Sex.?

I remember watching Better Off Ted with my roomthe wee hours of the morning, but since I
wokeup with a headache?l triedto avoidany sort of
entertainment until that evening, when I went to No. 9
Park with my family, who came to town to celebrate with
mates in

Saturday

me. It was spectacular?more foie, some wild boar, and
a special vanilla cremeux dessert brought out with a
candle in it. When I got back, I hadfriends over to play
Cards Against Humanity, a wickedly funny and dirtier
version of Apples to Apples that I got for my birthday. It
was, in essence, a perfect day, topped off with a listenof
Ellie Goulding?s new albumHalcyon.

Saturday night, as is probably evident through
my column from this week, I saw Frankenweenie at
the Fenway movie theatre.The movie was fantastic, but my favorite part of the theatre experience
is the previews. I guess I just love looking forward
to things. Since I attended a ?kid?s movie,? most
previews were aimed at the younger crowed, but
that doesn?t mean I wasn?t excited. The highly
anticipated movie adaptation of J.R.R Tolkein?s
The Hobbit, set to release in December, offers a
whimsical and intriguing preview?it?s on the top
of my list of movies to see. Also previewed were
Les Miserables, and the animated Wreck-It Ralph,

both worth a gander.

Sunday

Monday

For some reason today was an old-school hiphop day for me: lots of Notorious 8.1. G. and Tupac
playing while I worked away the afternoon. I got
brunch with my parents at Eastern Standard, my
second meal there, but the food is just too good
to pass up. I spent some time continuing to read
Junot Diaz?s new one, This Is How YouLose Her, an
excellentcollection of short stories, and managed
to listen to Adele?s new song ?Skyfall? probably 16
times before the day was up. I watched New Girl
again, and the ?Honey 800 Boo? episode of South
Park, and listened to Julie Klausner?s brilliant,
insightful, and hilarious podcast ?How Was Your
Week? before I fell asleep. She?s become my new
comedy icon.

Although I used the holiday as a catch up day for
work, I did manage to sneak in a viewing of theReal
Housewives of New Jersey reunion, part two, which is my
absolute go-to guilty pleasure. I?m obsessedwith these
women, because not only do they remind me of my own
family
members,but also none of themtalk behind

the

others? backslike the otherfranchises do.
No, thesewomen sling insults back and
forth like tennis matches and it?s truly
something gruesome and spectacular
to behold.
I also went on a mild country music
kick while studying, if you count Carrie
Underwood(my celebrity crush) and Taylor

Swift as country.

I?ve been running a lot lately, and love creating
different playlists every time I go out.Today?s was full
of Rick Ross?s new mix tape (The Black Bar Mitzvah)

Tuesday

and t he complete Rebecca& FionaalbumILove You
Man. Yes, I confess to loving Taylor Swift?s new single
?I Knew You Were Trouble??who knew she could do
dubstep so well? I caught up on some oldposts on Grub
Street, New York Magazine?s fantastic food blog, and
thensnuck in a little snippet of theReal Housewives of
New York City?s reunion. I justcan?t quit them. Oh, and I
listened to ?Pop That? by French Montana, because my
co-editor Taylor has me hooked.

This past Sunday I spent the day in scenic and beautiful
Newport, R.I. While the lovely beach was a must-visit place
on our itinerary for the day, we filledthe rest of the time
with amazing food and a strollthrough the quaint downtown area. My friends and I ate brunch at theAtlantic Grill,

wherewe welcomedtheinflux of breakfast and lunchfoods
willingly. Everything therewas amazing, but one
dish stood out in particular: chocolate
chip pumpkin pancakes.Yum. Later
on we strolled through the shops
downtown,nestled right along the
water?s edge, which all boast a casual
andrelaxed yet elegant atmosphere.

Thehome-cookeddinnersealed
thedeal.

Having Monday off from school was a lovely
treat. Because of all the free time, I suppose, I
had a few different interactions with the arts. I
listened to a few of Nirvana?s live albums (including Live at Leeds and MTV?s Unplugged in New
York) and ate some amazing farro salad, cooked by
an amazing chef (my co-editor Brennan?s mother).
One thing that I enjoy in my spare time as an
added treat is watching music videos?it?s something I don?t get to do often. One that grabbed my
attention in particular is Iggy Azelia?s new video
featuring T.I for her song ?Murda Bizness.? It?s
an amazing twist on the Toddlers & Tiaras-esque
subculture and quite aesthetically pleasing.
Again, something self evident: I wrote a review
for the new Rick Ross mixtape The Black Bar
Mitzvah, so much of my music time was spent
listening to Ross? renditions of some currently
popular rap songs, which I enjoyed very much.

Once I started down this rap road, I couldn?t stop.
I listened to some tracks off a lot of somewhat recently released rap or R&B albums and mixtapes,
God Forgives, I Don?t; Cruel Summer; Self Made 2,
Channel Orange; Kaleidoscope Dream, and even the
olderOF Mixtape Vol. 2. I frequently get into these
rap black holes that I can?t get myself out of. Not
that I really want to.

While I was at first hesitant to come along
late evening screening of Frankenweenie,

to a

I enjoyed the film a lot more than I thought
I would. I?m a dog lover myself, so the movie
really pulled on my heartstrings. Tim Burton?s
imaginary half dog half ghost- risen-fromthe-dead pet Sparky is as

reliable a companion as the
classic Lassie, with a quirky
twist. The film had a great
mix of humor, darkness,
and sentimentality. In my
opinion, it?s one of Burton?s
best films in a while.

On football Sunday, I caught the trailer
the upcoming comedy Movie 43, a film
that has given a whole new definition to the
term ?ensemble cast.? The film stars the
likes of Emma Stone, Elizabeth Banks, Hugh
Jackman, Gerard Butler, and about 15 more

for

credible Hollywood names. There are also
12 directors and six writers assigned to the
project. The initial trailer seems to not really
describe a logical plot of any kind and focuses
more on marketing the dozens of celebrity
actors in the film. Hopefully these great acting and directing names can patch together
a quality film and 43 can outshine previous

ensemble efforts.

With a chunk of disposablehours during
no-class Monday, I elected to take in Glengarry
Glen Ross, the hard-hitting film adaptation of
David Mamet?s successful stage play. While I
had seen the play live in theater before, I had
yet to see the silver screen version. Chockfull of

vulgarities and acting talent, Glengarry depicts
the cutthroat and gritty world of real estate
sales. Keeping true to its theater roots, the film
relies heavily on its clever and fast dialogue, a
trademark of Mamet?s. Despite being onscreen
for only a few minutes, Alec Baldwin steals the
film with his tenacious monologue as the firm?s
ruthless sales executive.

Disclaimer: this was not my decision. I joineda Gabelli townhousefull of girls on Tuesday night, andmuch
to my dismay, it was a night filled with MTV?s Teen Mom
reunion specials. I know nothing about the show, so this
entire viewing experiencewas foreign to me. Thefirst
show, AmberBehind Bars, was an interview betweenhilariously intrusive and inquisitive Dr. Drew andformer Teen
Mom Amber,who is currently in jail for drug possession.
Teen Mom: Ask the Moms was a series of Q&As between
the entire Teen Mom cast and fans. Both segments were
filled with awkwardly intimate andconfrontational
questions about the personal lives and decisionsof teen
mothers. I guess I don?t get it.

pipe

dream
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Memories still left to be made for Wey and Alber
Senior blueliners hope to leave one last
mark while anchoring young defense

the culture we have here.?
No matter how the starting lineup looks
each Friday or Saturday night for the rest of
eternity, the jerseysremain maroon and gold
and the tradition holds true.
?I think a lot of it will justbe different personnel trying to fill those roles,? Wey said.?It?s
tough to say, I don?t know if we have another
Tommy Cross or anotherBrian Dumoulin, but
we?ve got Patch Alber, me, and all these new
guys. It?s a differentteam. We aren?t trying to

BY DJ ADAMS | HEIGHTS SENIOR STAFF

The

human memory is a fantastic

phenomenon.

How we conduct ourselves
each and every day is a reflection of our past experiences,and
what our memory has selected to relish in or

rebel against.
It provides our minds with the

ability to
realizeincredible things, but can also remove
proper clarityfrom our focus.
Knowledge accumulates in an endless
ravine of intellectual wealth. Special moments in our lives are endowedwith immortal
remembrance.
The otherside of the coin is equallypotent,
though. The power ofrecall is dangerousif not
harnessed correctly. Uncomfortable nostalgia
can disable our thoughts or an inabilityto replicate past successcan cause complacency.
Thus, battling the dual perspective of
memory is a necessary part of becoming an
effective leader and aspiring individual.
The task is additionallygrueling for two
senior defensemen on the Boston College
men?s hockey team, assistant captain Patrick
Wey and PatchAlber.
In three years on the Heights, their squad
has won two nationalchampionships.But now,
numerous teammates have left Conte Forum
for the professional spotlight, and Wey and

Alber must introduce a group of freshmen to
the difficultiesof the collegiateenvironment.
The memories these two have produced,
both for this University and themselves,are
insurmountable.
So the question becomes not what have
they done,but can they do it again, and create
one last unforgettableseason.
The Eagles are riding a 19-game winning
streak dating back to last year, which included
a National Championship run. Fueled by an
efficient offense, solidified goaltending, and
clean defending,BC was unstoppable.
Success breeds expectations, and so the
stakes are high for 2012-13. Despite losing
several key pieces to last year?s puzzle, the
Eagles are preseason No. lin both the Hockey
East and across DivisionI. Student ticketshave
been sold out since late August.
So where?s the silver lining? While last
year?s success was impressive, it wouldbe

to come together as a team and work on that
team-buildingaspect. We wantto reallyfocus

on what?s coming up this year.?
That means concentrating time and energy
on hockey like never before. Alber and Wey
willbecountedon for additional training, extra
minutes, and endless mentoring as the season
kicks off Saturday night at Northeastern.
?They?re going to have to get off to a good
start with us,? said head coach Jerry York.
?When you look at Tommy Cross,Edwin Shea,
and Brian Dumoulin, we?re looking at the loss
of a lot of really quality defensemen.Patrick
and Patch are the seniors. They?re the guys
that say, ?This is how we have to do it. This is
what?s expected of us.? It?s not easy.?
It might be difficult, but the two used their
personal pasts as motivation. They remem-

beredtheir weaknesses, andattackedthe issues
with vigorous offseason work.
A former walk-on, Alber hit the gym hard,
determinedas alwaysto prove his worthto the
team. He craftedhis shot, an opportunity for
improvement thathehasrefused to let go over
the years. Meanwhile, Wey concentrated on
his stride, with addedagilityand durability as
the primary goals.A foot injury was a setback
last year. With more playing time in a rough
gamelike hockey, nothing is guaranteed.
?We really needed to get in shape, work
really hardthis summer,? Albersaid.?Realizing
that we are going to beleaned on more in the
beginningof the year than we were in the past,
we neededto be in bettershapeto handlethose
extra minutes.?
Their coach already appreciates the effort.

?They know how to use their offseason to
get better as players,? York said. ?There has to
be some down time, but both players used
those months from late May through September in a positive way. They concentrated

last year?s team.?
Alber agrees.
?It?s going to be guys thatdidn?t play as big
a role last year stepping up,? he added. ?We will
just keep rolling.?

recreate
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Wey is an assistant captain this year, and York will be expecting him to lead a young defensive core.
on trying to gain some strength off the ice,
play a littlebit of hockey, but they definitely
came back refreshed and eager to play. I like

theiroutlook.?
The preseason rankings don?t show it, but
this year?s Eagles are certainly of a different
composition. Four freshmen will be counted
on to anchor the blue line, an area of BC?s
depth that has never been in question during

this stretchof dominance.
So the two seniors of the D-core thought
carefullyabouthow to best tailortheirmessage
to the young newcomers. They remembered
what it was like to be in the skates of a freshman, and plannedaccordingly.
?Early on in the season, we are going to
have to be patient with some of the younger
guys,? Wey said. ?I know when I transitioned
from juniors to the college level, there were a
lot of differences.And especially the systems

The total contributionof the freshmen is
essentialforBC?s aspirations offurtheraccomplishment. Thus, York realizes the immense
importance of seasoned leaders protecting
his new blue line.
?We?re going to need a lot of guidance,?
York said. ?It will come from the upper-class
players,but specifically thosepositional players. Patchand Patrick will certainly reach out
to Colin [Sullivan], Mike [Matheson], Teddy
[Doherty] and Travis [Jeke] in a smart way,
and they?ll do it on a daily basis.?
Theyalready have.
?I think that?s the biggest way we can be
leaders,is teach themhow to play the way we
play,? Alber said.
And so the two leaders are committed
the transition for each and every
freshman. Wey andAlber phoned up the new
to easing

kids over the summer, welcomingthem to the
family and inviting them to team workouts.
They even went so far as to create?as Wey calls
it?a ?how we dothings? cheat sheet to better
explain traditionsand expectations.
?I think thatresonated with them, seeing
how theseniors and upperclassmen do things,?
Alber said. ?When they get here, watching to
see how hard everyone works, I think that?s
what probably makes them realize what they
have gotten themselvesinto.?
But what they have gotten into, Alber and
Wey will ensure the freshmen never forget.
BC hockey is a system, a culture that only
strengthenswith experienceand fond memories of success.
?The special thing about our program is

ignorant to assume it was commonplace.
Don?t worry,though. Alberand Wey know

they must temporarilyforget. Complacency
isn?t an option.
?I would say that we are looking at it as a
new year, andwe aren?t lookingatit as continuing a win streak or defendinganything,? Wey

said. ?We know that we need a new team to do
it this year, and we need to attack everything
as aggressively as we did last year, and even
harder in some respects. This is a new team
this year, and everyone is rebuilding. I think
we are stressing hard workand a commitment

that it doesn?t matter who is out there,? Alber

to the team above all.?

?Last year, the coaches say will last forever,?
Alber agreed. ?But we also realize that there
are new guys, we lost guys, and we just want

we play here at BC, it?s a lot differentthan a lot
of other teams play defensively,and so it takes
some time to get used to.
?Some of the youngguysin practice are just
firing it around, and you are sitting there trying
to pick up a littlechip and you end up chasing
it aroundthe boards. It just takesa littlebitof
time to get used to. Theywill get it.?

graham Beck / heighTs ediTOr

Alber got his start at BC as awalk-on, but during his timehere has blossomed into a veteran defenseman.

CATCH HIM IF YOU CAN

said. ?Just keep finding new guys to come in,
step up, and take people?s places. Every year
there are new guys that come in, and Coach
does a great job recruiting these guys cause
they fit right in. Theybuy into

?Usually freshmen
don?t get those kinds
of opportunities. He
was very fortunate to

have a coaching staff
thatgave him those

after a flashy freshman campaign,
gaudreau looks to keep improving

opportunities.

?W he

n

you?re a smallplayer it
usually takes

er

BY AUSTIN TEDESCO | ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

?Ferris

State has got to find
away to get a hold of this

bouncing puck.?
ESPN play-by-playman
Gary Thorne senses the

a while to

climb up in

slap-shots or snap-shots, but the backhand
is kind of a neglected part of the game. It
gives goaltendersfits because they don?t see
it in practice.?

It?d be impossible for a 5-foot-8 freshman
to backhand a shot into the high opposite
Bulldogs? anxiety.
The game clock reads 3:10. There?s only corner of the net, right? No one does that.
Well, Johnny Gaudreau does that. The
one goalkeeping Ferris State from forcing
overtime with Boston College, and sophopuck zooms into the net with ease and all the
more forward Kevin Hayes just flicked the
goaltendercan dois turn his head and watch
puck out of the zone.The Bulldogs converge as BC clinches its fifth national championon the center of the ice in front of BC goalie ship. Gaudreau then sprints to the crowd
Parker Milner hopingto score the tying goal, and jumps into the boards as he?s mobbedby
but only one player on the ice knows where teammates.
the puck is really headed.
?I was just so excited to get that two-goal
After skating to the red line upon Hayes?
lead to make it such a big difference between
clear, JohnnyGaudreau slowlymakes his way a 2-1 game and a 3-1 game with three minto the right side of the ice near the blue line.
utes left,? Gaudreau said. ?I think it gave our
Eagle defensemen chip the bouncing puck team on the bench a littlebit more calmness
awayfrom Ferris State andGaudreau swoops knowing that we had a goal that we could
in, swiping the puck up the ice.
give away. I think that?s what helped us. We
Everything that happens next is as close to weren?t all intense and nervous because it was
perfect as a hockey player can come.
only a one-goal game. I think it gave a boost
There?s a Bulldogpokingfrombehind, but in calming us down.?
Six months later, as Gaudreau prepares
he?s about to become a pawn in Gaudreau?s
game. Somehow Gaudreau speeds past the for his second season at BC, he admits that
trailing Bulldog while kicking the puck off although he was successful, he still may not
his skate. He glides to the left of the net and have madethe best play.
hangs the puckout, letting the defenderthink
?Thankfully I went with my instincts,
he?s going for the dump?and then, justas the but, I mean, at that time of the game I really
defender starts to poke, he swings the puck should?ve dumped it in like my coaches always
back to the right and stops it on the inside of say,? Gaudreau said.
his stick as if it?s on his own handmade string,
It wasn?t his first time, though. His father,
splittingboth the man in frontof him and the Guy Gaudreau,has seen him make the exact
trailer.The goaliescoots over to theright, but same goal before, but never against that type
he?s about to see something he?s seldom, if of competition or on that big a stage.
ever, defended.
?I really didn?t seea lot of thelittle thingsthat
?It?s very rare to see backhand shots on he didhappenuntil I got to watch it on TV,? his
goal,? head coach Jerry Yorksaid. ?It?s usually father said, ?And then I thought, ?Wow, that?s a

pretty im-

pressive

goal.? His
entire life
he?s always
been able to
dothosekinds
of things, but I
never thought
he?d do it at that
level.?
York insists that
he?s okay with Gaudreau taking advantageof
his creative ability.
?I?d hate to stifle offense because it?s hard
to score goals,? York
said. ?If you?ve got creative players you?ve got
to let themplay.
?Now, having said that,
late in a gamewhere we?re protecting a lead?? Yorkbeganbefore
stopping himself. ?But he saw anopening and he went for it and he certainlyhas
thefreedom to do that.?
Even to thosewhoknow him best, it came
as a surprise that Gaudreauhad the opportunity to make the play he did.
?I?m very proud of him and surprised
he did as well as he did,? his father said.

the ranks and
prove yourself.
We knew that
Boston College
has always given the smaller
players chances
so it was a good
fit for my two boys
and for John es-

pecially. Coach
York,whenhe
talkedto the
two boys,
he said he
knew their
dream was
to play pro
hockey,
which may
never hap-

pen, but he

graham

told them
he?d do
what-

Beck
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/
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V

er hecould to get them there,
as far
as getting them bigger, stronger, and prepared

physically.?
?We thought he was going to be
a remarkableplayer,? Yorksaid. ?We
had seen him play at some different

Perhaps the most daunting predicament
Alber and Wey willface is what every undergraduate must consider eventually: life after
college.
So as theinevitablequestion ofwhat?s next
is uttered, Wey lets out a sigh while Alber
adjusts in his seat uncomfortably.
Professional hockey is somethingWey and
Alberwouldlove to accomplish, and even the
remote possibility of that, both agree, is a surreal phenomenonto be excitedfor.
It?s the thoughtof leavingbehind Chestnut
Hill that causes the true discomfort.
?I think I?m just goingto miss allthe opportunities andthe things to doaround here,? Wey
said.?You get to study whatever you want,be
around all of your friends in the same general
area, you areright by Boston. There is justso
much cool stuff you can do when you have
time to explore differentthings. Ifeel like the
older you get and the more professional you
get, theless time you have to gooff anddoyour
own thing. You justhave more responsibility,
and [college] is a special time that I am going
to miss.?
Whether it?s friends, a team, therelaxed
atmosphere, or that specialpanini at Hillside,
the future is composed of a different daily

grind.
?I think I am just going to miss beingwith
all the guys in our grade, you know? As soon
as you leave college, you hear from the older
guys, you have teammates as a professional
but everyone is trying to get to the next level,?
Albersaid.?Whether you are ahead or behind
them,you are trying to take someone else?s job.
That?s the special thing about being here. We
can be brothers and not have to worry about
someone taking yourspot. I think we havehad
a great group of guys all four years. They are
going to be at my wedding. We are going to

do class trips. Things like that you just don?t
get after college.?
Alber and Wey are right. Their senior
year willbe a composition ofmeaningful and
nostalgic lasts. The past, though emotional,
will be a guideto future action.
Equally,though, this season is an opportunity to create firstsfor many of their teammates
throughexemplaryleadershipand instruction.
It?s a possibility to help York becomethe winningest coach in NCAA history. It?s a chance
to win an unprecedented three national titles
in four years.
There are still memories to bemade.
And if they capitalize on just a few of
those occasions, it?s going to be hard not to
remember the impact Alber and Wey had
on this student body and its beloved hockey

program. n

levels where he was clearlyreallya top level
player, but even having said that I was still
excited to see how much heimproved during
the yearandhowhe just got betterand better
as the weeks went on and months went on.?
During the first couple months of the season, Gaudreau showedpromise, but it took a
little extra motivation before hereally broke
out as a star for the Eagles. After making the
list of 30 players who qualifiedfor the USA
World Juniorsteam, hewas one offour players
cut duringChristmas vacation.
?I told him to use that as fuel to make yourselfbetterandworkharder andprove that you
should?ve been taken,? his fathersaid.
?When I got cut I was a littleupset,? Gaudreau said. ?I thought I deserved to be on the
team, but I guess the coachesthought I wasn?t
a good fit for theposition. When I came back
for the season I think it helped me so much
during the year. Getting cut, it changed my
whole game and my whole motivation plan
during the season.I?m really thankful Idid get
cut because I don?t think I would?ve had half
the season I had.?
He spent the rest of the year, which included that Frozen Four goaland a Beanpot
MVP, driven by the thought that someone
thought he wasn?t goodenough.
?I wanted to prove them wrong,? Gaudreau said.
That isn?t a problem anymore. Not only is
he on the short list for the HobeyBaker award
and an almost assured pick for the Juniors
team this year, but he also has the Calgary
Flames on his back to make the jump from
college and join theirorganization.
?It?s right in the back of my mind,? Gaudreau said.?It?s definitelya thought that I?d like
to go play for them someday, but the season
is the most important thingright now and I
won?t be playing there unless I have really
goodseasons.?
When exactly Gaudreau will
make that jump is uncertain, but
what is certain is that as he
chases even greater success,
justlike on the ice, it?s
going to be nearly
impossible for
anyone to
catch him.
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MILNER KEEPS WORKING FOR MORE
After suffering through a midseason slump last year and riding the
bench, Parker Milner looked to his work ethic for a turnaround.
It worked.
By
BY chris
CHRIS marino
MARINO | assoc.
ASSOC. sports
SPORTS Editor
EDITOR
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Redemption

is one of the greatest
elementsof sports. Whether an
aging former all-starbeats the
odds to lead his team to glory,
or an underachieving team
mounts a late-game comeback,
sports fans livefor redemption.
Parker Milner knows a thing
or two about redemption. After starting out the 2011 season as the slated starter
between the pipes, Milner went through a midseason
slump and was sent back to the bench. Boston College
hockey fans know what happenedfrom there.
?You have to love what you?re doing, and I do,? he
said. ?I like to play, and that?s why I wanted to get back
in there, because hockey?s whatI love to do andit?s what
I came here to do.?
Milner tookhis poor performance and, rather than
pity himself for being benched, used it as motivation to
not only get back on the ice but also regain his teammates? trust.
?Whenever you?re not meeting the expectations
of others on you and your expectation of yourself, it?s
definitely incredibly disappointing,? he said. ?I went
throughsome of that in themiddle of the season. I was
proud of how I battledback. I just tried to stay with
what I was doing, and just keep doing the things that
I?ve been doing my whole career.?
The Pittsburgh, Pa. native worked with his coaches
before practice each day, cheered his teammates on pipes with a 1.08 goals-againstaverageand 508 saves for
from the pine, and kept his head up during the whole a .960 save percentage. His winning percentage (.853)
led the NCAA.
AlthoughMilner never hadany difficult stretches in
not meeting
?Whenever
comparison to thosemiddlemonths whilein Waterloo,
O?Handley watched his former player bounce back and
the expectations yourself,
was not surprised by his comeback.
it?s incredibly disappointing. I
?He was a very good goalie [in Waterloo],?
O?Handley said. ?I don?t think there was ever any
went through some that in the question that he would be successful. There?s an
players, which is
middle the season. I was proud ebb and flow in all seasons for all
certainly magnifiedwhen you?re a goaltender.I don?t
how I battled back.?
think when you meet Parker that you?d say he?d ever
bow out with his competitive nature. He certainly
didn?t. The script doesn?t always go as perfect as it
-Parker Milner

you?re

of

of

of

of

process. This strengthened work ethic was not a new
element to Milner?s repertoire. Since his early playing days, he?s always had an intense work ethic. PK
O?Handley, head coach of the Waterloo Blackhawks,
helped Milner develop his game in the USHL, and
always saw a good worker in net.

?He has tremendousfocus,? O?Handley said. ?When
we had him here, he was always on his game,whether it
was practice or a game.His preparation even before he
got on the ice was outstanding. I think that?s probably

did, but as it was, it went as close to perfect as it
could in the end.?
In postseason play, he became the most decorated
player in collegehockey. After beatingFerris State 4-1
for theNational Championship in Tampa, Fla., Milner
was namedthe Frozen Four?s Most Outstanding Play-

er, as well as a member of the All-Tournament team
for the NCAA, and the Northeast Regional team. He
recorded the highest save percentage in the modern
tournament?s history at .982. He went 4-0 with a .50
goal-againstaverage.
Milner goes back to that motivation from his
slump as one of the biggest elements in his team?s

thebiggest thing.?
This was a noticeable factor during his time at postseason success.
Waterloo, as made evident by his being named Most
?You?re never going to get through theFrozen Four
Improved Player by his teammates upon finishing his and the NCAA tournament without facing adversity,?
year with a 20-7-1 record, 2.90 goals-againstaverage he said. ?Without the adversity that we faced as a
and .902 save percentage. For Milner, a work-related group throughout the year, I don?t think we could?ve
accoladeis probably the greatest individualaccolade a done what we did.?
player can receive.
Regardless of his individual performance, the
?It?s definitely something that you pride yourself now-senior is quick to point to his teammates as the
on,? he said. ?I know I try to pride myself on that. Havreasons behind his success.
ing that noticed by your peers, they?re the guys you?re
?It?s a huge honor to receive accolades in the Diviworking with everyday, so that?s the biggest honor to sion I ranks,? Milner said. ?There are so many skilled
berecognizedby them.?
players out there, and that?s a huge honor. That being
Headcoach Jerry Yorkcreditedthis slump as one of said, I couldn?t do it without the defense in front of
thepivotal reasons behind his goaltender?s turnaround
season, as well as a catalyst for his team?s national
championshiprun.
?I think adversity is sometimes good for you,? he
said. ?He ran into a situation therewhere he justwasn?t
playing the type of hockey he?d like to play, but he just
buckleddownandworkedhard in practice andthe mentalside of his gamebecamemore important during that
stretch. I think it?s a great feedback, because every year
isn?t going to be easy. There can be some storms in there.
It was good for the whole team because they watched
him go through that adversity,and bounce back.?
Goodfor the whole team indeed.
Uponreturning to the starting lineup, Milner?s hard
work and focus paid off instantly. The team won 19
straight contests with its junior goaltender starting in
net for allof them. He finished the season with a 29-5-0
record with a 1.66 goals-againstaverageand 852 saves.
In those last 19 games,he was a stalwart between the

/ heighTs ediTOr

surance that he could leadhis team from the net, and
has ultimately led to an increased workload.
?It?s been a little bit of a different training regiment,? Milner said. ?It?s obviously easier to go about
your training when you have a little more confidence.
You kind of know what you can do and try to prove
that. It was definitely a good summer and a produc-

?You?re never going to get
through the Frozen Four and
the NCAA tournament without
facing adversity.?
-Parker Milner
tive one.?
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and the scoring output. In the last 19 games, I
think we only trailedfor like two minutes. I just have
an incredible team in front of me. It?d be silly not to
mention them.?
York mentioned Milner?s quick praise of his
me

teammates when asked about his

personal achieve-

goaltender?s
resurgence was one of the biggest factors in their
late-seasonboost.
?His play got much better,? he said. ?He understands that our defense play got better. Our forwards
got better.He was part of thatwhole resurgence in the
middle of the year. He gives credit to a lot of people.
It wasn?t just Parker that won 19 straight games. He
diffuses that, but we certainly could not have done it
without his remarkable play.
?It was an interesting dynamic when you look at it.
It?s like a reallygoodgolferwho starts to bogey,bogey
and then finishes with some birdies.?
Fast forward six months, and ParkerMilner is not
done working. While some may think that winning
two national championships and being the center of
one of the greatest teams in collegiatehockey history would content a player, this goaltender wants
ments, but he also understands that his

one more.

?I think that

most

people would think that you

want it less or it seems less cool, having won two now,?

he said. ?It?s quite the opposite.?
That is why Milner has worked even harder this
offseason. With a full postseason under his belt, he
understands what kind of preparation it takes to
succeed for a full season of play. He?s focused on his
speed, reflexes, and diet, all things that Yorkand his
staff have noticed.
?He?s always been a good worker, but he?s kind of
ramped it up now with all of his habits,? York said. ?His
nutrition is better now. His focus is better. I thinkhe?s
just maturing. He?s olderand he understandsthat we
have a chance to be another special team this year.
He?s going to be a key guy in that respect.?
Milner believes that last year gave him theself-as-

York praises his goaltender for his attitude and
changes to his program, especially when reflecting
on how well he played against some of the top teams
in the nation.
?He?s lost weight. He?s wanted to get leaner,? York
said. ?He said he?s really watchedhis diet.He?s lost
some pounds, so that he can be quicker, get back up
quicker and have better reflexes. That?s a guy who?s
won 19 straight games, and he wants to get better.
I?m all for that.?
Having his work ethic noticed is something that
Milner himself takes the most pride in. It?s always
been that way, and he doesn?t seem willing to ever
change that.
Probably the biggest differencein Milner this year
is his increased leadershiprole. Althoughhe was certainly a leader in last year?s championship squad, the
loss of many veterans and the additionof a number
of first-year players puts the pressure on Milner and
his upperclassman teammates.
?I try to lead byexamplefor the most part,? he said.
?But I think as a senior, having been through a lot in
my three years so far, I can take a little bit more of a

vocal role. Mostly it?s about doing the right things,
and showing guys the way a little bit.?
York, who has seen many transitions from veteran-laden teams and to freshman-filled lines, sees
his goaltender as a crucial factor in this team?s development.

?I think he?s

more comfortablein a leadershiprole

now,? he said. ?Goaltenders are not allowed to wear
C?s, but I thinkhe has a great stake in being a leader for
our club. He wants to be, and he does so by his work

ethic and his ability to showsome younger players the
way. I think he can have a great impact on this team
with his leadership skills.?
Those leadership assets have been an element
of Milner?s career that have helped him stand out
amongst some of the program?s top netminders.York
has had the opportunity to coach the likes of Scott
Clemmensen, Cory Schneider, and John Muse, all of
whom played in national championship games.
?There are a lot of similarities,? York said. ?There
are some dissimilaritieswith size and differentthings,
but Clemmensen, Schneider,Muse, andMilner are all
great competitors. They all have the fire to want to be
better, stop the shot. They?ve all shared that. They?ve
all been good team guys. They?re less concernedwith
their goals-against average or save percentage, and
more concerned with W?s and L?s.?
When his name is brought up in the same discussion as his predecessors, Milner is quick to praise
those who played before him.
?It?s such an honor, because those goalies did
incredible things for our school,? he said. ?Even to be
mentionedwith those guys is something thatI wanted
when I came here, and I?d like to try to continue that

this year.?
While Milner has been a memberof two national
championship squads, earned most of collegiate
hockey?s top awards, and been the key figure of the
Eagles? recent redemption, he?s not taking anythingfor
granted. Instead, he is determined to bring another
championship to the Heights.
?It?s good to come back after a strong season like
last year, but at the same time every year is different,?
he said. ?You can?t go in expecting too much. You
have to earn what you?re going to get, andthat?s what
I want to do.? n
graham beck / heighTs ediTOr
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SENIOR LEADERSHIP
ON THIS YEAR?S TEAM

TAKEN UNDEREAGLES?S WINGS

?As we look at our club, I?ve alwayslooked toward theupper class guys to give
us leadership, they?ve been through it. And especially if they?ve been successful,
we can lean on those guys. And it?s been the case over the past few years that
they?ve really been good for us. I would think that, just our leaders that have

emergedthrough theirplay andtheircharacter and leadership,plus they?ve been
voted on, they should be dynamic leaders for us offensively. Pat Wey might be
our most improvedplayer, from the very first day till now. And he?s had a good
career. But when I watch him develop we?ve got some terrific senior captains
that also are some of the elite players in the nation. And that really helps us,
because we?re looking at losing Cross and Carey and Almeida but you got to
be ready to replace those types of guys like Kreider and Dumo with other good
players. We feel awfully good about that. Really, the key to any team is the play
of the goaltender. With Parker Milnerfinishing so strong last year, he gives us a
great deal of confidence in goal.Patch Alber is quietly very unsung, but kind of
a key guy for us over the years. I like him a lot. And Brooks Dyroff is a guy that?s
been in and out of our lineup, and you never know. He can fill in on defense,
he can help us out up front. He?s gonna be a factor for us. So I kind of like that
group of six seniors. I think it?s a pretty good group.?
?

?
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SPORTS EDITOR

graham Beck

Kevin

Hayes

and Bill Arnold had
their eyes on
Steve Whit-

ney?or at
least his
stunt double,

who was in
the opposite
colored jersey on the ice. It was Hayes and
Arnold?s job to help shut him down. The

NobleandGreenoughSchool boys? hockey
team strategically worked its defensive
zone around the skater designated as
Whitney, as theBulldogspreparedfor their
game against Lawrence Academy.
On Whitney?s side, his coach at Lawrence Academy pointed out Hayes and
Arnold as players to focus in on. They were
dangerous in one-on-one situations, and
you could not let thembeat you, or else.
The Independent School League (ISL)
rivals played eachother twice a year, meaning Hayes, Arnold, and Whitney prepared
plenty of times to faceeach other?or more
importantly,shut eachother down. It was
a competition for prep school pride, the
upper hand in a heated rivalry.
Meanwhile, in the stands sat Boston
College head coach Jerry York. Unlike
most others at the rink, he was at ease.
All he had to do was sit back, relax, and
enjoy the 60 minutes of hockey. He hadthe
distinct pleasure of watching the game just
knowing that Whitney, Hayes, and Arnold

would soon be all skating togetherwithin
the confines of Conte Forum.

There?s no particular game that York
remembers going to watchat eitherschool,
but he knows he was there at some point
to watch his future players.
?Oh, we must have,? York said. ?We
must have at some point, because Law-

?When I was really
young, I played with
[Steve Whitney]... just
being Mass. guys, we
always ran into each
other.?
-Kevin Hayes
Junior forward

Arnold, now a junior, remembersfeeling thatkind of relief when he didn?t have
to play against Whitney anymore, instead
getting to sit alongsidethe senior assistant
captain in the BC locker room.

?It?s probably a goodthing,? Arnoldsaid
about not having to play Whitney. ?It?s
definitely a goodthing, cause now instead
of preparing for him, you get to prepare
with him. He makes us better players, and
it makes things easier for us out there.?

Hayes and Arnoldplayedtogether during theirfirst two yearsofschool at Noble

andGreenough,and were on the same line
in their sophomore year, wherethey really
got to know each other?and Whitney.
?We played the whole entire year together. We were in every class together,?
Hayes said. ?Then playing against Steve,
our goal was to literally just stop him.?
After years of preparing to shut each
other down on the ice, Whitney, Hayes,
and Arnold have enjoyed much success
getting to play with each other while
wearing the same uniform. Coming off
a national championship last April, the
threeforwards often saw action together
on the power play unit, while Arnold and
Whitney played on the same line together
for the latter half of the season.
Since all three grew up outside of Boston, they?d

often see eachother at hockey
for their travelor club teams,
sometimes playing with or against each
other.
?I think they knew about each other
before they knew each other,? said Dave
Arnold, Bill?s father. ?[Bill] certainly knew
tournaments

who Kevin Hayes was, and I think Kevin
knew who Bill Arnold was long before
they met each other. We first got to know
Kevin whenhe playedfor the South Shore
Kings and during the summer, he came and
played a tournament for the Minuteman
Flames. That?s probably the first time that
Bill and Kevin met each other, or at least

played on theirfirst team together.?
Hayes remembers that tournament
being when he and Arnold were around
fifth grade.
Meanwhile, Hayes knew of Whitney
from hockey tournaments as well, butalso
because of their older brothers? involvement in the hockey scene. Jimmy Hayes
and Joe Whitney were a year apart, but
played on teams together in Massachusetts before both coming to BC to play
for York.
?When I was really young, Iplayed with
[Steve Whitney], and then justJimmy playing with Joe and being in the same league
and being Mass. guys, we always ran into
each other,? Hayes said.

do that than an almostnightly ritualof
ordering Fin?s and playing Xbox?Call of
Duty, to be exact.
?Just sushi and video games,? Arnold
remembered.
?That year, [Joe?s class] did a great job
of takingin the young guys,? Whitney said.
?And I was still a young guy. Kevin and Bill
were young guys. We spent a lot of time
with them, just hanging out. They took us
under their wing. So that kind of formed
a bond between me, Kevin, and Bill, with
them taking us in.?
That senior-underclassmanbond may
seemcommon in college athletics, but it?s
not. Yet it?s somethingthat is certainly part
of York?s trademark culture at BC.
?Yeah, I think all the upperclassmen
to

do that,? Dave Arnold said of the seniors
taking underclassmen under their wings.
?It?s just a good thing they have going at
BC. Right from day one, the upperclassmen make the freshmen feel a part of the
team. I?ve talked to kids at other schools,
and they were like, ?Yeah, I don?t even
knowif the seniors know who we are. They
haven?t said two words to us. We never

hangout with theseniors.? When Bill
heard that, he was like, ?You?re
kidding me. We hang out with
the seniors all the time.? It?s
just a culture at BC, thatfrom
day one, you?re part of the
team, and everybody?s going
to look out for you and have
yourback.?
Now as the upperclassmen on the team,
Whitney, Hayes,

That culture not only exists off the ice
in dormrooms with Fin?s andCall of Duty,
but on the ice as well.
?We like to dothe same thing with the

?[The seniors] took us

under their wing. So that
kind of formed a bond
between me, Kevin, and
Bill, with them taking us
in.?
-Steve Whitney
Senior forward

freshmen this year, just showing themhow
it?s done and showing themhow to win,?
Whitney said.
The caring environment and camaraderie between classes that York?s teams
display is something he prides his
program on. The success of BC
hockey speaksfor itself, but it?s
the littlethings off the ice that
Yorkbelieves go a long way
on the ice.
?I think that?s one of the
things that
every-

vironment to

classmen, the
same culture
thatseniors like

Joe Whitney
once provid-

ed them.
?We
pretty

over to the

Arnold household in Needham, Mass., just
15 minutes away

from Chestnut Hill.
?It?s an easy place
to go crash after a
workout and it was air
conditioned, so it was

b ody
l o ok s

e

we were
men, so at

this point,
we?re upperclass-men now, we
want to
start paying that

In 2010, when Hayes and Arnold were
freshmen, Steve Whitney was a sophomore, and his brother was a senior, Joe?s

back, and
we want to have the
underclassmen in our room all the time,
just letting themhang out, havingfun with
them, and making themfeel comfortable,?

Arnold said.

Joe, and Steve?s assumedit.?
Whitney?s leadership skills willbe on full
display this season, as
he is an assistant captain with Pat Wey.
?It?s an honor to

too,

be a captain here at
BC,? Whitney said.

?It?s something I?ve
always wanted since I
got here, looking up to
the captains in the past.
To be in my position, I
just have to keep on doing
the right things and setting a good example,
which is not always
the easiest thing to
do. But I think I
have a great support with not only
the other captains
in Pat Mullane and
Pat Wey, but the
upperclassmen

cently?? York said. ?And a
lot of it is I think the players
really care for each other. They really have a uniquerelationshipamong
our club?whether they?re a senior or a
sophomore,whether you?re from Redding
or you?re from Springfield?they exhibit
that pretty well. I like the way they feel.?
Between Whitney, Hayes, and Arnold,
the chemistry thatthe threefirst built in the
seniors? room during the 2010 season still
exists today at an even greater level. Every
summer since they have been here, the
three have worked out together at school,
whichprovides another opportunity to get
closer with each other.
?We spend a little more time together

with a flash in his junior campaign last year,
recording a career-high 39 points in addition to being named to theAll-Tournament
team at the Frozen Four.
Standing at 5-foot-7, what Whitney
lacks in stature hemakesup for with his grit

?We gotta make sure
the new guys are
comfortable, because
it?s a big step up from
wherever they were
playing last year.?
-Bill Arnold

Junior forward

impressed

during
years at BC.
an d Ke vi n
?Billy Arnold
Hayes are certain-lykeys to our
said.
hockey club,? York

Arnold is com-ing off a 36point sophomore
year, which

included his memo-rableovertime game-winner
in the
Beanpot final
Uniagainst Boston
versity.
?Billy?s just a strong kid,? York said.?He
can play defensefor us, a shut-down type
of defensive forward, but he can also score
goals.Ithink he?s lighter this year. He?s had
some back issues during the summer, but I

heighTs

ediTOr

step up from wherever they were playing
last year,? Arnold said. ?We gotta make

they understand everything, and
they feel comfortable, and they feel part
of the team.?
Part of that adjustment is having the
right mindsetheading into each game.Anotherthing thatYork prides himself andhis
teams on is not being complacent. That will
be a major factor for the Eagles?though
not one to be concerned about, according
to Whitney, Hayes, and Arnold.
?The biggest thing is just try and put
[the national championship] behind us,?
Whitney said. ?We?re very proud of it,
but there?s not much to it. You kind of
just have to forgetaboutit. You can?t bring
up last season at all, really, this year. We
sure

don?t talk about it now. I don?t see us talking about it for the rest of the year. And
that?s just the biggest thing?try and put
it behind you.?
?New guys are here, old guys are gone,?
Hayes said. ?You?re going to have to see
guys who were on the team

better. So he?s really making some strides,
but there?s still a lot left in his tank for me
to look at. I think he can stillreach three
or four more steps up the ladder. It?s there.
We?ve seen more determination from him,
even early in the season.?

?Kevin?s really skilled,? Whitney add-

ed.

While Whit-

have

with theplay
of Hayes
and Arnold
their first two

alike with their ability.
Whitney is the most experiencedof the
three, as he enters his senior year playing
at Kelley Rink. After enduring somewhat
of a sophomoreslump, Whitney returned

?Kevin Hayes is just tapping into his
potential,? York said. ?His body fat is getting better, his physicalstrength is getting

and they kind of
take the younger
guys in as well. So
we have a pretty
big group that
is leading this
team.?

the title.
?The golf course wins,? Arnold joked,
garnering a laugh and agreement from

impressing their teammates and coaches

sion.

ney, Hayes,
and Arno l d

Meanwhile,
York has been

course, Whitney, Hayes, and Arnold find
solace on the ice. There, they lack no such
skills as they might on the fairway, instead

coach believes that he is just scratching
the surface of what he can do, and has
challenged Hayes to rise to the occa-

as well. The juniors this year are
leaders as well,

choice between the three, yet when
asked who the winner of the match
would be, nobody was quick to claim

Unlike their feelings toward the golf

to BC, it was Joe Whitney who helped
facilitate the great friendship that they
have today.

class made sure to make the freshmen
feel comfortable.There was no better way

After every workout, Whitney, Hayes,
and Arnold
would head

Hayes.

-

life over the last four years.
Certainly his brother was
in the leadership role

something like that.?
An afternoon out on the golf
course was the most popular

current under-

ro o m
w he n
f re s h

young man. There have been a
lot of very positive things in his

better than going back to
a dorm room where it was
sweltering hot,? Dave Arnold
said. ?A lotof times they?d come
back, grab somethingto eat, take
a nap on the couch, and then go
off to a movie, go play golf, or

looking to
extend that
same friendly
and caring en-

much
liv e d

spite Whitney,
Hayes, andArnold?s
similar yet unique routes

as a

you get to spend a
lot of that time with

summer.

are

i n th
seniors?

ample. [Steve] falls in that category. You
just watch him and he inspires coaches
[with] his workethic. Now he?s maturing

nold said of his

and Arnold

rence

-

are very demonstrative, some are much
more reserved and quieter, lead by ex-

friendships,? Ar-

for?why the

D e

explained. ?Some are very vocal, some

each other and you
keep building the
chemistry and the

success at BC re-

and Nobles are real rivals. I can?t
remember a distinct Tuesday afternoon at
Nobles or at Lawrence, but I?m sure they
did. It?s always fun to go to one game and
see a number of Eagles coming the next
year. That?s kind of neat for us.
?They?re a pretty intense
rivalry, especially in the
ISL. And you get
to maybe appreciate the
player on the other team, but not really
like him. But allof a suddenhe?s on
your team, and you appreciatehim andlike
him, which is a nice combination.?

than some of the other guys,? Whitney said.
?So we?ve become pretty close over thelast
three years. I had known them a little bit
before I got to BC, but not even close
to how I know themnow.?
This past summer, the
three established another
dailyroutine. Being threelocal guys, they all took classes
at BC during the summer,
and worked out four days a
week.
?It?s definitelytough,
but it?s nice because

/

a l

last year that
are stillhere have much differentroles.?
Freshmen and sophomores?the ones
who Whitney, Hayes, andArnold are now
we l
f or

-

coming into their room
Fin?s and Call of
Duty?will fill a
majority of those

different roles.
It?s what they
were brought
into at BC, and
now they?re
doing the
sa m e

THE Eagle ID
hayes
#l2:
kevin
Hometown:

dorcHester, mA
prep scHool: noble & greenougH
2011-2012 stAt line: 7 g, 21 A

-

#2l: steve whitney

ready
started
to
pa y
back their

Hometown: reAding, mA
prep scHool: lAwrence AcAdemy
2011-2012 stAt line: 16 g, 23 A

dues this
by taking the
underclassmen under
their wing off the ice, they
are just beginning the
process of helping out
their younger teammates on the ice.
?We got t a
sea-

son

#24:
bill
arnold
Hometown:

make sure the

guys are
comfortable, benew

cause
it?s a

needHAm, mA

big
the

un-

derclassmen?after
all, a national championship later, whatever Joe Whitney and his senior classhad to say
to Whitney, Hayes, and Arnold in
that room, it clearly worked.
?You have the old guys leaving, you
have the new guys coming, andthen within

and exemplaryleadershipfor the Eagles.
?Steve is vocal at times, but he leads by
exampleon the ice,? Hayes said.?If youlook
at him on the ice, it?s crazy. He?s non-stop.

an important con-

are going to have to step up and take hold

biggest guy, he goes in
the corner with the biggest defenseman
and comes out with the puck.?
?There are all kinds of leaders,? York

tributor for the

andbe contributors this year,? Arnold said.
?You can?t compare last year to this year. It?s
a new year, new team, same goal, and we
just have to go after it.? n

Eagles, notching
28 points last
season, his

sTaff

for

think he?s feelingpretty good now.?
?Bill?s always the guy that comes
out of the corner with the puck,?
Hayes said.
Standing the tallest among
the trio, at 6-foot-3, is Hayes.
Although he has been

He takes on their

alex TrauTwig / heighTs seniOr

that, you have guys that might not have
had a ton of opportunities last year who

prep scHool: noble & greenougH
2011-2012 stAt line: 17 g, 19 A
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MULLING
OVER HIS
PLACE
Learning from past captains,
Mullane is prepared to show
why he has the ?C? on his
maroon and gold
BY CHRIS GRIMALDI | HEIGHTS EDITOR

Ais

graham Beck / heighTs ediTOr

the Boston College men?s hockey

the final stretch of theseason?he not onlyregistered 12

team takes a leadagainst Ferris State

points in the team?s final 12 games,but also contributed

covetedprize.
At long last, thefinalbuzzer sounds.BC?s Pat Mullane
celebrates with his team on the ice in Tampa, completely
caught up in a moment of adulation. For the junior forward, it?s his second championship in only three years and
a victory he?ll never forget.
?I think it was obviouslya great experience?that when
I lookback onmy Boston Collegecareer, that[2Oll-2012]
season is obviously going to stick out,? Mullane said.
Fast-forward to the present day, and the Eagles once
again find themselvesranked No. 1in the nation, on the
precipice of another season. The stars seem aligned for
another run at a title, but a lot has changed since Mullane and his BC teammates raised the program?s fifth
championship trophy last April. Key veterans like captain
Tommy Cross, Chris Kreider, Paul Carey, Brian Dumoulin,
and Barry Almeida?all vital contributors to the Eagles?
success?have moved on to the next level.
?We?re not looking to replace these guys,? Mullane
remarked. ?We?re looking to work with what we have,
and right now I think we have a lot.?
Without the teammates he played alongsidefor the
first three years of his career, the Wallingford, Conn.
native understands that time alwaysbrings a number
of changes that must be embraced. Nevertheless, his
storied BC career, which began with a championship
in 2010, will come full circle. He?s a senior now, and has
beenchosen by his teammates to wear the distinguished
?C? on his jerseyas team captain. Prepared to make the
most of well-earned recognition for his commitment
and contributions to theBC program, Mullane appears
determinedto carry his role as a vocal leader on the ice
into his official leadershipposition.
?I thinkI?m the one who?s pretty loud and always talking,? Mullane said. ?The loudest guy in the locker room
doesn?t always have to be the captain, but it worked out
that this year it was.?
Yet Mullane?s actions on the ice speak louder than his
words.The captain is coming off of a 2011-2012 season,
in which he set a career high in points, tallying 10 goals
and 29assists after playingin each of the team?s 44 games.
It?s also no coincidence that BC?s 19-game win streak
coincided with Mullane?s prolific performance during

four pivotal scores in the playoffs.
Althougha quick glance atthe stat sheet reiterates the
senior?s dynamic hockeyskill set, head coach Jerry York
emphasizedthatMullane means much more to his fellow
Eagles than goals and assists.
?What?s important to me is watching him develop as
a leader,? Yorksaid. ?You could see it probably the middle
of last year, and now it?s been clearly evident to me and
to our staff and to the players around him that he?s got
great leadership skills.He?s watched Tommy Cross and
watched Ben Smithand players of that oak,how they?ve
led. That?s the most impressive thing, I think, about Pat.
He?s determinedto followin Tommy?s footsteps and Ben?s
footsteps as one of thereal remarkableleaderswe?ve had
here at BC.?
Echoing his coach?s words, Mullanealso understands
that his role as team captain extendsfar past Kelley Rink,
and creditsveteran leadershipfor inspiring his own ascendancyto a place amongst theall-timeEagle greats.
?For me, I just want to make sure that whenthe guys
look at me off the ice?whether it?s in the weight room
or on campus?that I?m conducting myself in away that
they can be like, ?That?s our captain that?s how I should
conductmyselfaroundthis school,?? Mullanesaid.?When
I was a freshman, I lookedup to MattPrice, and I watched
howhe acted and I said, ?That?s how I should be acting.??
With six freshmen and eightsophomores, theEagles?
roster has a youthful flare heading into the 2012-2013
campaign after losing several veterans. The team?s newcomers might not havethe experienceof a championship
run under theirbelts like Mullane andother upperclassmen do.If last year?s contributions from JohnnyGaudreau
and otherunderclassmen to BC?s late-seasonrun are any
indication, however, the Eagles must utilize their young
talent to defend a national title.
?It?s time for the sophomoreswho are now juniors?it?s
Kevin Hayes and Bill Arnold?it?s time for them to step
up, and theyrealize that,? Mullanesaid. ?Being older and
beingmore mature, we?re looking for themto have a big,
breakout season,both of them.Same with guyslike Johnny
Gaudreau, who had an incredible freshman year but, as
a guy who?s one year older, we?re expecting him to bring
even more?whether it?s goals, assists, or leadership.?
The Eagles? captain realizes that a winning example,
both on and off the ice, is set by team leaders at the top.
?As a younger guy trying to find your way in a new
school, you really don?t know how to act, and I think you
look to the senior class,? Mullane said.?So as a seniorclass,
we?re just trying to make sure that we?re doing the best
things possible to put our bestfoot forward.?

into the 2012 national title game?s
closing moments, the Eagles? annual
pursuit of hockeyimmortalityis on
the verge of fulfillment. A season
that featured a Hockey Eastbanner,
a Beanpot Trophy, and a legendary 19-game winning
streak is about to culminate in college hockey?s most

Chris Rawlings is back for another
yearbetween the pipes for the Huskies,
and he has usually been a force for them
in net. Northeastern will look to senior
forward Garrett Vermeersch for the
bulk of its scoring after he recorded a
career-high 24 points for his team last
season.

?

another national championship,? Mullanesaid.
As with every year, the goal of being the last team
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turns for the Black Bears, as does junior

coach JackParker?s taskforce findingsabout
the culture of the program. Nonetheless,
BU returns top forwardsWade Megan and
MattNieto, though it did lose goalieKieran
Milan to graduation.A new netminderwill
have to step up for the Terriers.

goalie Dan Sullivan, who racked up 22
wins last season. Maine lost four of its
top five scorers, meaning Diamond will
be dependedupon heavily. Maine lost to
Minnesota Duluth in the first round of
the NCAA tournament last season.

scorer Joey

Diamond re-

providenc
Head coach Nate Leaman continues
build the hockey program in his second year at Providence. The Friars hope
to continue taking steps forward in that
process, led byveteran defenseman Myles
to

Harvey. Their freshman class was ranked
as the sixth-best incoming class in the

this year.

meri ack

Maine

The Terriers are coming into the season
after a tumultuous offseason with head

country

need to understand that, but work toward getting better
every single day.? n

ediTOr

Mullane emerged as an important leader on the team during last season, andYork is pleased with his captain?s leadership so far.

boston
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standing at theFrozenFour is easier saidthan done,especially competing in a stacked conferencelikethe Hockey
East. Yet having Mullane, a standout leaderwith a world
of experience,wearing the?C? on his jerseyis a recipe for
continued success.
After the 2012 championship banner is hungfrom the
level and beyond.
rafters of Conte Forum prior to the Eagles? home opener
?I?m certain he?s going to be a success, if not at profes- next weekend, No. IBC will be playingwith a cleanslate.
sional hockey,then in anyendeavorhe chooses,? Yorksaid. Although it?s easy for a team to get ahead of itself when
?He?s an astute young man, and he?s madea lot offriends winning a title each yearis the school?s trademarkof suchere.He?s really put himself in a great light as far as what cess, Mullane?s focused mindset willplay a centralrole
in keeping his teammates? eyes set on the ultimateprize.
people think of him. He?s got great standards to his life.?
just take
Mullane acknowledgedhis intentions to pursue hock?We have to take it one step at a time
ey beyond the Heights, but he has his attention geared one weekend at a time,? Mullane said. ?There?s going to
towardanotherfeat in the immediatefuture.
be some bumps, there?s going to be some low points. I?d
?Right now, my main goalis on this team andreaching love to go42-0, 44-0, but it?s unrealistic. I think that we

?

MEN?S

EAST OUTLOOK

The ability to manage a team?s talentand inspire players to reach their highest potentials is arguablythe most
important quality for a captain of a successful team to
have. WhileMullane is eager to rise to the occasion, his
coach recognizes that the senior?s presence as a highlyregarded leader makes him a vital asset at the collegiate

umas

Gone are the days of the Minutemen
playing for long-time head coach Don
?Toot? Cahoon, as he retired this offseason. That could signal a rebuildingyear for
UMass, as they learn the ropes with new
coach John Micheletto.Fortunatelyfor the

Minutemen, top-scorer Michael Pereira
returns as a juniorforward.

Merrimacklost its talented goalieJoe
Cannata to graduation, in addition to its
top two scorers. The Warriors turned
heads last year under head coach Mark

Dennehy,and they?ll be hopingto do the
same thing this year. They?re already off
to a hot start, taking down No. 5 Union
to start the year.

umas

lowel

UMass Lowell made a major splash
in Hockey East last year, chalking up 24
wins en route to an appearance in the
NCAA Tournament. The River Hawks
won their first-round matchup against
Miami University, but got knocked out by
Union. They could be in store for similar
success this season.

new

hampshire

UNH, or the ?University of No Hardware,? as Superfans like to call it, will be
hoping to takethe next step this season
after a disappointingcampaign last year.
The Wildcats return sophomore goalie
Casey DeSmith, and they?ll be looking
for a big year from him as the backbone
of their success.

Vermont

While Vermont has 15 skaters

who are freshmen or sophomores, it
does return 21 playersfrom last year?s
squad. The Catamounts struggled
throughout the season, though, ending with just sixwins and placing dead
last in Hockey East. They?ll try to get
out of the basement this season.
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Sophomore duo going for it all
Alex Carpenter and Emily Field didn?t miss a beat during their freshman year,
and the competitive pair has the ability to push BC to the next level.
BY AJ POTTLE | FOR THE HEIGHTS

The

Boston College national champion men?s
ice hockey team is not
the only team on the
Heights that is going into
this upcoming season

with very high expectations for its former freshman studs. Alex Carpenter and
Emily Field, who more than mirroredlast
year?s freshman performance from Johnny
Gaudreau?s 27-point (13 goals, 14 assists)
season, are entering this year with high

hopes for the Eagles.
Last year, Carpenter led the Eagles in
scoring with an astounding 39 points (21
goals, 18 assists), with Field closebehind,
having recorded 32 points (13 goals, 19
assists). These incredible statistics are

something that almost any player would
be more than happyto look back on, but
Carpenter and Field are simply not satisfied by one great year, and instead are
using their performances as motivation.
?Personally, speaking for both of
us, we always want to get better,? Field
stated in regard to the two players? desire
to produce this season. ?Last year was
great, but that was last year, and we have
a whole new year ahead of us to do what
we did last year and more. We just want
to never relax and say, ?Last year we did
this.? It?s a new year. We have to prove

where we?re at.?
Carpenter and Fields attribute a lot of
their successes, stepping onto the ice at
the collegiatelevel and producing immediately, to two major factors: the friendly

competition that the two linemates have
with one another, and the preparation

that playing for USA Hockey and their
respective prep schools gave them. It?s
very apparent that competition and a
desire to improve is what drivethese two
sophomore stars every time they lace up

their skates.
?We?re always competingagainst each

other, but it?s in a fun way,? Field said.
?It?s not like, ?I scored more than you.?
It?s, ?I shot here, can you do that?? We
just joke around with it, we never let it
get too serious, but we?re always competing with one another. We compete with
other lines, as well. Ithink a lot of it is we
both, Alex and I, played at higher levels,
whether it was with USA camps, and we
played on the Under 18 team together. I
think a lot of it is just playing on a higher
level with other girls, so when you came

here all the girls were at the higher level
so we were a littlebit used to it, to some
degree I?d say.?
Both Field and Carpenter used their
prep school experiencesto prepare for more
than just hockey, however.The sophomores
also take academics very seriously.
?I think playing at prep school also

helped, academically,being able to come
in here and kind of knowing the academics and getting a feel for it, it wasn?t as
hard a transition to college as you would

think,? Field said.
As this upcoming year gets going, head
coach Katie King Crowley has very high
expectationsfor bothField and Carpenter.

The offseason workouts put in by the two
players, she believes, are going to show
some major improvements and a levelof
growth far bigger than their jump from
high school to theirfreshman years, especially when it comes to their speed.
?We can tellalready from theirsummer
workouts that they?ve both gotten physically stronger, and I honestlythink they?re
both faster,? Crowley said. ?I think that a
lot of people see Field as really,really fast
and Carpenter, she?s not seen as very fast
but I?ll tell you what, that kid?s got some
wheels. So, to watch both of them with
their speed has been impressive, and Ido
think thatbothof themhave gotten faster
than what they were last year.?
Other than thenecessary and impres-

sive growth that Crowley has seen out of
Field and Carpenter, she has also been
very impressed with the way the two have
set a new standard for the six incoming
freshmen, both on and off the ice. The
desire to improve is becomingcontagious
for the Eagles.
?Hopefully [Carpenter and Field?s

success] gives [the incoming freshmen]

something to shoot for,? Crowleysaid. ?I
think our kids, from seniors to freshmen,
are so competitive right now. They want
to see this program get to the next level. I
think that?s whatthe most fun part about
seeing thesekids so far at the beginningof
this season is, that they all want that, and
they all have a common goal where they
want to, as a group, vie for that national
championship game?and I think the
freshmen coming in want that too, just
as much as everyone else. They?ll strive
to have great seasons, and I think that
they?ll continue to carry on that tradition
of being a great freshman class and trying
to step up our

program.?

As Carpenter and Field move to their
sophomore seasons and their expectations mount, it?s clear that the pressures

the two might face could mount as well.
Crowley and the sophomore sensations
welcome any necessary pressures and
above all else, consider the pressure they
put on themselvesas the biggest burdens
they have.
?I think the only pressure we have is
the pressure we put on ourselves,? Carpenter said. ?I think we?re both pretty

later, Field was able to add to her season
totalwith an assist on the power play. The

If we think we have to do better thanlast
year, then we will, but I don?t think it?s a lot
of negative pressure. It?s mainly what we
expect of ourselves and what our teammates expect of us, as well.?
As if the preparation that the two
have put in wasn?t enough of an indica-

growth these two have shown over the
course of their time at BC has not been
lost on Crowley.
?To see them grow evenover last year
to every day, as goodas they were, they got
better and every day they learned more
about the college game and how it is a

satisfied with what we did last year, but
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this season. Junior forward Marie-Philip
Poulin is a player to watch out for at BU,
as she is a proven scorer and can dish out
the assists as well.

new
Returning for her sophomore year at
Northeastern is last year?s freshman sensationKendall Coyne. Shestartedthis season
with a bang,collecting 15shots on net and
recording two goals and two assists in the
process. The Huskies will look to her for
goalsthroughoutthe year.

university
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little bit different than when you?re in high
school,? Crowley said. ?To be as successful
as they were it?s really, I think, a credit to

them. They?re both great players.?
In the end, Field and Carpenter?s success will be dependent upon their desire
to compete throughout the season. Given
their competitive nature, that shouldn?t be
too much of a problem at all.
?Last year,I think we set the bar pretty
high for ourselves, so we?re going to have
to beat that,? Carpenter said. ?I know
we?re both pretty competitive people,
so it?s not just competing against other
teams. We?re competing against ourselves and our own teammates to make
ourselves better.? n
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Field is known for her speed on the ice,as she can fly down into the offensive zone to catch opposing defenses off guard.

boston
The Terriers handed BC a 4-2 defeat
in the season opener on Friday night at
Kelley Rink, showing the force that they
willbe bringing to Hockey East once again

hampshire

tor for a successful upcoming season,
Field and Carpenter were able to pick
up right where they left off last year at
Friday night?s season opener between
the Eagles and their rival Boston University. Field was able to collect a pass from
Carpenter to find the back of the net for
her first tally of the season. A mere 2:46

[the pressure] is mostly just in our heads.

Alex Carpenter (left) and Emily Field (right) had spectacular freshman campaigns last season, but they?re not content with that.

New Hampshire won its first two
gamesof the seasonon theroad over the
weekend,as it spread the scoring with 12
skaters recording points. Six freshmen
tallied at least one goal for the Wildcats
on theweekend.The penaltykill may be
a strength of UNH, as it killed 11 of 12
power plays on the weekend.

graham Beck / heighTs

Carpenter is not knownfor her speed, but she worked on getting faster over the summer and it shows.

In between the pipes for Connecticut is junior transfer Sarah Moses, who

made 27 stops in her debut this weekend. Sophomores Rachel Farrel and
SarahMacDonnell both scored multiple
points in gamesthis weekend, and they
may provide a spark for the Huskies
this season.

Conectiu
providenc

Freshman Molly Illikainen and junior
Rebecca Morse recorded threepoints each
for the Friars thisweekendagainst Bemidji.
PC tallied seven goals in the two games,
outshootingits opponent 52-41. The scoring was widely spread out, as 10 different
Friars made thescoresheet.

Three freshmen scored in Maine?s
exhibition this weekend, a game which the
Black Bears handled easily 4-0. Brittany
Doughertywillbea key forwardfor Maine,
as she returns as last year?s leadingpointscorer. The senior nearly made the U.S.

NationalTeam this offseason, but she?ll still
make a major impact in Hockey East.

Vermont embarks on this season
under new head coach Jim Plumer,
who led his team to its first win on
Sunday by beating Penn State. The
Catamounts? special teams units were
on fire, going 7-for-7 on the penalty
kill and 3-for-5 on the power play.

Maine

Vermont
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ONE LAST SHOT
Bolden looking to lead her team one step further
grahamBeck/ heighTs

ley and her captain have nothing but the
kindest words for how each other have
contributed to BC?s ascendance into a national powerhouse in just three seasons.
?[Bolden?s] class is a big class for us
in terms of the growth of our program,?
Crowley explained. ?Just watching her
grow up from a naive freshman to now
one of our hardest workers on and off

BY ANDREW KLOKIW
Heights

Staff

Getting to the national semifinal is
quite the accomplishment, and to do so

something
that nearly every program dreams of
achieving. For women?s ice hockey captain Blake Bolden, however, making it
to the Frozen Four has become a mere
stepping-stone for what she knows her
Boston College squad can achieve in the
in two consecutive years is

the ice has been amazing. Blake as an

individual has grown in that sense, and
that has made her such a good leader
because she?s taken that push seriously
and has taken that initiative to be a better player for BC. Everyone has bought
in a little bit more as a result of that.
Once you taste success, you want a little
bit more.?
?I would never want to go anywhere
else to play,? Bolden added. ?Court
[Kennedy] and Kinger [Crowley] are
honestly the best coaches that I could?ve
ever imagined.?
All of this positive reinforcement
serves to further highlight the overwhelming importance of this season for
Bolden as a hockey player, and for her
program as well. With the men?s hockey
team having achieved so much success

upcoming season.
?I feel it in every bone in my body that
we?re going to come out with a bang this
year,? Bolden said.?I think everybody[in
the program] knows that it is no longer
just about getting to the Frozen Four. It?s
now about winning the whole thing and
making a name for ourselves.This is the

season.?
The senior defensemanwas promoted
the captaincy this offseason by head
coach Katie King Crowley, and has a
firm belief that this season will be the
Eagles? year.
Each of the past two seasons have
to

ended in defeat at the hands of the No.
1 Wisconsin Badgers in the Frozen Four
semifinals. But Bolden was not shy about

her desire to grab the spotlight, and the
No. 1 spot, from a Badger team that has
becomeBC?s perennial tormentor.
?We just want to win it all and be No.
1 in the nation,? Bolden said. ?I think that
is realistic. We have an amazing team this
season. This team, from the freshmen to
the seniors, is so skilled, knowledgeable
and hardworking. It?s an amazing feeling
to be on such a good team that has the
potential to accomplish anything, so I?m
really excitedfor this year.?
One thing that is certain is that if the
Eagles want another shot at Wisconsin
this year,Bolden will be one of theirkeys
to getting there, both on and off the ice.
The senior arrived on the Heights with
an abundance of experienceplaying in big
games,as she had featured in the national
team program since the age of 14. In the
two years before she came to the Heights,
Bolden was a memberof the U-18 U.S.A.
squads that took gold in the 2008 and
2009 World Junior Championships.
This seemed to give the defenseman
the confidence necessary to acclimate
seamlessly to the collegiate level as a

in the past few years, the women cannot
help but feel thattheir time is coming.

The roster for this season features
seven seniors, Bolden among them. This
JOseph

overall in the nation in goals allowedper
game(2.14).
These gaudy numbers led to a deluge
of recognition for the then-junior Bolden,
as she earned First Team Hockey East
and First Team New England All-Star
accolades,in addition to being nominated
for the Patty Kazmaier Memorial Award.
The Kazmaier, the women?s version of the
Hobey Baker Award, is given annually to
the top hockey player in Division I.
Yet, Bolden is quick to place a much
greater emphasis on her team?s successes.
During her time in Chestnut Hill, she
and her teammates have been the engineers behind a revolutionof sorts for the

women?s

ice hockey program.
?It?s almost as if it happened with
the snap of a finger,? Bolden remarked
of the program?s growth. ?When I came
in freshman year, we were a very young
team. We had no idea what to expect,
and we didn?t even make it to Hockey
East [tournament], NCAAs, or anything
like that. Kelli Stack and Molly [Schaus]
were amazing leaders who took the reins

and knew where we wanted to go as a
program. I think that was contagious
throughout the whole team, and we finallyrealized that we are a good team and
that we couldmake it happen. Year after
year, we?ve built up higher expectations

casTlen /
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like getting to the Frozen Four, winning
Hockey East, wining the Beanpot and
every other championship that we can
possibly win. That just fueled our growth
as a

program.?

Bolden?s freshman season, the 2009-10
campaign, saw Crowley?s team struggle
its way to a dismal 8-17-10 record. The
followingterm would see the Eagles take
an almost unprecedented step to prominence, as they made the first of those two
straight Frozen Four appearances.
The mainstays that have overseen the
transformation through to this season
have beenBolden and her fellow seniors,
alongwith Crowley and Kennedy. Crow-

in the best shape of her life, and she has
pushed her game to another level altogether.As a captain and a leader, she takes

thatrole seriouslyon and off the ice. The
last two years we?ve gotten to the Frozen
Four, and we?d hope to get by that and win
a fewother things along the way. Blake?s
that good whereshe can be a defenseman
who makes that step to the next level and

freshman. She went on to lead all freshman blueliners in Hockey East with four
goals and nine assists for 13 points, and
earned a spot on the Hockey East AllRookie Team.
As a sophomore, her offensive productioncontinued as an upward trend, as

helps us get there too.?

?I bleed Boston College
hockey and it is the most
important thing in my
life. I care so much about

she netted an impressive eight goalsand
11 assists, all from her spot on the blue
line. Seven of those came on the power
play, making the BC special teams unit a

this team, this program,
and where it?s going.?

force to be reckoned with.
As is apparent from her lofty offensive numbers, Bolden has always been

consideredan offensive defensemanwho
is capable of joining therush and getting
goalsfrom any spot on the ice, something
her head coach encourages.
?Blake is one of the best skaters I?ve
ever seen,? Crowley said. ?With her

-Blake Bolden
Senior Defenseman

power back there [on defense], she can
transition from skating backward to

For her part, Bolden has admitted
that her full focus is currently here on
the Heights with her team and not on
her future. Although she earned an invite to U.S.A. camp for the lIHF World
Championships, she wants everyone to
know that all of her time and energy is
currently being dedicatedhere in Chest-

skating forward as fast as I?ve ever seen.
The offensiveside always came naturally
to her. [Associate head coach] Courtney
[Kennedy] has worked specifically with
her on the defensive side and that has
made her game complete. I tell her to
jump up in the play as much as possible
because she has that speed and ability to

Hill.
Asked what she would want hockey
fans at BC to know most about her time
in the maroon and gold, Bolden practically wrote the ending to her own story:
?I would want people to know that I
cared as a teammate,? she said. ?I bleed
Boston College hockey and it is the most
important thing in my life. I care so much
about this team, this program, and where
it?s going. I?m excitedfor the future, and
I hope thatmy efforts and my hard work
have influenced people enough to keep
nut

get back and defend.?
Bolden was quick to point to the close

partnership thathas formedbetweenher

and defensive linemate, Emily Pfalzer, as
an integral part of allowing her to play
such a cavalier style.
This combinationof Boldenand Pfalzer began last season, Pfalzer?s first on the
Heights, and it paid incredibledividends
almost immediately. Bolden?s 21 points
(eight goals, 13 assists) were the thirdmost ever posted by an Eagles defenseman in a single season. The pair excelled
defensively as well, as they contributed
to earning BC?s defense the No. 10 rank

group also includes goaltender Corinne
Boyles, who last season set the new
single-season save record at BC. Bolden
and Boyles are joined by two of the
top-scoring forwards in the nation last
season, sophomores Alex Carpenter and
Emily Field.
All the pieces seem to be falling into
place for a poetic ending to Bolden?s time
on the Heights, and she as captain would
appear to be the glue that holds it all together.Backing up this claim is Crowley,
who predicts big things from her leader
this season.
?Honestly, I see Blake having the best
year of her career,? Crowley noted. ?She?s

Daniel lee and graham Beck/
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1.Bolden is knownfor her ability to be a powerful offensive weaponfor the Eagles, at times unleashing a lethal slap shot. 2. As a senior captain, Bolden has
earnedthe respect of her teammates andcoaches alike. 3. Bolden andher teammates have enjoyed reaching twostraight Frozen Fours, but it?s timefor more.

going. I just want to make a great name
for this program.?
Now all this story needs is a national

championship. n
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WICKED CULTURED

Authors flock

to Boston

HARVARD SERIES SERVES UP A MIX OF WORLD-CLASS CHEFS AND SCIENTISTS

CHARLOTTE PARISH
Last year, The Boston Globeran a
feature on weddings in the Boston Public
Library. It probably says a lot about
me (English major with four engaged
cousins) that I thought this was the
sweetest idea, andthe photos along with
the article were incredibly beautiful?a
modern Beauty and the Beast moment.
But this year, Boston is really a bibliophile haven, outside the walls of the BPL
and across the river.
First off, writers in the city had a really amazing representation in the 2012
edition of the Best American Short Stories. The compilationwas not only guestedited by Boston?s own Tom Perrotta (he
did not make final decisions about the
content, however, so there was no favoritism for local writers), but also showcased Nathan Englander?s ?What We
Talk About When We Talk AboutAnne
Frank,? Taylor Antrim?s ?Pilgrim Life,?
Carol Anshaw?s ?The Last Speaker of the

Language,? Jennifer Haigh?s ?Paramour,?
and Edith Pearlman?s ?Honeydew.? Keep
in mindthat all the stories in this compilation are found by the editors?no one
applies. So all of these authors deserve
extra props for beingrecognized without
seeking out the attention.

I?d like to say it?s the gorgeous views
of Boston, the crisp fall weatherthat we
have right now, or caffeine from Dunkin?
Donuts that inspires theseliterati, but it
is more likely thatlike breedslike. In this
case, the plethora of colleges and universities has drawn in scores of talented
writer-professors, such as Elie Wiesel
at Boston University (of which I am still
infinitely jealous).Writers now recognize
Boston as a city where they can come
for a steady jobto support their creative
whims and make the uncertainty of pub-

Joseph

CasTlen
/

heiGhTs
BY KELLY COLEMAN
For The Heights

be viewed on You Tube and

An eclecticcrowdof people
piled into Harvard University?s
Science Center on Monday
night, eagerly waiting to see,
smell, and taste what all the buzz was
about. This excited group comprised the
audiencefor Harvard?s public lecture series
?Science andCooking:From Haute Cuisine

to the Science of Soft Matter.?

The series is hosted by Harvard
professors Michael Brenner and
David Waites, in collaborationwith
sponsoring organizations, and sup-

easily forgotten by those who read his
work and meet him in person. His dedication to writing quality over quantity
is part of whatwon him a Mac Arthur
Fellowship for 2012. This fellowship
is nicknamed the ?Genius Grant? and
is worth $500,000 (doled out over five
years) for those who ?show exceptional
merit and promise for continued and
enhanced creative work.? So, basically,
Diaz is one of 20 people who was anony-

mously nominatedfor the prize and was
eventuallydeemedto have such amazing potential that he gets half a million
dollarswithout the promise of producing anything. This is unprecedented
in our society, where the product is
more important than the process?but

BY RYAN TOWEY
For The Heights
As often happens in politics, a
event can revive even the most

counterpart President Barack

Obama.
?We were happywith the way the debateturned out,? saidBen Forster, presidentof theBoston College Republicans
and A&S `l3. ?We are very excited with
the direction in which the campaign
seems to be gaining momentum.?
CourTesy

of GooGle imaGes

Barack Obama and Mitt Romney greeted their onlookersbefore the intense debateensued.

3

dogged by video leaks from a private
fundraising event, in which he referred
to ?47 percent? of the American population as people thatpay no income taxes
and are therefore?victims.?
While Obama left the issue of the
infamous tape alone during the debate,
neither candidate came out of their po-

litical encounter without making statements that would raise concerns.
?Mr. Romney made it clear that he
wants to return to the failed policies of
the past,? said Jonathan Dame, vicepresident of the Boston College Democrats
and A&S `l4. ?There is a clear choice in
this election, and voters saw the difference between Mr. Romney?s dishonesty
and President Obama?s tangibleplan to

The debate was a vital moment for
the Romney campaign, which has been

BC subway

See Debate, D 2

Gov?t funding
for medical
research at risk

stop may get

upgraded
Green line terminus could
move to Comm. Ave. median

BY TRICIA TIEDT
Heights

finished.
Still in its skeletal planning phase, the
project is projected to build platforms in
the middle of Comm. Ave., east of Lake
Street. The sketches include building a
canopy cover over the platform, rearranging some of the tracks, and upgrading

the current B line terminus.
Aside from using the B line, BC students currently walk to the Chestnut Hill
stop or takethe bus to the Reservoir stop.
The B line is not typically anyone?s line of
choice. Students living on Upper Campus
normally walk down Hammond Street to
the Chestnut Hill stop, and students living
on Lower Campusor off-campus near a bus
stop usually take the bus to the Reservoir
stop. Itis plausible that if this project for the
B-line stop is completed, BC may add a bus

steal Diaz away from the math and science vortex across the river in time for
my senior year.

power and communication systems at
the stop. In addition, two new raised platforms willbe constructed, alongwith new

See New MBTA Station, D 2

See Medical Funding, D

a meeting to

shelters and lighting. The MBTA has said
that the new platforms will comply with
the Americans with Disabilities Act and
will improve accessibility. The plan also
includes installation of safer pedestrian
crossings. The project will probably take

CourTesy of

GooGle imaGes

The MBTA is currently budgeting the major renovation of Boston College?s T station.
around two years to complete, assuming
that it gets picked up during the bidding
for a construction contract.
As of August, the plan had reached its
designphaseand is currently in theprocess
of undergoingan environmental review by
Jacobs Engineering Group Inc. According
to the project?s spokesman, Joe Pesaturo, if
the MBTA can draw in outsidefunding, it
is estimatedthatit will take?five months to
find a firm to complete the designprocess
and then another nine months to a year
before the design is finished.? Just three
years ago, the MBTA spent $296,000 to

renovate

On the Flip Side
INSIDE METRO
Should the MBTA
later
the night for
run trains

into

Staff

Last week, news brokethat the United States Congress is in disagreement
over strategies to cut the federal deficit.
As one of the leading educational hubs
in the country, the funding currently
on the chopping block could incite bad
news for Boston. Unless Congress can
agree on $1.2 trillion in federal savings
by the end of the calendar year, the
National Institute of Health?s budget
will be cut by 8.2 percent, or about $2.5
billion per year.
According to the Office of Management and Budget, this cut would be
just one amendment in the process of
sequestration across the board. The
implications of these cuts could spell disaster for Boston in particular, however.
If these cuts go into effect, hundreds of
jobs and grants in the Massachusetts
medical field are at risk for loss. Massachusetts receives more money than any
other state from the National Institute
of Health (NIH). The repercussions of
the cuts would hit Harvard Medical labs
the hardest, as well as their 16 affiliated

BY SHANNON INGLESBY
For The Heights

something.
Those are thekinds of writers Boston
is attracting, and those are the stories
that we want filling up the gorgeous halls
of the BPL, coming to Brookline Booksmith, and moving into our universities.
Now we just have to figure out away to

metro@bcheights.com

single
sluggish

campaign. The presidential debate at the
University of Denver on Wednesday,
Oct. 3 served as such a moment for
Republican presidential candidate Mitt
Romney, who has been touted as the
victor in thedebate over his Democratic

like Best American Short Stories, it is
so critical to preserving the process of
creativity that authors not feel pressured to write because they want to win

Charlotte Parish is the Metro Editor

been provided by the local Whole Foods

Nation reacts to Obama, Romney live debate

Next month, the MBTA plans to hold
discussthe renovation of the
Boston College T stop. Estimated to cost
$20,000, the project is designed to move
the stop to the median on Commonwealth
Avenue. Currently, MBTA is searching
for outsidefunding for the hefty project,
and it is unclear when this project will be

for The Heights. She can be reached at

in welcoming the chefs to Cambridge.
All the ingredients for the series have

See Science and Cooking, D

lishing a more feasible profession.
Junot Diaz is one of the most recent
additions to this field, having lately taken
up a post as a creative writing professor
at MIT. When he came to Boston College
last year, I was so struck by his lecture?
Diaz is perhaps the only person who can
swear profusely in a sentence that also
uses words that 95 percent of theworld
would never drop in casual conversation.
His presence is energetic and intelligent,
matching the vivacity of his writing.
At BC, Diaz mostly discussedhis first
novel, The Brief and Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao, and in September he published
his first book since then, a series of short
stories connected to a main character of
Oscar Wao, titledThis Is How You Lose
Her. For some perspective on the enormity of this event, this is his thirdbook
ever. He first published Drown?another
series of short stories?in 1996, then
released Oscar Wao in 2007.
Even with so few publications over
such a long period of time, Diaz is not

plements
the widely
popular ?Science and Cooking?
General Education
course at Harvard.
The lectures can

iTunes, but following them in
order is not necessary unless
there is a desire to get into
the nitty-gritty of the science
behind the cooking. Students
in the class play an active role

greater convenience

Restaurant Review: Taranta

D

3
4

or is it a safety hazard?D 3
Person to Watch: Michael Barnett
D
2
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Obama, Romney
Revealing avoid major
the college blunders at debate
app hoax Outside agencies distance
MIND YO? BUSINESS

Start Your Career
in Accounting.

themselves from candidates
Debate, from
grow our economy.?

MARC FRANCIS
As a student in the Carroll

School of Management, I am truly
thankful for the education I am
receiving. Passionate teachers and
fantastic peers are only two of the
best parts of attending a top-10 undergraduate business school. I would
not trade my Boston College experience thus far for anything in the
world. I cannot help but wonder what
life would be like in the other schools
I had applied to. The college application process was probably the most
frustrating period of my life?honestly, I was much more aggravated
than nervous. First, it took more

than a month to get accustomed to
navigating the Common Application,
and once I observed the irrelevance
of half the requirements on schools?
applications, I almost wanted to give
up altogether.
Most of the universities on my
list required a supplemental essay?kudos, BC, for skipping that
load of nonsense. (Although we have
a supplemental essay now?new fun
for the Class of 2017.) These essays
forced me to take on a fake persona?one obsessed with exaggerating his

extracurricular activities, his passion
for learning, and his academicpotential. I am sure most students felt this
way, and if they did not, they were
just hiding their true emotions. As I
sat in front of my desktop in December 2010, contemplatingthe purpose

of filling out tons of random information about myself, it hit me?it
is all one big business. The College
Board and Common Application have
been in cahoots for quite some time,

charging studentsridiculous amounts
of money not just to take all these
tests, but also to send them to their

Romney made one remark seen as politically incorrect
when he said, ?I don?t want to go down the path to Spain. I
want to go downthe path of growth that puts Americans to
work.? His remarks raised concerns about his sensitivity to
foreign issues.
Obama raised attention more domestically when he said
that AARP, formerly known as the American Association of
RetiredPersons, agreedwith his stance against Romney?s plan
to use vouchers as away to reform Medicare.
Senior Vice President John Hishta issued a statement on
behalf of the AARP. ?While we respect the rights ofeach campaign to make its case to voters, AARP has never consented
to the use of its name by any candidate or politicalcampaign,?
the statement read. ?AARP is a nonpartisan organization and
we do not endorse political candidates nor coordinate with
any candidate or political party.?
The statement from the AARP went on to call for both
Obamaand Romney ?to offer more specifics about theirplans

before Election Day.?
Forster said that Romney needs to ?explain more clearly
how his plan differsfrom the AffordableCare Act? to gain votes
on the right, but that Romney did a good job explainingthat
?lowering deductionsand tax rates at the same time would
allow companies to hire more workers.?
Considering the debate for themselves, some students on
campus said they felt that Romney took stances during the debate differentfrom those he has held throughout the election.
?As a liberal, I think Mitt Romney won the debate,? said
Grant Carson, A&S ?l6. ?But the issue is that Romney essentially had to change his overall platform throughout the
debate.?
Kevin O?Neill, A&S ?l6, who identifieshimself as a conservative, agreed that Romney?s platform is transforming,but not
in a necessarily negative way. ?Romney?s history shows that
he?s a fairly moderate politician,? O?Neill said. ?He?s slowly

DOtX

r

1

Michigan to see Obama?s speech, said, ?Obama seemedreally
strong and a little defensive,but that is natural after the debate
from the night before.?
In the days after the debate, polls showed Romney closing
a gap with Obama that had formed in the weeks leading up to
their encounter in the political arena.
With the electionless than a month away, two debatesremain for Obamaand Romney to make their respective cases
to the nation. n

1

Northeastern's MS in Accounting/MBA
for non-accounting majors:

?

coming back towards the middle, which is where he?ll probably be if elected.?
The day after the debate, Obama delivered a speech at the
University of Michigan, an important chance for the president
to regain his footing after a lackluster performance.
University of Wisconsin student Liza Paley, ?l5, who visted
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respective universities. During my

able, or a College Board middleman
to reach into your back pocket at
every opportunity. And the best part
is, after spending thousands of dollars
applying to these universities, I was

bound to get rejected from a chunk
of them. But the buck does not stop
there?once I received my acceptance
letters, I was greetedwith my very
first tuition payment of $25,000 and
no financial aid in sight.
The collegefinancial aid system is another program that needs
a major makeover.America is the
land of equal opportunity and I am
proud that our country wants to
make a quality educationavailable for
everyone, but the distributionof free
cash has to be evened out. Tuition
rose yet again last year?perhaps if
the averagefamily paid a bit more,
there would be no need for annual
increases. After my four years at BC,
my family will have coughed up years
of savings. My parents started out as
immigrants without any roads paved
for them, yet were able to find moderate success without any free cash
from the government and without
attending the greatest universities.

So, from my standpoint, I feel as if we
being punished for working hard
and diligently. I have no problem with
merit scholarships that awardthe
are

outstanding efforts of a few individuals, but during these tough financial
times there is no valid justificationfor
the standard price of tuition lingering around $50,000 just because some
people can afford it. It is almost as if
universities are taking on the slogan
?You get what you don?t pay for.? It is
hypocritical for our country to toss
around the word ?equal? when, in
fact, the costs of an education are far
from it.
Lastly, many students, including
myself, are caught up in attending
top-tier universities that drain our
wallets by graduation.Yet, in the long
run, it is important to ask how important ?big name? schools are relative
to what you do with your education
after graduation.People can be successful no matter where they go to
school, which is why I do not support

granting huge financial aid packages
at universities like BC?because this
causes the problematic disparity in
tuition costs.

Marc Francis is the Asst, Metro Editor

MBTA weighs potential
impact of renovation project
New MBTA Station, from D 1
stop at the median. This couldpotentially drawmore
passengersto this stop because it will be more immediately accessible from various points on campus.
Renovating the BC T stop could have an interesting impact on the BC community and Boston residents in general.BC is not in Boston, butrather it is
in Chestnut Hill?so far removed from the city that
the name seems unfitting. Going into Boston for the
day is an ordealfor most students simply because of
the transportation.Although the Prudential Center
can be seen from the Heights, the knowledge that
students are far awayfrom a T stop discouragessome
students from utilizing the city, therefore causing
some of them to stay locked in the ?BC Bubble.? As
stated by MBTA Acting General Jonathan Davis,
the goal is to ?establish safer, more visible, and more
customer-friendly Green Line access at the B Branch

terminus.? The obviouspresence of public transportation so close to campus couldpotentiallyimprove the
trapped mindset of students in Chestnut Hill and in
essence put Chestnut Hill ?on the map? in the eyes of
the Boston community.
However, therenovation may not have the impact
that MBTA officialsintend.Students at BC hardlyuse
the B line. It has substantially more stops than the D
lineand is not preferred for thosetrying to get into the
city quickly. Even though the renovation willimprove
accessibility and efficiency, it may not change the fact

that students hardly use this line anyway.
The project is still in its preliminary phase and
the MBTA plans to hold a public meeting this week
to discuss the planned upgrades. If the project is
approved and receives the necessary funding and
support, students may see construction on Comm.
Ave. within the next few years, and ultimately a more
noticeable presence of public transportationclose to
campus.

COurTesy Of

Person to Watch
As autumn leavesfall on Linden Lane with the turn
of the season, many consider gardens to be a thing of
the past, like sandals and summer days. One garden,
however, is just beginning to come to fruition. Michael
Barnett, an associate professor in the Lynch School,
received a $250,000 National Science Foundation (NSF)

apply towardhis project of creating a garden
whose purpose is twofold: allowing young people in
the local community the opportunity to apply science
grant to

skills in a hands-on setting and to learn valuable lessons, and providing the community with fresh, local
produce year round.
The grant will fund the creation of an indoor hydroponic garden, which will be the largest in Boston?s

history. Hydroponics, for those unfamiliar with the
high-tech gardeningprocess, is the methodof growing
plants in nutrient enriched gravel or sand(but not soil).
Barnett, whose expertise and interests include urban
science education, educational technology, and trust
building in university-schoolpartnerships, willlead the
initiative, though a number of other organizations and
corporate sponsors are involved. One partner includes
the STEM Garden Institute, a non-profit organization
whichBarnett is involved with.According to its website,
theInstitute?s mission is ?to improve thelives of people

high risk areas by enhancing theirknowledge of the
core competencies of science, technology,engineering,
and math through hydroponics while providing new
opportunities to improve communities byhelpingwith
innovativesolutions to thefood production and nutriin

tional crisis all over the world.? Barnett will also work
with theSalvation Army?s Kroc Center in Dorchester.
Three hundred students from fourth to sixth grade,
as well as 150 high school students, will participate in
this after-school initiative. The project will not only
engage youththroughteaching them how to use science
to growandharvest fresh local produce, but also allow
them to learn from membersof other generations, as
a number of senior citizens will also be involved in the

Additionally,harvested produce will be sold
year-round at a Dorchester farmers? market. Youth
will even have the opportunity to earn a portion of

initiative.

the profits.

This comprehensive project will not only provide
education benefits to youth, but also provide the community with nutritious, healthy alternatives. While
students may take BC Dining?s availabilityof vegetables
or fruit for granted, neighborhoods can suffer from
what researchers have coined the ?Food Desert??an
area plagued by a lack of fresh produce but abundant

for The Heights. He can be reached at
metro@bcheights.com
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The greenline may undergo yet another expensive rennovationn a few years.

n

By:

parents? high school days, there was
no such thing as an SAT Subject Test
for every academic subject imagin-

COurTesy
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Daniel e Dalton

in other sources of food (such as fast food). Barnett?s
initiative will directly combat the issue and has the
potential to transformlifestyles. Greater availabilityof
produce can change themeals served at the city?s dinner

tableseach night.
As a result of the NSF grant andBarnett?s dedication
through urban science
education, the
seeds planted in the
to

transforming lives

garden will
fruits and

Healthy
and

yield more than
vegetables.
lifestyles
a source of

inspira-tionfor

the city?s
tificallyyouthwill
growing in

BC?s backyard. n
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Cuts risk
city jobs

Chefs reveal
secrets at
food series
Science and Cooking, from

has been explained, world-renownedchefs
take over the lecture. This week?s chef was
Raul Balam Basculleda, a Barcelona native

hospitals??five of whichrank among the largest hospitalrecipients ofgrantsfrom theNlH?s

$3O billion annual budget,? according to The

COurTesy Of

whose passion for cooking with local, fresh

ingredients began when his family opened
a market stand to sell their homegrown
produce in 1974. He began cooking after his
mother opened her restaurant, Sant Pau, in
1988. Eventually,his love of bringing brilliant
flavor developedinto a business of his own,
and he opened Moments, a restaurant on
Barcelona?s famous strip, Passeig de Gracia.
Basculleda, accompanied by his translaPep and the director of Moments,

Jordi

Ciuraneta, walked the audience through the
complex procedure of making ?soupy rice,?
which is essentiallypaella with extra broth.
Just as on a cooking show, a video camera
hoveredover the countertop to give viewers a
birds-eye view ofBasculleda?s hands at work.

puree. The audience erupted in praise of his
successful syringe. Several ?foodies? in the
lecture hall had pen and paper, vigorously
taking notes so they couldattempt to replicate
the egg and paellarecipes themselves. Most
spectators, however, were there simply to be

educatedand entertained.All were pleased
to receive a sample of the finished product,
?soupy rice? with lobster, tomato, and garlic.
Before serving, Basculleda reminded everyone that while this recipe was not technicallypaella, ?there are as many paellasas there
are people that cook them,? emphasizingthe
aspect of individualityin the art of cooking.
The lecturereceivedrave reviews fromits

Audience members cringed as Basculleda
snapped live lobsters in half and pureed

onlookers. When asked about his thoughts
on Basculleda?s showcase, Felipe Jaramillo,
a Colombianchocolate-maker,had nothing
but positive commentary: ?It?s definitely a

their heads, preparing a main component
of the ?picada? broth that is indispensable
to the dish. They watched in fascination as

differentexperience than seeing them online,
and some of the main differences are the
food and the smell and seeing the food be

he explained the four-hour long browning
Throughout the lecture,
in cultural tidbits, such
slipped
Basculleda
as the system of grading eggs in Spain. This
system requires egg cartons sold in markets
to receive a rating of zero to three, depending on how the hens that laid the eggs were
raised. A carton of eggs rated a zero are the
most fresh and natural, since they come from
a hen that was free to eat, exercise, and sleep
as she pleased. In other words, the happiest
hens yield the best-tasting eggs.
Basculleda wowed the audience with a
sideshowof injecting an egg yolkwith onion

prepared live.?

process of onions.

Of GOOGIeimaGes
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A Harvard mathematicsand physicsprofessor partipates in the on-campus lecture series.

tor

Famous chef, JoseAndres, visited the lecture.

MASSEDCHUSETTS

Medical Funding, from

D 1

in Cambridge. Some students, along with
teachingassistants and teaching fellows, help
prepare these ingredients beforeeach show
commences. Every session beginswith either
Brenner or Waites deliveringa brief presentation about the science behind that evening?s
meal.This past Monday, for instance, the aim
was to exemplifyheat transfer bycookingpaella. The audience, as course traditionhas it,
applauded at the ?equation of the day,? which
is explained at the most basic level before the
cookingportion of theshow.Once the science

COurTesy
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Boston Globe.
?It?s like a knife hanging over our heads,?
said Bill Chin, executive dean for research at
Harvard Medical School. ?About a quarter
of new grants won?t be funded, and funding
will be reduced for current projects that are
working on cures for cancer, Alzheimer?s,
diabetes, and heart disease, all of which have
had remarkable advances recently. Ninety
percent of our research budget comes from
government sources, and the NIH is by far
the major source.? Funds would additionally
decrease at the University of Massachusetts
Medical School, Tufts University School of
Medicine, and Boston University School of
Medicine. All three of these universities have
hospital affiliations. Approximately 12 to 15
other college/universityand organization
budgets wouldbe cut, includingat MlT?undoubtedlyone of the country?s leading science

and technologycenters.
An immediate concern for leaders at
Boston medical centers is competition. The
$2.5 billion cuts could very well introduce a
strugglefor theremaining funds, negating the

developments of cooperation among
organizations. Research labs and institutions
are already preparing for job loss, mainly in
research positions and junior faculty. Profesrecent

sor David Scadden,one of the nation?s leading
scientists in stem cell research, has already
dismissed one of his employeesand has frozen
two other positions. Just the proposition of
these cuts has prompted a sense of urgency

in the medical field, and the apprehensions
continue to rise.
As Congress continues to negotiate the

All installmentsof ?Science and Cooking? are on Monday nights at 7 p.m. at the
Harvard Science Center and are free of
charge. The lecture series will culminate
on Monday,Dec. 3 with a lecture by Ferran
Adria, owner of El Bulli, which has consistently been rated the best restaurant in the
world by the toughest food critics across

federaldeficitand propositions to the budget,
Boston medicalprofessionals andresearchers
must prepare for the worst. With continuing
developmentandprogress in fieldsthatbenefit

the globe.
Harvard?s ?Science and Cooking? lecture series is a highlyrecommended way to
expand your mind and taste buds, Boston
Collegefoodies! n

biomedicalresearch could effect more than
a few assistants in a Harvard lab. Yet, until
the budget comes out in January, Boston can
only continue their work and wait for the
results. n

society across the board, themedical cuts will
inhibit this present success. The setbacks in

ON THE FLIP SIDE
THE ISSUE:
Boston?s public transportation is acceptable in the sense that schedules are almost always on time, fares are not a burden on the wallet, and some operators are nice enough to waitfor you to get in the train car as you sprint to the stop from a block away. The MBTA is a great service for the city of Boston, but
is it a great service for a city surrounded by so many universities?One of the key concerns for many college students is the fact that a majority of the T trains
stop running by 12:30 a.m., dependingon whereyou are located. Sometimes students are stranded in the metropolitan area unless they catch a cab back
home. Should the MBTA still allow thisrestricted timeframe or should they extend it to a much later time?

Test scores
setting off
the alarm

JACQUELINE PARISI
Oftentimes, people think that if more
money is spent on education, testing
scores willautomatically improve. In
some cases, this may be true. Massachusetts has proved, though, that exorbitant

spending does not necessarily correlate
with a quality education.
According to State Budget Solutions
(SBS), a non-profit state budget reform
organization, 45 other states spent more
on education as a percentage

of their
totalspending than Massachusetts did
in 2009, 2010, and 2011. However, the
Commonwealthranked number one in
the nation in terms of the highest ACT
averagescores each of those three years.
The SBS prides itself on being a nonpartisan and pro-reform organization
dedicated to bolstering the contention
that spending more on education at the
state level does not lead to improved
test scores. They describededucation
spending as funding generatedby state
and local governments, as well as money
received from the federal government.
In their study, the SBS conducted a
state-by-state assessment of education
spending and also compared the average
graduationrates and ACT scores per
state.

?Our study clearly shows that spending money isn?t going to achieve the
results that taxpayers are funding and
parents are wanting,? said SPS president
Bob Williams.
What I found most shocking and
illustrativeof this claim was the fact that
Arkansas, which was in the top five in
spending from 2009-2011, produced
ACT scores below the national average
each year. Additionally,Texas ranked
first in educationspending in 2010 and
2011 but was below the national average
in ACT scores and in graduation rates.
With our educationsystem in the

?Arkansas, which was

the top

five

in spending

from 2009-2011, produced
ACT scores below the na-

tional average each year.?
condition that it is, many states will
resort to aimlesslythrowing money
into the classrooms in a futile attempt
to improve test scores and graduation

all the smartboards, paper,
and markers in the worldalone will not
erase thered x?s on the Scantrons.
There is no doubt that classrooms
could not operate on a dailybasis without supplies to facilitate the learning
process?it is an invaluableresource,
and I certainly don?t mean to undermine
the importance of educationfunding.
Money aloneis not enough, however.
Whatschools need are good teachers
who will use the funding in innovative
and meaningful ways.
Studies have found that takinga
more active role in education by devel-

rates. Yet,

COurTesy Of
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Follow T consumer demands Community safety preeminent
CHRISTIAN MORA
A couple of weeks ago, Dayglow was
held at the House of Blues in Boston.
Many students from different universities attended the event for a night
of house music and paint splattering.
Everyone was having a great time until it
ended at 12 a.m. Leaving a concert with
so many delusionalpeople is complete
chaos and time consuming. The only
thing on most people?s minds is the fact
that they must find their way home.
Unfortunately,for many, the only way
back home was hopping on the T. Those
who were consciously aware of the time
were running in the pouring rain, with
paint all over them to the nearest T
station. When 12:30 a.m. hit, whoever
didn?t make it to the station was stuck
in the middle of Boston. Luckily for
me, dramatic running in the rain is my
specialty, and I made it on the last train
back to Boston College.

This should not happen. The last
train to depart should not be as early as
12:30 a.m. One shouldn?t be in constant worry of the time when trying to
have fun, especially in Boston?a city.
Other cities like New York have 24-hour
subway rides and don?t have a problem
with people being stuck somewhere due
to time constraints. Even though Boston
isn?t NYC, it sure has the capacity to act
like it with the thousandsof university

students who are new to the city and
wander all over its metropolitan area.
If there was away home that was only
$2.50, a broke college student wouldfind

that much more appealingthan a $3O
cabride back to his or her dorm. Why
must the MBTA have a restricted time
schedule for its T trains if the majority
of the events that most college students
go to in Boston are late at night?
The worst crime the MBTA has
committed with these time schedules is
the fact that trains close around 12:30
a.m. even on weekends. The majority of
the events students go into Boston for
are on weekends, when people prefer to
stay out far past 12 a.m. Sure, departure
times vary dependingon where you are
in the city, but they are still not past 1
a.m. These time restrictions are a bur-

den to those who go out on weekends,
since they must arrange their schedules
around another restricted schedule. That
is not fun. Sometimes people have to
make transfers, which is evenmore time
consuming. It?s time consuming and
simply annoying. It seems like the MBTA
is acting like a parental figure to college
students in the Boston area by giving
us these time restrictions?they are our

curfews awayfrom home.
Christian Mora is a writer for The
Heights. He can be reached at metro@
bcheights.com

DERYN THOMAS
Almost everyone has

had that
after a night out in Boston,
you stop to think about how good
your bed will feel and you realize with
that horrible, sinking feeling that the
T is closed. Panic sets in and anger
follows. Someone must pay for this
injustice. You scream, you cry, you
moment:

rant, but you still haven?t

teleported

into your bed.
The taxis are few and far between,
and those that pass by seem to all be
occupied. It is terribly inconvenient,
I admit, to have lost track of time and
accidentallymissed the last train back
to Boston College. Yet, I would argue

that a public transportationsystem
with an earlierbed time than that
of many college students maintains
a cleaner, safer city and encourages
patrons to plan their evenings accordingly and ahead of time.
A system that closes early means
first and foremost that plans have to
be madeand kept. If you are expecting to be out after the T will be closed,
you are required to think ahead and
arrangefor reliable transportation
well in advance of calling it a night.
You will be more likely to set limits for
yourself, knowing you need money for
a cab or that you need to be sober in
order to drive home.

This early schedule, by design,
also deters younger kids who do not
necessarily have access to their own

transportation from being unaccounted for in the city at late hours. Parents
must

be aware of where theirkids

are

going, how they are getting there, and
the time frame during which they will
be out. This is not to suggest that all

kids who go out are ?up to no good,?
but certainly those who are will have
a harder time doing it when they have
to be driven there by Mom.
The early closing times indirectly
create a citywide curfew. If more
people are taking responsibility for
their plans, there is less of a chance
that citygoers, after a night of revelry,
may end up alone and as victims of
crime. Less crime means that money
and resources can be allocated to

other public sectors?and people of all
ages can feel safer about enjoying the
city however they choose to.
Therefore, the schedule of the T

encourages responsibility and accountability. It provides clean transportation to public places. It maintains the standard of a safe city and
a respected public transportation
system.

Deryn Thomas is a writer for The
Heights. He can be reached at metro@
bcheights.com

oping flexible, practical education plans
tailored to the specific group of students
will yield better performanceresults.
An A-plus goes to Massachusettsfor
not only taking note

of these trendsbut
also acting on them by developingthe
improvedEducation Data Warehouse.
Now, the state will have an innovative
way to track the correlationsbetween
student growth and performance by
teacher.

The online databasewill be a compilationof MCAS scores, student growth,
classroom performance, and student
and educator statistics for each district.
?It helps us determinepatterns over
time, like wheregroups of students
may have difficulties, or even more
importantly, which are growing beyond
what we?d expect, and then talk to the
teacher about what he or she is doing

differently that our teacherscould
benefit from,? said Medway Superintendent Judith Evans. ?Teachers can
then be reflective about what they can
do to help students grow. MCAS scores
are not about how many students are
advanced,but where they started and
ended.?
Jacqueline Parisi is a staff columnist
for The Heights. She can be reached at
metro@bcheights.com.
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PATHWAY THROUGH BOSTON
BY BRENNA CASS
Childhood excursion

updated in Coolidge
As the weather growscolderthroughout
New England, it becomesincreasinglyharder
to leavecampus andmakethe long,cold trek
to Boston for a day.Walking around Newbury
Street or the Boston Common just seemed

much more fun on the 80-degree days of
September,and not so much on the50-degree
days in October. Thebetteralternativeseems
to be to stay in bed in sweatpants and watch
Netflix all day with a bowl of popcorn. But
after a long week of classes, a fall weekend

is the perfect time to enjoy the benefits that
Boston holds,withouthavingto weara winter
coat and a scarf. A great place to check out is
Coolidge Corner, home to The Clay Room
and theParis Creperie.
Unless you?re an art major, the most artistic thing you?ve probably donewhilebeing in
college is decoratedyour roommate?s white

board for his or her birthday, or doodledon
the side of your notebook in math class. The
Clay Room is a perfect place to relax and get
in touch with your inner creative side that
doesn?t come out during weeks of reading
textbooks and writing papers. Located just
outside of Boston in Brookline, The Clay
Room is easily accessible from Boston Col-

lege. After taking the bus to Reservoir,
walk to the C line and take it to Summit
Ave., the stop directly before Coolidge
Corner. The Clay Room is only a short
walkfrom there.
The Clay Room is an affordable, fun
place to let your creative juices flow. You
pay an $8 studio fee, as well as the price
for the individual object you choose to

always a BYOB studio.
After you leave The Clay Room, take
a short walkdownBeacon Street into the
heartofCoolidge Corner. CoolidgeCorner is home to a lot of 20-somethings,
and rightly so. It holds many things for

on

Harvard Ave. It has

a small, cozy

atmospherethatmakesyou feel at home

right when you walk in. The small cafes
and French art on the walls transport
youright to Paris. Their crepe selection
has something for everyone. They have

paint, but most totals don?t exceed $2O.

Dependingon the amount of detailand
effort youput into it, your workcan take
anywhere between half an hour to three
hours to paint. If you don?t finish your
piece in one day, you can come back
anothertime andfinish it withoutrepaying thestudiofee. You thenleaveit at the
studio to be baked in thekiln and pick it
up four days later. They have a variety of
differentpieces to paint including mugs,
vases, boxes, and figurines, as well as
seasonal items. There are more than 40
different colors to choose from to paint
your piece with and The Clay Room is
open seven days a week from 12 p.m.
to 10 p.m.

Be sure to coordinate your Clay
Room visit with many of the different
specials they have weekly. On Mondays,
the studio fee is reduced from $8 to $4,
perfect for frugal college students. They
host a pizza night in the studio on Tuesdays, and everyone there receives pizza
from 6 p.m. to 10p.m. withoutany extra
COurTesy Of

GOOGIe imaGes

Coolidge Corner?s Paris Creperieattracts lovers of the French delicacywith its uniquerecipes.

charge.Finally,for thoseluckyenough to
be over 21, The Clay Room hosts a wine
andcheese night on Wednesdaysand is

Allston-Brighton Crime Reports

COurTesy Of

GOOGIe imaGes

The Clay Room offers its services to thoseinterested in dabblingin pottery and craft.
a Bostonian to doand is a great place to

just walk and look around. On Beacon
Street and the neighboring Harvard
Ave., there are many small clothing
stores

and bookstoresto explore.

If you?re hungry after a long day of
painting, you?ll want to check out the
Paris Creperie, right off Beacon Street

crepes to satisfy your sweet tooth, like

Nutella and s?mores, as well as more
savorycrepes such as ham and brie and
buffalo chicken. They also make delicious coffee drinks and unique specialtieslikeNutellahot chocolate,perfect for
keeping your hands warm on the T ride
andthe chilly walkback to BC. n

RESTAURANT REVIEW

10/2/12 10/6/12

Peru and Italy season with surprise

Man takes advantage of drunk victim in Brighton
At about 9:30 a.m. on Friday, Oct. 5, the victim reported that his laptop computer, iPhone,
and about $8 were taken from his apartment at 15 Euston Road, Brighton, sometime after 3
a.m. that morning. He said that he believed that he may have been intoxicated at the time.
He met an unknown man and said that the man offered to assist him with getting into his
apartment. The victim stated that when they arrived at the apartment, he went to his desk to
retrieve some money to give to the male. He said that hebelieved the male was in the apartment at the time and that he passed out shortly after. When he awoke the next morning at
about 8:30 a.m., the male was no longer there and he said that he then discovered that his
items and money were missing. The police are currently trying to track down the iPhone.

Drunken vagabond harasses locals
At about 4:20 p.m. on Tuesday, Oct. 2, an officer received a radio call about a drunken disturbance in front of 151 Brighton Ave. in Allston. Upon arrival, the officer met with the caller,
who stated that she observed a man called ?Big Red? pushing a shopping cart full of rotting
food, trash, and alcohol downHarvard Ave. Big Red was also wearing a Viking hat with large
horns at the time of this incident. He was clearly under the influence of alcohol. The witness
stated that he stopped in front of 151 Brighton Ave. and began to break apart loaves of bread
to feed birds, but there were no birds present. He then began to verbally beratelocal citizens
passing by. One witness, who works for the Allston Village Mainstreams, stated that he is a
constant problem in the Allston Village area, harassing storefront owners and citizens of the
Allston area with his drunken antics.

Man steals and fraudulently uses credit card

had stolen a credit card from the locker room. They approached the suspect while he was on the
treadmill. He stated that he had found a credit card on the ground the day before, but had not
used it yet. He did not have any form of ID on him. Yet, after observing the credit card bill, it was
evident that the suspect had indeed madefraudulent charges. He was then placed under arrest.

of the Boston Police Department, District
Gatheredby Marc Francis, Asst. Metro Editor

Courtesy

HOUSE AD

BY LAUREN TOTINO
For The Heights
Taranta sits tucked among the numerous

At about 12p.m. on Sunday, Oct. 6, an officer responded to a radio callfor a larceny in progress at
615 Washington St., Brighton. Upon arrival, officers met with a YMCA employee,who stated that
he had been made aware by a memberof the YMCA that they had a credit card stolen recently.
The employee alsostated that multiple larcenies haveoccurred in the men?s locker room over the
last two weeks. After observing the surveillance cameras, the police identified the suspect who

-
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shop fronts lining bustling Hanover Street in the

North End and is a true gem, boasting its special type of gastronomy as ?a marriage between
Southern Italian Cuisine and Peruvian Cuisine.?
Chef-owner Jose Duarte, originally from Peru,
and his wife Anna, a NorthEnd native, continue
to successfully delight patrons with their unique
twist on classic dishes, in addition to creative
combinations that pop out while glancing over
the menu. Taranta is a fairly new eatery, making
its mark in one of the oldest parts of Boston.
Within the restaurant, diners are seated on
one of three levels, and the initial impact of the
ambiance is sophisticated without being overthe-top. The atmosphere is intimate enough for
couples, with dim lighting and romantic charm,
but equally appropriate for group dining. The
friendly and accommodating wait staff and
the familiar Hanover Street scenery remind
customers that at Taranta, everyone is family.
The diningrooms exude the cozy comfort of
those single-floor (and quite frankly, too tiny)
bistros throughout the North End without the
annoyance of rubbing elbowswith fellow diners
at uncomfortablyclose adjacent tables.Like
many of the small restaurants in the North End,
however, the inconspicuous front door renders
Taranta sort of a blink-and-you?ll-miss-it establishment, even though what is inside should
certainly not be overlooked.
Warm bread and dipping oil, delivered
promptly to the table, was an excellent prelude to an excellent meal, which beganwith
samplings of calzoncini fritti and gamberetti
agliolio (garlic and oil shrimp) with broccoli
rabe and crostone as primi piatti. The calzoni
came in a trio of stuffed balls with a crispy
fried coating, each filledwith leeks and mozzarella, beef tenderloin, or baccala (salted cod).
The garlic shrimp paired with broccoli rabe
was an exquisite step up from any ordinary

shrimp cocktail.

The secondi arrived shortly after, and it
was hard not to note how prompt service was
despite it being primetime on a Saturday night.
The orechiette con salssicchia ($24) is a great

option for those who get intrigued by and filled
up with appetizers, as the dish is not as hearty
as it sounds. Tossed with homemade orechiette
pasta is Abruzzese sausage with a bit ofkick,
thanks to hints of spicy aji amarillo, which is

Of GOOGIe

a Peruvian yellow chili pepper. Broccoli rabe,
evidently a favorite ingredient of Duarte?s, and
perfectly cooked cherry tomatoes complimented the fresh meat and pasta. Filet en costra
de Cafe Espressois a worthy splurge ($3B),

incorporating the Peruvian specialty ofcoffee
into the classic filet mignon cut of beef, topped
with parsnip puree and sauteed escarole.
Diners are additionally informedof a list
of specials, and the menu highlights gnocchi
di yucca con ragu verde stilo seco Peruviano.
This mouthful of a name translates into English
what is a flavorful mouthful of Cassava root
gnocchi with a slow braised green lamb ragu

Location: 210 Hanover St., North End
cuisine: Southern Italian-Peruvian
signature Dish: Cassava
atmosphere: 9 /

Root Gnocchi

10

average pLate: $25

overaLL experience: A

and shaved Parmesan. The dish is

yet

another

prime exampleof Duarte?s masterful blending

of both Italian and Peruvian culinary elements.
Portion sizes are very reasonable but border
on the smaller side, so dessert is a feasible

option. Taranta offers five varying dessert options, including hazelnut mousse, chocolate
souffle cake, lucuma tiramisu (lucuma is a
fruit native to the Andean valleys of Peru), and
simple lemon sorbet. The standout on the list
is undoubtedly the guavannolis($9.50), which
are mini cannolis filled with guava and ricotta
bursting with flavor.
Taranta?s website highlights its status as
being top-ratedby Zagat and named in the
Top Five Peruvian Influenced Restaurants
in the U.S. Duarte and his team also show
outstanding commitment to sustainability,
which earned the restaurant its greencertified
restaurant status in October 2007, the City of
Boston Green Business Award in 2008, and
the MassachusettsRecycling Award in 2011.
Knowing that the delicious dishes were made
with concern for the environment makes dining at Taranta that much more enjoyable. n
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EDITORS? PICKS
The Week Ahead

Florida State hosts football this
weekend in Tallahassee. Men?s
hockey opens its season at Northeastern Saturday night. Women?s
soccer takes on Maryland tonight
while the men?s team faces Clemson. The Giants and Reds play for a
spot in the NLCS tonight.

Standings

Recap from Last Week

16-9

Austin Tedesco

Heights Staff

15-10

Greg Joyce

14-11

Chris Marino

12-13

Game of the Week

Army shockedfootball on Saturday at
West Point. Men?s soccer pulledthe
upset over Wakewhile women?s soccer fell to North Carolina. Women?s
hockey opened its season with a
loss to BU. The Orioles defeatedthe
Rangers in their play-in game and
now face the Yankees.

Guest Editor:
Samantha Costanzo

Men?s Hockey

Northeastern vs.

Asst. News Editor

The No. 1Boston College men?s hockey team
opens its season against Northeastern after
defeating New Brunswick 6-0 in an exhibition
game over the weekend. All four lines contributed goals for the Eagles and each goaltenderheld New Brunswick to a shutout for
one period apiece. While the Huskies return a
decentoffensive attack, their defense should
have trouble keeping BC off the scoreboard
on Saturday night at Matthews Arena.

?Can?t they just canceltheWorld Series?It?s

hockeyseason!?
Chris Marino
Assoc. Sports Editor

Greg Joyce
Sports Editor

This Week?s Games

Austin Tedesco
Asst. Sports Editor

Samantha Costanzo
Asst.News Editor

Football:BC at No. 12Florida State

FSU

FSU

FSU

FSU

M. Hockey: No. 1BC at Northeastern

BC

BC

BC

BC

M. Soccer: BC vs. Clemson

Tie

BC

Clemson

BC

W. Soccer:No. 13BC vs. No. 12 Maryland

BC

Maryland

Maryland

BC

Giants

Reds

Giants

Reds

MLB NLDS: Giants at Reds

Boston
College

Sat. 7 p.m. Boston, Mass.

The new era at BC can begin
Column, from
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the necessary changes.
That immersion process will
also occur with Bates and the
students, coaches, fans, alumni,
and everyone else involved in
the unique community that is
BC. He emphasized his desire
to get started in building
relationships, something that I
think will be a major strength

of his.
?The first priority is developing relationships,? he said on
Tuesday. ?In the next couple
of weeks, just really developing relationships of trust is a
huge component?whether it?s
with our student athletes, our

coaches?.?
Just as Bates was talking
about this process, we saw it
live in action. Quarterback
Chase Rettig made his way
through the flood of reporters that surrounded Bates,
and introduced himself to his
new AD. There was a sense of
excitement and eagerness in
Rettig?s voice and mannerisms,
but I heard those same emotions in Bates? actions too.
Soon after Rettig left, Bates
took some more time to meet
officersfrom the Student
Athlete Advisory Commit-

and genuinely
wanted to know each of their
stories. The three athletes were
members of the sailing, skiing,
and fencing teams, but Bates
showed the same excitement
in his conversations with them
tee (SAAC),

as he did with Rettig. He even
made a promise to go out with

the sailing team one morning
it?s like.
It?s the small glimpses
like the one we got of Bates
Tuesday that has me excited
for the future of BC athletics.
Of course, some might think
to see what

that what we saw and heard
from Bates was just an act, and

that he obviouslywas ready to
say and do all the right things
to please those listening and
watching. And there is no
doubt that Bates will have to
back up his talk and promises
in the coming weeks, months,
and years in Chestnut Hill.
In my own opinion, he
passed his first major test on
Tuesdayby saying the right

things about the struggling
footballprogram. There were
many cries for the new AD to
come in and fire head coach
Frank Spaziani right away. Yet
Bates handled the situation
with grace, explainingthat he
needs to wait till the end of the
season to evaluate a full body
of work, instead of making a
snap judgment based on what

he called the ?emotional roller
coaster of every week.?
Yet there?s one story in
particular about Bates that tells
me he will be true to his word.
His biggest talking point on
Tuesday was his wish to maximize student development at
BC. Fortunately, Bates is wired
to do just that, after he learned

from legendary football coach
Bo Schembechler during his
time at Michigan as a walk-on.
?There?s probably not a day
that goes by I don?t use some-

thing from Bo Schembechler,?
Bates said fondly. ?He?s special.
There are so many things.
Bo was obviously very intelligent, incrediblypassionate,
and he was very, very smart.
He engaged the people around
him. He certainly believed that
collective efforts far surpassed
individual attempts. All those

experiences that our coaches
are facilitating now are the
same type of things that I take
with me every day.
?We?re one of the only

countries in the world that
combines our sports with our
educational systems. If it?s not
inherently developmental and
educationalfor its participants,
how can you possibly justify
it being on a college campus?
And so at the core of what Bo
did, was teach us.?
Like he didback in 1980 at

Michigan with Schembechler,
Bates is ready to learn again.
He?ll learn about every coach,
about the student athletes who
make up each team, and the ins

and outs of each program. He?ll
learn about BC?s place in Massachusetts, in the ACC, and in
the NCAA. He?ll learn about
what works and doesn?t work at
BC, and he?ll learn to improve
as many aspects of the athletic
department as he can.
That is the welcome

change

BC was looking for. At last, it
has found its answer.

Greg Joyce is the Sports Editor
The Heights. He can be
reached at sports@bcheights.

for
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Running back Andre Williams was among the student-athletes who had the opportunitytomeet Bates on his first day at BC.

Bates showed that students come first
Bates, from
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plished in the past and stressed our
commitment to the season ahead,?

York said.
Bates also made his rounds
through practices on Tuesday.
Quarterback Chase Rettig and
running back AndreWilliamshad the
opportunity to introduce themselves
to Bates after his pressconference, but

the entire team got an introduction

after practice.
?Initially he seemed like a really down to earth guy,? said senior
linebacker Nick Clancy. ?He?s experienced, knows what he?s doing, very
well-spoken, and he looks like he?s
going to bring some excitement. He
seems like he?s excited to behere. He
chose BC for a reason, he said.?
Bates? enthusiasm was evident to

the football players.
?I thinkhe?s reallypassionateabout
the school,? said sophomoredefensive
back Sean Sylvia. ?He chose us. Another AD kind of turned us down a
littlebit But [Bates] chose us, and
I thought that was really cool. That
means a lot and it speaks volumes of
what he?s going to dohere.?
?He seemedlike a really nice guy,?
Rettig said. ?He said he?s looking forward to making relationshipswith all
?

of us and it?s obviouslyreally important. I was pretty close to Coach Flip,
so hopefully I can get a relationship
with [Bates] like that.?
A former Michigan walk-on and
strength coach at Vanderbilt, Bates
brings a footballbackground that has
impressed the BC players.
?I?ve heard a lot that he was a
hands-on guy when it came to work-

ing with differentlevels of the football
and coaching side,? Rettig said. ?You

have to climb through the ranks so
obviously he?s done it the right way
and he?ll definitely be able to relate
with us, so I think guys are excited
about that.?
Football head coach Frank Spazinai, who alsomet with Bates briefly on
Tuesday,spoke aboutthe relationship
between an athletic director and a
head coach.
?You have to be a team,? Spaziani

said. ?In order for a lot of things to
happen in a footballprogram,it has
to go from the top all the way down
to the bottomlevel in your program.
That?s the relationship, and once
again, everybody has to be on the
same page because there?s not much
of a margin for error in any program
going anywhere.? n

FSU?s explosive athletic ability will test Eagles
Football, from
Chris Thompson, goodwidereceivers,
so IthinkthisFlorida Stateoffense has
a lot of weapons.?
Sylvia was also wearyof the threat
thatManuel poses to the defense, but
nonetheless looked forward to the
opportunity to play against such a

Daniel lee

/
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Florida State willbring the same athleticism that Clemson used against the Eagles.

talented opponent.
?He?s extremely talentedandphysically gifted,? Sylviasaid.?He?s probably
going to beplaying on Sundays, so it?s
a real great chance to go in there and
give them their secondstraight loss, is
the way I look at it.?
The Seminoles present an equally
daunting task for the Eagles on defense. Florida State has allowed just
223 yards of total offense per game
and has managed to stifle most of

the offenses it has played. Only once
have the Seminoleslet up more than
17 points, and they already have two
shutouts to their credit. They alsorush
the QB better than any team BC has
faced so far, racking up 16 sacks in
just six games.
Florida State is led on thedefensive
lineby Cornellius Carradineand Bjoern Werner, who have combined for
13.5 of FSU?s 16 sacks. BC offensive
lineman Bobby Vardaro spoke about
the difficultiesofplaying such a skilled

going to see.?
Despite the strong Florida State
defense they will befacing, the Eagles
have reason for optimism on offense.
Running back Andre Williams en-

D-line.

spoke about how the offense would

?They?re big,? saidVardaro. ?I think
all four of them are 300, 310 pounds
and really fast. We played most of
them last year. They?re going to be
a handful, but we?re preparing really
well. We had a great practice [Tuesday] and on Sunday, so I guess we?re

be approaching the game.
?We?re going to have to run the
ball well and then we?re going to have
to try and do what NC State did and
completeupwards of 30passes,? Rettig
said. ?So that means there?s going to be
a good amount of attempts. We just

joyeda breakout gamelast week and
theoffensiveline continues to improve
its run blocking. Quarterback Chase
Rettig hasmade enormous stridesthis
season alongwith widereceiver Alex
Amidon, and the two have been the
stars in almost everygamesofar. With
a difficult task ahead of him, Rettig

have to have a pretty balanced game.
We?re a goodout-of-the-gatesoffense,
so hopefully we start fast and then
continue to execute throughout the
gameand help our defense out.?
On paper, the two teams couldn?t
be more different. Florida State
began the season with national title
hopes and remains a contender for
the ACC Championship, while
BC has struggled out of the gate
yet again. But as linebacker Steele
Divitto said, when the teams hit the
field on Saturday, anything could

happen.

?Florida State knows when they
play us they?re going to be playing
a BC football team,? Divitto said,
?which is a tough, physical, hardnosed team, and they need to bring
their A-game.? n

Bekker?s goal pushes BC past Dartmouth
Soccer, from
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stalemate between the Eagles
and the Big Green. Each team had
six shots, although BC had two
shots on goal to Dartmouth?s one.
Otherwise, the game saw verylittle
offensive opportunity, based on
strong defensive play both in the
box as well as at midfield.
The second half sawan increased
offensive pressure compared to the
first, although neither team was
able to put anything away to take
thelead. The Eagles hadseveralopa

portunities to take the match, but a
solid Big Green defensiveeffort and
some misplays downfield kept the

scoreless. On the other side
of the pitch, the strong defensive
team

unit of Chris Ager, Ryan Dunn, Nick
Corliss, Stefan Carter, and Dylan
Pritchard limited their opponents
to four shots in the half, although
two were on goal.

The Eagles continued to create
shots for themselves throughout

the period, but no greater chance
came than when Rugg crossed a
pass to Abbott in front of the net.
Abbott took a hard shot, but the
Big Green goalkeeper blocked it to
end the threat. Time expiredwith
nothingon the scoreboard,sending
the teams to overtime.
Kelly said that his fear of the
team losing focus in the game after
the Wake Forest match felt like it
was becoming a reality.
?We come in. There?s no atmo-

sphere in the place whatsoever,? he
said. ?You know there?s going to

be a drop-off, no matter what you
say to them. It looked like a game
of keep-away. We had a couple of
chances, like Bekks had a look at
the goal, Charles had another one
up there, but it was still a boring

kind of game. They had a couple of
breaks when they could?ve scored,
so I was really nervous about the
game in general.?
After two scoreless periods, the
Eagles finally came through with
the headerfrom Bekker. As Abbott
booted a free kick into the crowd
in front of the net, Bekker managed

?Jason just played a great ball,
and I was just the first guy across
the goal,? Bekkersaid. ?I just triedto
get myheadon it, andkeep it going
towards goal.?
?Bekks just grew three inches
over there,? Kelly laughed. ?He put
his high heels on for that one.?
In the long term,Bekkerbelieves
that this victory is the culmination
of his young teammates coming togetherand understandingthework
necessary to be a successful team.
?The boys are coming together,
and we?re starting to work for our
wins,? he said. ?It?s not going to be
easy, and that?s the way it?s going

break through and redirect the
ball into the net, sealingthe Eagles?

to be for the rest of the season.
Everyone?s just got to give 100 per-

victory.

cent every game.? n

to

Graham beck/ heiGhTs eDiTOr

Bekker?s winning goalin overtime againstDartmouth was his first of the season.
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Bates is On first day as athletic director, Bates fits right in
just what
BC needed
BY AUSTIN TEDESCO
Asst. Sports Editor

They were kept in the dark until the final
hour, but the Boston College athletic community responded with resounding approval
and excitement to the announcement ofBrad
Bates as the University?s new athleticdirector
on Tuesday.

?I?m excitedlike everybodyelse,? said men?s
basketball coach Steve Donahue. ?He comes
with an incredible background. I love thathe
workedat Vanderbiltin particular andallofhis

experienceat a highlevel ata school thatvalues

GREG JOYCE
This is exactly what Boston College needed. When Gene DeFilippo
announced his retirement as athletic
director back in August, he said that
it was the right time for ?new leadership? at the AD position. It was time
for a change on the heights. Brad
Bates brings just that?and much,
much more.
It was a hectic 24 hours before the
official announcement was made on
Tuesday afternoon, with potential candidates? names flying around, seemingly changingby the hour. But when
all was said and done, I truly believe
the right man was sitting in between
University President Rev. William
P. Leahy, S.J. and Associate Athletic
Director for MediaRelations Chris
Cameron at the introductory press

conference.
Bates brings with him an outlook
that is incrediblypositive, a wealth of
experience leading at Miami University and Vanderbilt University, and a
gratitudefor the opportunities that

education.I think it?s a great thing that we have
a leaderlike that for our student-athletesand
coaches to know that hehas the same vision
as we do.He seems like a greatfit.?
Bates inherits a rebuilding basketball program as Donahue enters his third season at
BC next month.
Men?s hockey head coach Jerry York and
Bates have grown familiar with each other
fromBC?s success in hockey over Bates? former
school, Miami University. The hockey team
is in anything but a rebuilding stage as it is
coming off of a nationalchampionship and is
in prime position to repeat.
?Unfortunately for me, I have seen what a
goodcoach Jerry York is,? Batessaid during his
opening press conference.
York spoke with Jimmy Connelly on
USCHO Live about his new boss? visit to the

lockerroom on Tuesday afternoon.
?Brad talkedto us abouthis loveof hockey.
He congratulated us on what we?ve accom-

See Bates, D 5
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Men?s basketballhead coach Steve Donahue alongwith other BC coaches and players expressed their excitementabout the hiring of Bates.

Defense looks to prove
itself against Seminoles

the combination of academics and
athletics can provide.
?That?s what makes BC special,?
Bates said about the mix of education
and athletics. ?This is an unbelievable product. Are you kidding me?

The graduation rates that we have at
one of the top-ranked institutions in
the country, competing at the highest level of the NCAA and, oh by the
way, you?re in one of the great cities
of the world and

you?re

BY STEVEN PRINCIPI
Heights Staff

surrounded

by all these tremendous professional
athletes? I think we can sell that.?
Selling BC as a product will be
a major challengefor Bates, as the
University has always tried to find
ways to market its athletic programs
in a city that is all about professional
teams. It will no doubt be a difficult
task, but Bates seemed truly excited
about taking on the challenge. He?s not
going to just sit back and think there?s
nothing he can do to change the city?s
perception. Instead, Bates talked
about how he planned on immersing
himself in the community right away
and figuring out the best way to make
graHamBeck / HeigHTs eDiTOr

See Column, D
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Clemson and Army movedthe ball with ease against a BC defensethat faces Florida State next.

The Boston College football team faces
what may be its most difficult challenge of
the seasonon Saturday,when it travelsto Tallahassee to take on No. 12 Florida State. The
Seminoles, who had been ranked as high as
No. 3before losinglastweekat NorthCarolina
State, enter playwitha recordof 5-1 overalland
2-1 in ACC play. Yet despite the success that
Florida State has enjoyedso far, defensiveback
Sean Sylvia thinks the team may be overlooking the Eagles thisweekend.
?We?re a team that?s hungry to get our
second win,? Sylvia said. ?Florida State, I
think, isn?t as hungry to get a win. I don?t think
they?re going to take us as serious and I don?t
think they?re going to prepare as hard for us.
I just think we?re going to go in there and do
goodthings.?
Offensively, the Seminoles are led by senior

quarterback EJ Manuel. A true dualthreatQB,
Manuel has completed over 70 percent of his
passes on the season while also ranking third
on the team in rushing yardswith over 250in
six games. In the backfield, Chris Thompson
and James Wilder, Jr. both average over six
yards per carry,whilethereceiving core makes
up for a lack of stars with impressive depth.
The Eagles have struggledthroughout the
defense, a problem that was most
noticeable last week when they allowed over
500 yards rushing to an Army team that had
not won a game.Senior captain JimNoel spoke
about the challenges thedefensewillbefacing
on Saturday, mentioning the balanced attack
that the Seminoles bring.
?I think thisoffensehas got more weapons
than Army,? Noel said. ?Going into Florida
State, they like to pass the ball a lotand run the
ball a lot. They?ve got a goodrunning back in
season on

See Football, D 5

Eagles face tough ACC foes
Elite Florida State and Miami squads travel to
Chestnut Hill for weekend volleyball matchups
BY STEVEN PRINCIPI
Heights Staff

thanwhat we?ve faced so far in theconference
There are some habits and tendencies that we can try to exploit, but there?s no
hitters that you can ignore. Anyone in their
lineup can hurt you.?
BC willclose out its weekendwith Miami.
The Hurricanes come in with a record of
14-3, riding a three-game winning streak of
their own. Miami also managed to knock off
Florida State 3-1 a month ago,solidifying its
spot as a contender in ACC play. A badloss to
Virginia Techknocked them out of the top 25
a few weeksago, but the team has responded
and appears to beback in form.
?Miami?s biggest weapon is their speed,?
Campbellsaid. ?They run a fast offense, they
really force the middle attack, and they?ve
got good, athletic middleswho have got a
good range of shots and can hit to all areas
of the court. So defending them is a matter
of catching up with them.It?s a differentstyle
than Florida State, and part of the challenge
is going to be preparing for two teams with
such a different playingstyle.?
The Eagles enter the weekend with a
record of 10-9 overalland 4-3 in ACC play.
Two wins lastweekend pushed themabove
.500 andmatched their ACC win totalsfrom
season.

The Boston College volleyballteam will
look to build on some early-seasonsuccess
when it hosts ACC foes No. 12 FSU and
Miami on Friday and Sunday. The Seminoles
and the Hurricanes are currently tiedfor first
in ACCplay at 6-1. And while the Eagles have
gotten off to a much faster start thanin previous years, headcoachChris Campbell knows
just how difficult thesetwo matches will be.
?Anytime you play top-level teams it?s a

test,? Campbellsaid. ?They?re ranked that high
because they do a lot of things well. For us,
we?re very young. At any one time, we?ll have
three or fourfreshmen or sophomoreson the
court, so it?s a bitof a test of our maturity level
to see if we can remain composed and stay
focused on what we?re trying to execute. The

ability to do that becomes increasinglymore
difficultas the level of the opponent rises.?
The Eagles open against a hot Seminole
squad that has started the season strong
with an overall recordof 14-2 overall.After
droppingtwo consecutive gamesearlier in the
season, Florida Statehas won its last eightand
has not dropped a set in its last two. Campbell
acknowledged the challenge that his opponent presents and admits that pulling off the
upset in Friday?s game willnot be easy.
?They?re good, they?re one of the top 15
or 20 teams in the country,? Campbell said.
?They?re big. On average, they?re probably
the tallest team in the conference. They?ve
got somereally goodsize up front so they can
blockeffectively. Offensively they don?t have
any weak links, so it?s a different challenge

the last two years combined. Facing the
top two teams in the ACC gives the team
a chance to continue on its recent success
and find the consistency that has eluded it
in past seasons. BC will continue to look to
its underclassmen to make big plays, with
freshmen Franny HockandKatty Workman

and sophomore Courtney Castle having
already establishedthemselvesas key members of the team. n

graHam Beck / HeigHTs eDiTOr

After a largely defensive match in regulation, the Eagles gained the advantageon a golden goal score from senior forward Kyle Bekker.

Overtime goal pushes BC past Dartmouth
BY CHRIS MARINO
Assoc. Sports Editor

night, the Boston College men?s
soccer team (7-3-2) defeated non-conferLast

ence opponent Dartmouth, 1-0, on an

Boston College 1
Dartmouth

overtime header
from senior Kyle

Bekker

the

?My biggest concern was Saturday, coming off a TV game at Wake Forest,? he said.

Game of the Week
INSIDE SPORTS
Northeastern hosts the
men?s
THIS

at

Newton Sports Complex. The match came
after the Eagles? upset of Wake Forest last
weekend, which concernedhead coach Ed
Kelly heading into the match.

?The energy was sky high, and we played
reallywell.Charlie?s sick tonight,Bekks was
sick on Saturday, and I?ve been sick, so it?s
justkind of been going around.?
The first half saw a tough defensive
match between the two squads. The majority of play was held to the midfield, as both

Rugg. Rugg, though closely guarded by his
defender, put himself in position to take a

chance on net. Nonetheless, the ball from
Bekker sailed too far aheadof the streaking
Rugg, and went out of play.
Maybe the best chance for the Eaglesto
start scoring came with just under a minute

battledfor possession.
left in thehalf. With traffic aroundthe goal,
At the 15:17 mark, midfielder Jason Bekker found a small opening after taking
Abbott got the first shot off on net with the ball past his defender. He launched a
a strike from the midfield, but Big Green
shot from up close, but Cohenblocked the
goalkeeperNoah Cohen made the save to ball to keep the game tied going into half.
At the endof the half, it was essentially
preserve theshutout.Another opportunity
came when Bekker made a high pass down
the pitch to fellow senior forward Charlie
See Soccer, D 5
teams
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